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MONHEGAN

ISLAND

WENTY-TWO miles from Thomaston, ten miles out in
the broad Atlantic, with a continuous settlement older
than Plymouth, it is the home of a hundred fishermen, has
three hotels and seventy summer cottages. On its east
coast four great headlands almost 200 feet high jut out into the
ocean, its central hill is crowned with an imposing granite light
house, and on the west the land slopes gently to the sea where
Manana, a great barren rock a hundred feet high forms the western
guard to its beautiful harbor.
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— IOR A REAL OUTING, TAKE STR. GOV. DOUGLAS at
|Thomaston any day except Sunday at 7.30 A. M. and visit
the must fascinating, primitive, and ruggedly beautiful
WB1 spot in all New England.

'
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REPUBLICAN WOMEN

Volume 76................. Number 91.

WELL,

£OLKS,

IT’S

OVER.

SAW JEFF DAVIS

Will Hold Second Annual
When He Visited Rockland
Field Day at Oakland Park Old Home Week Passes Into History With No Regrets Or
and Took a Drink With the
Apologies
Necessary
—
Full
Description
of
the
Excellent
Aug. I0.
Local Statesmen.

Floral Parade.

vance; single copies three cents.

Every Republican woman in Knox
“I also remember that visit of Jeft
I very reasonable.
Davis to Maine," said Albert I. Matin-,
Communications upon topics of general Inter county should plan to be present Aug.
est are solicited.
The closing day of Old Home Week H. Harrison and very prettily decorat dropping into the editorial room on
10 at Oakland Park for their second
Entered at the poetofflee ln Rockland for cir
annual field day. A gland good time again found big crowds at the Street ed. The passengers were Caroline E. one of his entertaining visits and
culation at second-class postal rates
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
Carnival and the Street Dance. Plenty Harrison, Mr, and Mrs. Liberale Pala- commenting upon the reminiscent
urday morning, from 460 Main Street, Sock- and raljy will be held, with speakers,
dino and Mary Paladino.
land, Maine.
basket picnic, business and planning of excitement was furnished by an
The Maine Seed and Horticulture article hy Dr. W. E. Crockett of Bos
event not down on the program—the Co. was beautifully represented by a ton, printed in the July 12 issue of
annual^election of officers.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established ln
Woman Suffrage had not been grant fire on Main street—but it checked the car artistically trimmed with pine, fir The Courier-Gazette.
1846. ln 1874 the Courier was established,
and white birch trees, with running
Returning the Gov. Douglas \’■caches Thomaston at C P. M.
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. ed when Republican women held their festivities only momentarily, and led gear in green and goldenrod. The float
"I was a boy when Secretary of War
giving six hours at the Island.
The Free Press was established in 1855, and first mass meeting there Aug 6, one a stranger to remark that it heat any
carried a bevy of beautifully dressed Davis came to Rockland, in his swing
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. year ago, but a special call was issued
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
Round trip tickets for sale on the boat, good for returning the
to women to gather. A most enthusi city he was ever in, for with the cen girls—the Misses Ragnhild, Elizabeth around the circle,” Mr. Mather con
same day, including dinner at the
astic meeting was held in the pavilion, ter of the business district afire people and Gudrum Heisted, Maude Peterson, tinued. “He came here direct from.
•••
every Knox county town being repre kept on dancing or riding the merry- Marian Poland, Ruth Crockett, Eleanor Belfast, where Dr. Crockett had his
ALBEE HOUSE, $3.50
Alice Porter,
There's place and means for every — sented in attendance. No slate had go- round. Somebody might well have Robinson, Mabel and
adventure with him. 1 was clerking
••• man alive.--Shakespeare.
been prepared, no machine methods reminded the stranger that history Thelma Lane and Catherine Roberts.
•••
•••
Fifth prize was taken by Mrs. Faith at that time with Weeks & Bond, who
were in evidence, but the women furnished a precedent, even if the
proved both their fairness and their scene was Rome instead of Rockland Berry and Miss Hope Greenhalgh. kept a crockery store ln Spear block,
The coolest person during all the ex Their car was one of tiie prettiest
capability by perfecting a complete
the place now occupied by the Star
A SPEEDY ELECTION
and speedy organization on the spot. citement was the blind man, Mr. Dear spectacles that Rockland has seen. It Pool Room. Secretary Davis on ar
born,
whose
phonograph
kept
on
was
all
white,
covered
with
Queen
When it is recalled that a few weeks
Absent Voters, Highway Bonds and later universal woman suffrage had grinding out popular selections at Anne's lace and clematis. On either riving here was taken in tow by the
State Bonus To Be Acted Upon.
been granted and that a complete Jim’s Corner, with fire apparatus ln side, at the front und back, were huge prominent Democrats of that day.
hand-made gauze butterflies. Little
somersault took place in Knox county action all around it.
Everybody credits the Rockland Ruth Hanscom was a tiny butterfly Edwin Rose, one of the party’s warA special State election will be held when the Republican ticket was com
horses, lived in the second story of the
1 pint, dozen............................$1.25
Sept. 12 to act upon the following pro pletely successful for the first time in Carnival Association with having made herself, perched up in back, blowing
Spear block, and took Davis in as his
posed amendments to the constitu 20 years, it may be judged whether a complete success of Old Home Week. kisses to the spectators.
1 quart, dozen......................... $1.50
• • • •
guest. Being short of dishes he bor
tion:
these women exerted any influence It came a little too close to the Fourth
Shall the Constitution be amended toward achieving that striking result. of July celebration to have the desired
“The Bridal Party," designed hy Mrs. rowed what was needed from the
2 quart, dozen
$2.00
as proposed by a resolution of the ‘Hats Off to the Women” was The zest, but the Association was unable E. M. Lawrence, representing Spring crockery store, Including un assort
legislature allowing voters absent Courier-Gazette’s caption the morning to.provide any other dates and have came next, winner cf fourth prize. A ment of glasses, and it was my busi
the Street Carnival at any other time. white robed herald on a white horse
With every dozen jars we give you a dozen extra glass i; from voting districts on the day of following election.
ness as the boy clerk to pack the
election, to vote?
The following officers were chosen at The committee was also handicapped played the wedding march with a cor dishes in a basket and carry them up
by
lack
of
funds.
But
everybody
ap

Shall
the
Constitution
as
proposed
Oakland
then,
who
have
been
active
covers.
net, Ernest Crle filling this role. The stairs to the living-room of Mr. Rose.
by a resolution of the legislature pro throughout this year ln their respec pears to be well .satisfied and the car, decorated in white and gol
"It was an awesome moment for me
viding for the issue of highway bonds tive localities: Chairman, Mrs. M. A. week brought bigger crowds onto the denrod was driven by Mrs. Louise Gil when 1 was let in and told«to unpack
streets
day
and
night
than
Rockland
for the building of State aid high Taylor, Thomaston: vice chairman,
ley, and bore the bride, Miss Idamae my basket. 1 knew the men present
ways?
Mrs. J. Frank Rich. Rockport; secre will see for many a day. as there will Wotton; the bridegroom, Lloyd N. and looked up to them with veneration,
be
no
Old
Home
Week
next
year
unless
Shall the Constitution be amended tary, Mrs. Nan B. Higgs, Camden;
Lawrence, the ring-bearer Billie El- for they were leaders in the po
as proposed by a resolution of the treasurer, Mrs. J. W. Wilde, Rockland; new' blood is willing to get into the lingwood and the flower girl, Thelma litical party to which I intended to be
game
and
do
the
work
and
stand
the
legislature providing for the issuing executive committee, Mrs. Myrtle Jud
Biackington; children attendants walk long when 1 grew up. 1 distinctly re
408 MAIN STREET
of State bonds for the purpose of kins, Union, chairman; Miss Mary criticism that has fallen to the lot of ing by the sides were Anna Dart of call some of those in the group
public
spirited
men
who
have
been
in
paying a bonus to Maine soldiers and Bills, Hope; Mrs. Mary Mills, North
Lexington, Mass., Muriel and Minerva surrounding Davis. There wus Wil
sailors in the War with Spain?
Haven; Mrs. Julia Robinson, Warren: charge several years. It is very doubt stover, Martha Wasgatt, Madeline liam MeLoon, Elijah Hall, Herman
ful
if
the
average
person
has
any
con

Miss Ada Wadsworth, Appleton; pub
Rogers and Edward Dart of Lexington. Stevens, John A. Meserve, Benjamin
licity chairman, Mrs. G. H. Blethen, ception of the work that is required,
A FOURTH REFUSAL.,
The next car, driven by Mrs. E. M. W. Lothrop. T. K. Osgood and the
or
if
those
who
got
most
of
the
pleas

Rockland.
Lawrence and decorated in green, with Levensalers of Thomaston.
ure
and
profit
know
that
much
of
the
Council Determined Not To Confirm
goldenrod, carried Donald Leach, best
The town chairmen and vice chair
"They had drinks around and toasted
Davies—Nelson Nomination Held men are: Appleton, Mrs. Lizzie New funds were provided by persons who man; Mrs. Lloyd Lawrence, matron of Davis with great enthusiasm and
FOLLOWED BY
did
not
share
particularly
in
either.
bert; Camden, Mrs. Nan B. Higgs,
honor; and Carrie Fields and Marian hilarity. 1 remember to this day tha
Up.
«...
chairman; Mrs. R. L. Bean, vice chair
Brewster, maids of honor.
impression it made on me, standing
DANCE and ICE CREAM SALE
The Floral Parade.
The Executive Council for the fourth man; Criehaven, Mrs. E. C. Mitchell;
Glenn A Lawrence's car came next, In the background and taking in the
One of the most beautiful parades in decorated in white with green wood ceremony, for it was the first time I
time Friday refused to confirm the Cushing, Mrs. Grace M. Maloney and
OWLS HEAD, WED. EVENING AUG. 3 nomination of ex-Senator Howard Mrs. Hattie Burton, vice chairman; Rockland’s history was that which took bine. It contained an unique group— had ever seen old duffers like them
Davies of Yarmouth as chairman of Friendship, Mrs. Florence P. Hahn; place Friday afternoon. Promptly at Hugh Little’s seven irresistible pup h’lsting ln anything. I had been
Benefit New Town (Owls Head)
the Public Utilities Commission. No Hope, Miss Mary Bills, chairman; 5 o’clock the Floral Parade started up pies. held respectively by pretty little brought up to regard them with awe
statement was made by the Governor Mrs. John Marriner, vice chairman; Main street from the Gen. Berry en white clad children—Barbara Wiggin, as party leaders and it was an awful
All cordially invited. If stormy, Thun.day Evening.
or any of the Council regarding the Matinicus and Isle au Haut, Miss gine house. The street was dear and Margaret Hellier, Henry Marsh, Elea shock to me to learn that a Democratic
matter.
Henrietta Ames; North Haven, Mrs. a fine view could be had all along the nor Bird, Ruth Law'rence, Edward leader ever took a drink. Life-long
The Council voted to lay on the table Mary Mills; Rockland, Mrs. J. W. line of march, thanks to the efficient Barnard and Wesley Wasgatt.
association with my party gave me
for two weeks the nomination of Ly Wilde and Mrs. Beulah S. Oxton, chair work of the city’s traffic police. Fol
Next came Mrs. A. T. Philbrook’s later opportunity to note, that like
POULTRY KEEPERS AND FARMERS
man H. Nelson of Portland as a mem men, Mrs. J. F. Cooper and Mrs. E. lowing the police escort which com car prettily decorated in yellow and many impressions one takes on In
ber of the State Highway Commission M. Lawrence, vice chaiimen; Rock prised Deputy Marshal Walter J. Fer white, pond lilies being the feature. youth, this one had nothing to It. In
nominated to fill the vacancy caused port, Mrs. J. Frank (Rich, chairman nald, Patrolman Louis H. Gray and Russell Wood drove and Mrs. Phil my time I have known a number of
We Have Full Line of
by the expiration of the term of Philip Mrs. Jennie Harkness, vice chairman; Alfred Lamb and Special Officer Clar brook and Miss Pearl Borgerson rode. really respectable Democrats to Im
J. Deering of Portland.
South Thomaston, Mrs. Fred W. Gil ence Simmons, came the first section All were in clown costumes.
Park & Pollard Feeds—Lay or Bust, Scratch Feed,
bibe of the flowing howl, as the poet
The winner of first prize, the Roek has it, and apparently enjoy the ex
chrest; St. George, Mrs, Alfred C of the highly popular Park Band. Di
rectly
behind
came
the
14
Interesting
land
Gun
Club,
came
next.
This
great
Hocking; Thomaston, Mrs. M. A. Tay
perience, But ’them was the happy
PARK THEATRE
Growing Feed and Chick Feed, Stevens 44 Dairy Ration
lor, chairman, Mrs. Alfred C. Strout Indians of the Passamaquoddy Tribe, float was so unique, so complete and so days.’
who
helped
entertain
Rockland
during
full
of
atmosphere
and
charm
that
William S. Hart is starring today vice chairman; Union, Mrs. Lela M the week.
there will be no doubt in anyone’s
in "The Testing Block," played by a Haskell, chairman, Mrs. Myrtle Jud
ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
“The festivities ended, I packed the
The Rocklan# Boy Scouts made a mind as to the justice of the judges’
sweet faced girl in the depths of the kins, vice chairman; Vinalhaven splendid showing under the direction decision. A complete woodland camp glasses hack in my basket and went
Miss
Mildred
Vinal;
Warren,
Mrs.
redwood forests, and a notorious out
of Mr. Mills. They were followed by scene was depicted—a tent, half hid down stairs to the street. A hack with
46 PARK STREET
law. The miracle of love enters into Julia Robinson, chairman, Miss Har the Holbrook Tennis Club of the Uni den in dense woods; a campfire burned a pair of horses was standing in front
riet
Stevens,
vice
chairman;
Washing

the picture.
versalist Church. A very pretty pa and Fred M. Biackington and John of W. (J. Fuller’s grocery—now tho
Guy Brothels Minstrels are booked ton, Mrs. Edith A. Overlook, chair geant effect was gotten through the MeLoon were the rugged hunters. L. E. Biackington clothing store.
man,
Mrs.
Jennie
Hume,
vice
chair

for matinee and evening performances
use of streamers
and decorated Two hunting dogs were with them, Presently Davis came down the stairs,
Wednesday, and from the reports re man.
racquets. This was arranged by Rev. making a complete picture.
escorted hy his convivial friends, and
ceived from the managers along the
J. M. Ratcliff who walked with the
got into the hack, to be driven to the
THREATENED HIS UNCLE
route a big happy day is assured the
boys—Leonard
Campbell,
George
A great wagon duintly decorated and steamboat wharf. There was a large
theatregoers.
The veteran minstrel
Wood, Philip Rounds, Cecil Benson, carrying a bevy of lovely, flower-like rowd gathered about. I got right up
George R. Guy, who has been on the This The Charge On Which J. Thomas Arthur Orne and G. Nelson Glidden.
dancers came now. When it reached close to the hack door, so he had to
Gettigen Is Arrested In Boston.
stage for 47 seasons, is manager and
Next In order came Gen. Berry hose the Court House lawn the occupants brush against me as he got in. He
director of the organization and he is
The following from the Boston Post wagon, No. 3, very strikingly decorat gave a charming “Spring Dance" and wore blue goggles—a tall, spare figure
proud in making one of the best trav
ed in red and white, and driven by
of very ordinary appearance. But he
elling organizations now on the road of Thursday, concerns a former Rock Levi Manks. The four dainty children formed a lovely vision on the dark was a big feller. Ev6h In. my general
green lawn. The dance was arranged
The program includes an elaborate land man:
“J. Thomas Gettigen, 45 years old, of on board were Harold and Blanche and directed by Miss Margaret (Peg callowness I understood that fact.
first part and olio of ten vaudeville
Lothrop, Gertrude Phillips and Gladys
He had to he or they wouldn’t have
acts and grand concert orchestra. 88 Beachland avenue. Revere, was ar Robinson. Following was James F, gy) Ahearn, assisted by Miss Dorothy made him President of the Con
There Is a combination of black face raigned in the Chelsea court Wednes Sears hose wagon No. 2, driven hy Blethen; Mr. and Miss Marsh furnished federacy.”
and white face stars to give pleasure day on a charge of threats against his Lewis Smith. The outfit was a mass the music. The dancers were Gertrude
That was sixty-two years ago,”
to the old timers and modern amuse uncle, Clinton W. Richardson, a of pink rambler roses, from Walter H. Smith, Ruth Clark, Marion Marsh. concluded Mr. Mather, with a chuckle.
do first class Laundering in a
ment seekers. Street parade and band wealthy Revere Beach showman, who Spear’s garden and was very beautiful. Agnes, Eilene, Carol and Alice Flana I remember it tis though It had all
concert at noon and night before the also resides at the Beachland avenue The children were Helen Foster and gan, Clemis Biackington, Caroline and happened yesterday. And also you
Evelyn Perry, Nathalie Robbins, Mary
address.
Detectives employed by
show.
Madeline and Dorothy Lord of Port Pratt, Helen and Antoinette Lachance, might add,” he went on, "that I was
The great special picture "Decep Richardson's family stated when the land.
Winifred Coughlin, Virginia and Doro present at Beethoven Hall the time
tion" will be shown Thursday and Fri warrant for Gettigen arrest was sought
Next came the stunning cat ot the
Dr. Crockett mentions, when ho
day. It Is the real life-story of beau that the latter had threatened ‘to get’ Rockland Veteran Firemen’s Associa thea York, Lucy French, Madeline sparred with John Woods and got the
tiful Anne Boleyn, the girl who sacri-. Mr. Richardson. This, it is claimed, tion, decorated in white, with red Coffey, Janet Smith and Marian Clark. crack that knocked him out. Woods
Heed love for the throne of Henry was for the purpose of obtaining flowers. Oliver Hamlin drove, with Miss Ahearn not only coached the was a good deal bigger man than
dance, but designed and made the cos
Gettigen, the
VIII. She won the kiss of a king and Richardson’s money.
Ellson Metcalf on the seat. The chil
Crockett. Jake Miller was in the
a mighty empire was shaken.
She detectives asserted, stated that he dren were Gladys Pitts, Grace Marks tumes, thereby saving the large ex
pense which would have been entailed audience, and Zeke Perry, Warren Mil
gained a regal crown, and the world wanted to get Richardson up to a and Mildred Sweeney.
by sending for a professional, and the ler and Cal Ingraham, all sporting
was torn asunder. Then, beneath the camp In the woods, and when he got
Too much praise cannot be given to
characters of the town and greatly
robes of royalty, * her heart was him there it was his intention to shoot the magnificant showing made hy results could not have been bettered.
Frank F. Butler realistic as a “rube1 looked up to by us boys. Woods—
spurned by the world’s worst husband. him.
these
fire
department
outfits.
They
farmer, drove a Fordson tractor, one Cocky Woods he was oallefl—was re
“Chief John J. Dyer, of the Revere
A tale that will live as long as men
lated to Miller and used to come here
police, representing the government, made a blaze of brilliant color coming of the peppiest features.
and
women
love.
Filmed
on
a
gor

up
Main
street
that
will
not
be
soon
PEOPLE’S
LAUNDRY
Miss Harriet Siisby’s greenhouse, as frequently to work. He broke a man’s
geous background of pomp and yesterday asked for a continuance of forgotten. First honorable mention
neck In a prize fight and I don't know
46-tf
splendor never approached in another the case for a week, stating that he was given the Fire Department as a complete as a real one, beautifully what became of him after that.”
covered, and filled with flowers made a
thought that the defendant should be
screen production.
whole.
very handsome showing. Little Mary
• • • •
The case was
The Empire will be open for pictures examined mentally.
Lawrence, Cynthia Wasgatt and
Wednesday, as the Park is being used continued and Gettigen was ordered
A. II. Newbert thinks It was In 1859
bailed in $2500. He obtained the bail.'
Next came H. H. Stover's pony, gal Charles Bucklin, looking like flowers, that Jefferson Davis visited Maine,
for the minstrel show.—advt.
lantly ridden by young Harland Web themselves, were inside.
not 1860 as Dr. Crockett wrote.
"I
Next came “Young’s Fish Market,' remember the occasion very plainly,”
ber.
a
small
black
car,
surmounted
by
;
ROCKLAND
One of the daintiest entries was a
suys Mr. Newbert, "for my father
tiny black pony drawing a beautiful huge poster, on which a fish was took me with him to see the militia
LOAN AND BUILDING
drawn.
In
the
rear
sat
a
llsherwoman
cart decorated in red, white and blue,
muster at East Belfast, and I saw the
x ANY-TIME
ANY-PLACE
ANY-WHERE
canopied with confetti and flags, and Mrs. Freeman Young, who caught and Secretary of War, who was mount
ASSOCIATION
landed
perpetually
a
huge
fish,
to
the
bearing Mary and Marie Passaloqua, In
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
ed on a snow-white horse, reviewing
delight of the crowd.
—HAS PAID—
gay dress.
j
on giant pneumatic tires. We can give you service and eave you
the troops, and made a brave show in
Last
but
not
least
was
the
winner
of
The W. O. Hewett Co.’s beautiful
crating, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment We move
my youthful eyes.”
5/2%
DIVIDENDS
third
prize
"Captain
Kidd's
Treasure
IN
ROCKLAND
float came next, winner of second
you anywhere in New England.
prize. A great white shoe rose above Ship,” complete as to detail as only
SINCE 1907
Just tay “Moving,” we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
a
base of white, with pine and golden Capt. Israel Snow could make it. and YOUR FAVORITE POEM
had to much pleasure in moving.
Be Sure and Visit at the
Shares in the 68th Series now on tale
rod, in which was seated Miss Shirley beautiful In its coloring and design. It
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
Glidden, looking very lovely in green flew the black skull and cross bones,
Whatever your occupation may be and how
H. H. STOVER & CO.
and was manned by a brave crew of ever crowded your hour* with affaire, do not
and white. John Keen drove.
fall to secure at least a few mlnutw every day
Office 407 Main Street
TELEPHONE 219—740.
NIGHT PHONE 743.
bloody
“
Pirates,
”
Captain
Israel
Snow
Next came Chief Engineer Pettee’s
for refreshment of your Inner life with a bit
car, entered by the Golden Cross, and Jr., Bernadette, Constance and Richard of poetry.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
— Charlw Bllot Norton.
driven by Clarence Ingerson. It was Snow, David Keating and Clarence
x-w
decorated with tastefully arranged Richards. Too much praise cannot he
Crescent Beach
WAKEN. LORDS AND LADIES GAY.
streamers of orange, blue and green. given this exhibit which was a great Waken, lords and ladies fay,
ragiaiararafgigroamzizmamgrafgizigigrejamaiziziaffiizmaigiamzfgizizjzrN
Mrs. W. S. Pettee, Ephraim Lothrop. favorite with the crowd.
On the mountain dawns the day;
for a real old fashion
A conspicuous figure heading the
All the jolly chase is here.
Mrs. W. F. Manson. Mrs. Ingerson and
With hawk and horse and huntinf-spearI
little Gladys Widdecombe were the second division of the parade was Hounds
are In their couples yelling,
Georgie Smith of the Head 6f the Hawks are
passengers.
whistling, horns are knelling.
Merrily, merrily mingle they,
A car driven by George Gilbert of Bay, who essayed the role of Buffalo
“Waken, lords and ladles gay.”
Melrose, Mass., was very cleverly Bill, with full regalia. • The surplus
decorated with pine and bayberry, and whiskers did not prevent his friends Waken, lords and ladies gay,
PLENTY OF NICELY
carried Miss Reekie Doherty, Marian along the route from recognizing him The mist has left the mountain gray,
The ladies’ committee which assist
Hpringlets in the dawn are steaming.
To be protected against fire and theft should be the
Weston and John Moore.
COOKED FOOD
Diamonds on the brake are gleaming.
The new car of the Peoples Laundry ed George W. Smith in so successfully And
foresters have busy been
handling
the
parade
feature
comprised
was
attractively
decorated
with
To
track the buck in thicket green;
earnest desire of every one who owns Valuables.
AT REASONABLE RATES
Now we come to chant our lay,
masses of white flowers. Mrs. Law Mrs. Adriel U. Bird, chairman, Mrs.
“Waken, lords and ladles gay ”
rence Perry drove, with Mrs. B. C. E. M. Lawrence, Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb,
Put them in our Fire and Burglar Proof Vault.
Telephone 425-4
Perry, Jr., on the seat. Both girls Mrs. Parker F. Norcross. Mrs. A. C, Waken, lords and ladles gay,
looked lovely with smart neck ruffs MeLoon, Mrs. B. B. Smith, Mrs. F. A To the greenwood haste away;
Safe Deposit Boxes for rent at reasonable rates.
We can show you where he lies,
Tirrell, Jr., Mrs. C. S. Beverage, Miss
and head dresses of white.
Fleet of foot and tall of size;
Little Richard French drove a tiny Madeline Bird and Miss Lena Thorn We can show the marks he made
When 'giant the oak his antlers frayed;
goat gaily harnessed to a little red, dike.
You shall see him brought to bay;
white and blue cart, led by Donald
“Waken, lords and ladies gay.”
Thomas and Frederick Bird.
PRIEST’S HOT DROPS
Then came the pretty float of the
Louder,
louder chant the lay.
L. W. BENNER
Cholera Morbus or Diarrhoea, Neu Stonington Furniture Co. Rugs, flags
Waken, lords and ladies gay,
Rockland
—
DEALER
IN
—
Tell them, youth and mirth and glee
ralgia Headache, Cramps, Colds, Men- and balloons weie used, and little Carl
Run a course as well as we;
|
straul Pains.
Philbrook was a bruve sailor. G. A.
Time, stem huntsman, who can balk.
All
Kinds
of
Real
Estate
Sent to any address. Price, 37c
Stanch
as
hound
and
fleet
as
hawk
7
Vinalhaven
Warren
Union
JBranches:
Robinson drove.
Think of this, and rise with day,
ROCKLAND
The Shaw Automobile Co., was rep 2 NORTH MAIN ST,
Priest
Drug
Co.,
Bangor,
Me.
Gentle lords and ladles gayl
ru p rJ r-l r-1 r-J r-l rJ r-l r-> r-l rJ r-I r-i r-l r-l rT
resented
hy
a
Nash
car
driven
by
W.
TELEPHONE
233-J.
41-tf
—Sir Walter ScotL
a
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ROCKLAND

HAS

TWO

Every-Other-Day

MORE.

THREE-TIMES-A-WECI

Rockland, Maine, August 2, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
©f the Rockland Publishing Co, and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of July 3U,
JH21, there was printed a total of 5825 copies.
Before me.

FRANK B MILLER

Fire In Heart of Main Street Furnished Excitement For
Big Crowd, But Damage Small.—Bakery Fire Sunday
Morning Failed To Stop Enterprising Concern

Notary Public.

Smoke issuing from the second story
Three alarms from Box 37. coming
of the block owned by heirs of Henry in quick succession, about 7 o’clock
Next Saturday is Roosevelt Day. Verrill, and occupied by Trainer’s Sunday morning, brought out a big
crowd of people, whose intentions of
The heart of the nation has been asked Cafe, attracted the attention of the big having a good long sleep after the Old
to vibrate American patriotism on that crowd which had assembled on Main Home Week festivities, were rudely
day, when a united effort will he made street Saturday night to take part in shattered.
The scene of the fire was the large
to raise funds to rebuild and furnish the closing festivities of Old Home
building on Park street, occupied by
Theodore Roosevelt's birthplace at 28 Week. An alarm quickly brought the the Consolidated Baking Co. When
East 20th street, New York City. It apparatus from the nearby Central the department arrived the structure
has already been purchased and will Station, and for an hour the excited was well ablaze in the southern end,
be used as a patriotic institution where spectators were kept in suspense as having caught over the oven, cause
not determined.
Here were the
every hour his effective influence will to the probable outcome of the city's makings of a conflagration for the
be woven into the texture of our fourth fire scare within two weeks.
bakery itself was a fair mark for fire,
national life. More than any other
The smoke flooded the blind attic and it adjoins the mill of the Knox
American Theodore Roosevelt enriched over the two connecting blocks on the County Grain Co., which would have
been swept rapidly if fire had once
our national existence, and Roosevelt north, and rolled out under the eaves gotten into it.
House in commemorating this will in a rather terrifying manner. But
The department did not permit this,
carry toward his aggressive patriotism, the fire itself never got beyond the however, and in a remarkably short
bis romantic interest in outoor life block owned and occupied by Simpson time the Are was under control. The
& Staples harness shop, and was owners’ estimate Sunday was that the
and wholesome sports, his faith in the largely confined to the upper stories of fire had done about $4000 damage to
youth of America and his tender trib the two small blocks, the ground floor the building, $1000 to the machinery
ute to the beauty of family life and occupants of which got a thorough and equipment, and $500 to the stock.
An example of what energy and en
understanding parenthood. The mid- drenching.
The Thomaston and Rockport de terprise can do was quickly illustra
sumlher fete has been planned for the partments were in readiness to come ted. While the building was still
purpose of raising funds for the re here at moment's notice, but it was ablaze the owners and the head baker,
building and furnishing. "Dance the decided that out of town assistance William G. Reed, held a conference,
and decided to go ahead with bread
money into Roosevelt House,” said would not be necessary.
The damage tb Verrill block and the making operations without the for
Mrs. John Henry Hammond, president. Simpson & Staples block are roughly mality of waiting for the insurance
Dancing recalls Col. Roosevelt’s keen estimated at $5000. The loss on M. P. adjusters. Canvas was spread over
pleasure in that pastime. In his letter Trainer’s cafe is about $3500. Mr. the holes which had been cut or burned
•'A White House Christmas" to Trainer was unfortunate enough to in the roof, and and the entire force
have no insurance on the extensive of employes was summoned to clear
"Jimmikins" he writes: "Then all our improvements which he had recently the debris in order that work might
family and kinsfolk had our Christmas made to the restaurant. His loss will be resumed at night.
E. B. MacAllister arranged for the
dinner at the White House and after- be adjusted at the earliest possible
awards danced in the East Room clos moment, in order that this popular immediate delivery of a truckload of
eating establishment may be in com fresh flour by H. H. Stover & Co.,
ing up with the Virginia Reel.” mission again speedily.
pending the unloading of a carload of
Country Clubs and Summer hotels all
Simpsop & Staples have a loss of Lucky flour which had arrived at the
over the country are solicited to rec between $1000 and $2000. The block Maine Central station Saturday. The
ognize Roosevelt Day and help con which they occupy was bought three name of "Lucky”’ certainly applied
years ago from Mrs. A. J. Shaw and to that flour, for it would have been
tribute to the fund.
Miss Emma Litchfield, heirs of Benja rendered useless if it had been taken
min Litchfield. It is worthy of note from the ear and placed in the bakery
President Harding’s call for a con that in the 30 years they have been in before the tire.
Night-time found the plant a veri
ference to discuss the limitation of business together John Simpson and
Roscoe L. Staples have never drawn a table beehive of industry and next
armaments is easily the outstanding cent of insurance either on their busi morning 5000 loaves of bread were
constructive effort toward world peace ness or residential property.
ready for delivery. The Consolidated
The tenement in the upper part of Baking Co. employes in its Park and
that has been made by the United
States since the war. Republicans. their block was occupied by Oscar Main street establishments 23 persons
M. Ellems of the Combination Chem and has come to be quite a formidable
Democrats and independent papers, ical, who lost some of his belongings industry, its output being between
alike, praise it because it appeals to during their hasty removal. He had 5000 and 7000 loaves of bread a day.
The quality has helped make a rapid
their common sense as the direct, no insurance.
The tenants of Ulmer block, on the ly increasing market. The promoters
simple, practical way to go about pro
ground floor are Scott’s Tea Store, F. of this industry, which was established
curing real, abiding peace.
“The
Knight’s Tailor Shop, and B. L. Se one year ago. are F. C. Flint, L. N.
action the President has taken in gal’s Clothing Store. No attempt was Littlehale and E. B. MacAllister. The
calling a conference to discuss limi made to remove the stocks, and no building is owned by Mr. Littlehale.
tation of armament, we dare say, will damage was suffered. The upstairs All of the losses are fully covered by
tenements are E. K. Gould, law office; insurance.
meet with the whole-hearted approval R. U. Collins, real estate; R. Waldo
Mr. Reed mours the loss of his pet
of the American people without .re Tyler, photographer; Metopolitan In cat, which was suffocated or drowned
gard to partisan affiliation," says the surance Co.: L. R. Campbell, law of during the tire. "I wouldn’t have taken
Democratic Richmond (Va.) Times, fice: Strout’s Farm Agency; and Dr. $500 for her," said the baker.
H. L. Richards, dentist. The contents
while another Democratic paper, the of nearly all of these places were re
A spark from a locomotive Is said
Brooklyn Eagle, adds: “It would be moved, but no losses were sustained to have caused the Are which was
impossible to exaggerate the signifi by the occupants of the block Dr. started on the roof of the Livingston
cance of the President’s action in call Richards is becoming so accustomed Manufacturing Co.’s stock room yes
to these hasty removals that he ac terday afternoon. The company’s fire
ing for a disarmament conference. He cepts it as part of the game.
department turned loose two streams
has assumed leadership in a movement
The shutting off of the power, on of hose before the local department
account
of
this
fire
left
the
theatres
to restore world peace upon a per
arrived, and the Are never had a
manent basis. Regardless of all that and midway in darkness, so far as chance—which was very fortunate
electric lights were concerned.
with such a high wind blowing.
has gone before, he has finally paved
the way for ’nternational concord.”
ROuJEVELT DAY

The day o

.............

not

past. The man who was elected
President last November began at the
bottom of the publishing business;
the man who was elected chairman of
the Republican National Committee
month ago began his business career
on a salary of $3 a week; the man
who was elected chairman of the most
important committee of the House of
Representatives a few days ago started
out in the world as a water boy in
etone quarry.
All these men stuck
close to their jobs. Harding became
the owner of the paper on which he
formerly set type; John T. Adams
became head of the sash and door
factory in which he earned his 50 cents
a day in his youth; Martin B. Madden
became president and manager of the
construction concern which owned the
stone quarry in which he carried water
to the workmen. It makes little dif
ference where you start in the world—
the all-important question is “where
do I go from here?" And most people

JULY CITY MEETING

New Method of Financing
School Building Is To Be
Drafted—Other Matters.

City Solicitor Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.,
submitted a preliminary report to the
City Government last night in regard
to the legality of the proposed plan
for framing a new High School build
ing. He stated that he had taken up
the matter with A. S Littlefield and
they had agreed that some changes
were necessary before the plan out
lined by the citizens committee would
be acceptable. Mr Littlefield is to
submit a new draft. And there the
matter stands.
Marshal Gilchrest and Road Com
missioner Ross were authorized to
make arrangements for parking motor
cars on Tillson avenue, and if nec
essary to have the mall removed. The
present congested conditions on Main
and the side streets are very awkward
to general traflic. Traffic problems
are to be discussed with the State in
choose the direction of their going.
spector at the City Council rooms
tomorrow night at 8 o’clock.
The American farmer, like every
The assistant engineers of the Fire
other producer, has had to take some Department were given permission to
bitter medicine, when after he had put
high wages and high supplies into his
crop last year his selling market col
lapsed under him. But when he can
buy his materials and supplies at
something like rational prices, as he
now can, and when he can get his
labor on a similar basis, as he will be
able to get it this year, the American
farmer is not going to reach the poorhouse on his bumper crops; he is
going to make money. And that Is
what the nation wants the American
farmer to do—New York Heiaid.
The banking world takes off its hat
to Henry Ford for the manner in which
he financed himself out of his business
embarrassments of a few months ago
Mr. Ford got laughed at for his peace
ship project, but as an automobile
manufacturer and business man his
position is secure.
Unless we went into the league of
nations, they were solemnly warning
us a little while ago, the United States
would be left in a state of isolation
by the other nations of the world.
Looks like it—with every nation
eagerly turning to us to help solve
their problems.

"There's somethin’ wrong a-brewin’,”
was a stirring line in the "walk-round”
with which tlie old-fashioned minstrel
shows used to wind up their per
formance. That was away back in
Civil War days. Its application today
is different.
If practicing economy is a good thin
for a citizen it ought to be equally
good thin
~
"'b
s noth
ing hut a
nided
together for

Uappiueio

and

ezsMpiooo

hold a sparring exhibition in August
in lieu of the usual ball.
Alderman Erskine reported current
criticism a9 to the condition of the
city’s hose. He said shat Albert R
Havener, while chief, and W. S. Pettee,
the present chief, hid reported 4500
feet on hand in good condition.

EAST WARREN
William Barret, who has been visit
ing at E. B. Clark’s, has returned to
Boston. Mrs. Barrett remains for
longer visit.
Highland Grange worked the first
and second degrees on three candi
dates Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crosby of
Lynn, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Cros
by’s brother. Ned McConnell.
Mrs. Mary Dean is home for the
remainder of the summer.
During the thunder shower last
week lightning struck two large maple
trees in Joseph Anderson’s yard near
the house.
Edwin Keating has gone to the
Soldiers’ Home at Togus.
John Hall, who has been living on
the Farrington farm, is moving to
Rockland Highlands, where he has
bought a farm.
Mrs. Frances Keating is at Knox
Hospital for treatment.

SPECIE
CLO’nfcQGc
EVENT

fcr MEN
Here is the suit that .will re
move any hard feelings be
tween you and the ther
mometer.
It is a tropical
worsted as thin as is safe to
wear in civilized society; ex
treme in three points—i-style,
comfort, satisfaction; prices,
$18.00.
Conservative or sport models

Straw hats half price
Fustian Breeches, $4.50.

Wool Breeches, $6.00.

Golf Trousers, $5.00, $7.50.

J. F. Gregory Sons Company

prosperity.

i* * • f i'i V

oAnnouncing

“Four”
__ A Thoroughbred
Four, Completing
the Famed Buick
Line

The new Four-Cylinder Buick, here announced,
is a thoroughbred—a pedigreed car well worthy
of its name.

Down to the very last detail, this new model possesses
every quality of enduring serviceability, complete
comfort, and distinctive appearance that have always
characterized Buick automobiles.
The advent of this new Four makes the Buick 1922
line complete. It offers to purchasers of a car of this
size all the quality and service that go to make up
the name “ Buick.”

The cBuick Valvein-Head Engine
A Tower Tlant
That Has Proved
Itself—

The engine, of course, is of the time-tested Buick
Valve-in-Head type. The year-after-year concentra
tion of Buick’s engineering skill and experience in
building»Valve-in-Head motors assures the highest
standard of performance obtainable today.

Every other unit is of a quality equal to the power
plant. The whole assembly constitutes a perfectly
balanced chassis which is of typical Buick construction.
The equipment of Cord Tires is merely evidence of
the quality which characterizes the entire car.
Two open and two closed body types mounted on
the Butch built chassis comprise the new series.

Even the most casual inspection of the details of design
and workmanship will reveal that full measure of qual
ity which motoristshave learned toassociatewith Buick.

A Great Car,
Prices Make It An
Even Greater Value

Prices
22-34 Two Passenger Roadster

S 935

22-35 Five Passenger Touring -

975

22-36 Three Passenger Coupe -

1475

22-37 Five Passenger Sedan - -

1650

SU/ Prut! f. O.

t. Pint, Muhtfan

Cord Tirtt Standard Eqaifrntnt on all Models

Stt Ut for Specifications and Dtlwtry Datts

Obviously a high grade automobile—a genuine Buick
production—the prices listed below make this great
Four even greater^A value such as this is possible
only because of the combination of Buick engineer
ing skill devoted to the one ideal of quality, Buick
production facilities developed over nearly a quarter
of a century, and Buick’s nation-wide distribution
and service organization.
The Buick Motor Company is proud of the Buick
Four. It has the faith of long experience in this
newest addition to its line. It places upon it unre
servedly the Buick guarantee carried By every Buick
automobile produced. That its confidence, is well
placed is manifested not only by the keen interest
with which motorists have awaited this announce
ment, but also the advance orders placed by distri
butors, dealers, and the general public.

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
PARK STREET

■ r - - - ROCKLAND

: S B .*’«

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE

Cumden
Frank X* Harris.
* Warren
Charles Jones, *
Thomaston
Oliver G.' Lermond,
Union
For Jurry Service In Knox Charles M. Lucas,
Walter Martin,
South Thomaston
County.—Mrs.
Elizabeth Edward Merriam,
Rockport
Ulysses G. Pease,
Hope
Gregory Has That Distinc Ellis
W. Petrie,
Rockland
Rockland
Roland S. Rackliff,
tion.
Albert L. Rich,
Isle au Haut
• William G. Richards,
Rockland
It seems quite a far cry to the Sep ; George Snow,
South Thomaston
tember term of Supreme Court, but I Charles F. Taylor,
St. George
after all it's only about a month away. Malcolm W. Upton,
Appleton
From Clerk of Courts Griffin’s office Wooster S. Vinal,
Vinalhaven
yesterday came the announcement ! Charles A. Wilson,
Camden
that the jurors have been drawn. Charles H. Young,
Wau*en
Special Interest is added by the fact
that Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory of Glen |
GINGLES’ JINGLES
|
cove has been drawn for Jury service.
She will be the first woman in Knox
county to answer such a roll-call.
NO EXCU8E.
The complete Hat of Jurors follows:
The boss said "Look here,” and he
Grand Jurors
William B. Arrington,
Appleton t tilted his ear, “you guys make queer
Albert H. Brackett,
Rockland use of your brains for you seem to
Elbert Burton,
South Thomaston ' think that the paper and ink is all Hint
North Haven our contract contains. Each month,
Ralph Carver,
Albert E. Heal,
Hope when you’re in your inarch up for your
Ansel M. llllt.
Warren i tin, your road expense too we allow,
William S. Johnson,
Washington
Thomaston j then think It absurd should we ques
Hiram B. Libby,
William C. Norton,
Vinalhaven i tion your word; for us there’s ho what,
John P. Scott
Rockland where or how. You don’t think it right
Nelson F. Spear,
Cushing when we throw on the light, when
Almonte J. Sterling,
Friendship we want to know what you do when In
Winfred Tabbutt,
St. George on the rug we shoot facts in your lug,
Herbert Thomas,
Camden some whys and whatfors as you shoot.
Arthur K. Walker,
Rockport You’re hauled Into court ’cause your
Sanford E. Welt,
Rockland dally report no longer connects with
John H. Williams,
Union 1
Dana D. Wright,
Rockland your frown and you have been seen
Idly scratching your bean on some
Travers* Jurors
Charles Baum.
St. George loafing corner ln town when you should
Albert R. Burpee.
Rockland have been making use of your pen with
Forest Calderwood,
North Hayen orders according to hoyi right out on
James W. Campbell,
Rockland the job; not contriving to rob your
Leroy F. Chase,
Rockland self und your house of ypur toil ’cause
Orris C. Cook,
Friendship some other guy you say does'nt com
Maynard Crockett,
Rockland
ply, falls down on his promise, you
Frank W. Cunningham,
Washington
James H. Feyler,
»
Thomaston find is no reason why you should
to get by
fulfilling me
the
luiumug
Fred I. Geyer,
Cushing aim
Allie S. Green,
Vinalhaven contract you’ve
Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory,
Glencove Blgned.”

FIRST WOMAN DRAWN

BUILT-BUICK WILL BUILD THEM

excellent vaudeville stunts. The score:
Legion ............ 3 0 4 0 0 0 x—7
Lime Co............ 0 0 2 1 2 0 0—5
Lime Company, In Generous Base hits, Legion 8, Lime Co. 8. Er
rors, Legion 4, Lime Co. 4. Two-base
Mood, Passes Up Chances hits, Bunker, Tripp. Stolen bases,
Fogarty,
Wotton, Jackson.
To Defeat the League Cates,
Bases on balls, off Rogers, 1, off Aver
ill 1. Struck out, by Rogers, 6, by
Leaders.
Averill 4. Double play, Wotton, unas
The American Legion’s picturesque sisted. Umpires, Campbell and Louraine.
victory last night places it a full game
ahead of its nearest rival the Snow
I
Company, which it is scheduled to
THE
meet tomorrow night. Two matters
AMERICAN’S CREED
must now force their way into the
I believe in the United States
League’s attention. One Is the neces
of America as a government of
sity of beginning sharply at 0.15, on
the people, by the people, for the
account of the shortening days; the
people whose just powers are de
rived from the consent of the gov
other is the necessity of playing off
erned; a democracy ln a repub
the postponed games, which are ac
lic; a sovereign Nation of many
cumulating rapidly. Brace up, League
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
managers! The present standing:
one and inseparable, established
upon those principles of freedom,
Won Lost P.C. 1
equality, justice and humanity
Legion .......................... 8
2
.800
for which American patriots sac
Snows .......................... 7
3
.7p0
rificed their lives.find fortunes. .
Lobsters ....................... 7
4
.036
I therefore belteve it is my
Electrics ....................... 4
0
.400
duty to my country to love It;
Chisox .......................... 4
6
.400
to support its Constitution; to
Lime Co.....................
4
7
.363
obey its laws; to respect Its flag;
Rockport ....................... 1
j
.125
and to defend it against alf ene
• * * *
mies.
Legion 7, Lime 5.
• •••»•••••••
Evidently preferring its humblq po
sition on the next to the last rung of
the ladder, the Lime Company last
night refused to take the game which
was several times offered to it, so the
victory went to the Americari Legion,
If the local party who damaged
whose trademark according to some uf
the envious supporters of other teams
the Oldsmobile Roadster on tho Bay
is a horse shoe.
Point Road the evening of July
Averill was again an enigma to the
19th
will call at No. 282 Main Street
opposing team, and the. best that good
an easy settlement can be made,
batters like McDonald, Wotton and
otherwise the proper authorities
Oney could do was to pop up weak
will be notified and settlement eah
flies, or bat feebly to the inflelders.
be made with them.* Please, not*
The Legion on the other hand took
correction of date since the July
kindly to L. Rogers and the lusty swats
I
21st issue of this, advertisement.
all counted for something.
Rose and Mealey furnished some
i

TWILIGHT LEAGUE

WARNING
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Every-Other-Day

Calk of the cown

WEDDING FLOWERS

Puller- Cobb-Davis

MMIM NEIGHBORHOOD EVERT*

Aug. 2—Annual Field Day of Knoi County
0. £. 8. at Penobscot View Grange hall.
Aug. 3—Thomaston, Baptist church circle
hold their summer sale
Aug. 3—Guy Bros Minstrels at Park Theatre
Aug. 4—Grand opening dance and Society
Circus at Oakland Park
Aug 6—(Baseballl Cabots of Brunswick ti.
Rockland Locals at Oakland Park.
Aug 8-8—Tenant’s Harbor Radcliffe Chautauttua, afternoon and evening.
Aug. 10—Field Day and aunual meeting of
Knox Cotlnty Republican women. Oakland Park,
Aug. 18—Public Auction ot proparty and as
sets of East Coast Companies in this city.
Aug. U—Thomaston—The Methodist church
holds a blackberry supper.
Aug. 17-21—New Belfast Fair meets in Bel
fast.
Aug. 23-26—State Field Meeting of Knox
Academy of Arts and Sciences at Knox Ar
boretum
Aug £3-27—Eastern Maine Fair meets ln
Bangor.
Aug. 27—Knox Pomona Field Meeting al
Union Fair Grounds
Aug 3(-8ept. 3—Central Maine Fair meets ln

(©. 1920, Western Newspaper Union.)

ANNOUNCING
,
a showing of
,
"HUDSON SEAL COATS AND WRAPS
at pre-war prices

Fine Quality

Waterville.

Sept. 5—Labor Day.
Sept. IS—Special State Election on Constitu
tional Amendments.
Sept. 14-17—Maine 8tate Agricultural Fair
meets in Lewiston.
Sept 15-16—Hancock County Fair meets in
Bluehlll.
Sept. 27. 28, 29—North Knox Fair meets In
Union.
Oct. 4-6—Lincoln County Fair meets ln
Damariscotta.
Oct. 6—Tranquility Grange Agricultural As
sociation meets ln Lincolnville.
Oct. 18-13—New England Branch Annual
meeting of the W. F M. S. at Rockland M E.
Church.
■
'FAMILY REUNIONS.
Aug. 10—Whitmore family at North Haven.
Aug 16—Ebeneser Hall family at Penobscot
View Grange hall, Glencove
Aug. 17—Pleasantville School Association.
Aug 17—Calderwood family at Penobscot
View Grahge hall, Glencove
Aug. 18—Shlbles family at Penobscot View
Grange Hall, Glencove
Aug. 18—Starrett-Spear families at Reunion
Grove, Warren.
Aug. 24—Crockett family at the home of
George A. Crockett. Thomaston
Aug. 31—Hills family at the home of E.- H.
Clarry, Union.
Aug. 31—Winchenbatigh family at Edwin
Mank’s Grove, East Waldoboro.

Seemed a bit tamp on the street
yesterdhy, after Rockland’s week of
dissipation.
Aug. 27 Is the date of the big
Grange field meeting which will be
held at the Union fair ground. Gov.
Baxter is to be one of the speakers.
The Relief Corps will hold a picnic
at Oaklant) Park tomorrow, in con
junctions with the Thomaston Corps.
Pinner and supper will he served.
Take dishes and silver.

Whenever Rockland holds a muster,
or the’discussion turns upon such an
event, everybody harks back to the
time when the city held its largest
gathering of firemen, with Chief Edgineer Hanson G. Bird as chairman.
Do you know when it was? Well, to
save you the trouble of looking it up
let us tell you that this fall will mark
the 25th anniversary. Every fireman
then in the game will recall It.
Some class to Wessaweskeag Inn,
with those new electric lights. "Looked
like a big steamboat,” said a ’Keag
resident when he saw the illumina
tion for the first time, and all lights
ablaze on both decks, fore and aft.
Cap’n Smith’s smile helped out some.

Justin Gove, who acts as agent for
the Passamaquoddy Indians, was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence
during his stay In this city. He left
Friday to arrange for taking 39
Indians to the Plymouth celebration.
Owing to the fact that there will be
a minstrel show in Park Theatre
Wednesday afternoon and evening
Manager Packard has decided to open
the Empire Theatre that day for those
who prefer pictures. A good program
will be offered.

Charles Clifford of Bath was in1
the city Friday on business connected
with the Rockland Motor Mart, and
was an interested spectator of the
Old Home Week festivities.

The Rockland Gun Club holds its
second shoot of the season tomtwrow
afternoon, commencing at 4 o’clock
and after smashing the clay targets
will tackle another of those popular
suppers. Some of the members talk
as if they have no intention of letting
“Chick” Spear lug off all the honors.
Anyhow it will be a glad time, and no
member should miss it.
Whin American Legion men meet
nowadays the greeting is "Hello Al.’
Or it should be for this slogan has
just been adopted by the Maine De
partment. The second word forms the
initia}s of the American Legion and
is the abbreviation of the given name
of Colonel Albert Greenlaw of Eastport, the retiring commander.

By MILDRED WHITE.

Plain Coats,

$300 to $400

Trimmed Coats,

$325 to $675

We will be pleased to have you come in and see them.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis .
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OAKLAND PARK
Thursday - AUG. -4L - Evening...

Elizabeth, walking down the long
country road, was a despondent little
flugre. It was hard to glory ln the
beauty of land and sea, when Just be
hind lay the untidy crowded cottage
that was her new home.
Elizabeth In her well ordered life
had known neither untidiness or con
fusion. The well ordered life had
riUSIC
BY
KELLEY’S
ORCHESTRA
passed abruptly with the death of the
father, who had been to her both moth
er and father, and It had become nec
essary for the girl to earn her own
Also the Event of the Season
living.
Elizabeth was glad to get any school
to teach, when there were so many
progressive young teachers seeking;
hut she had no Idea that the spot des a'4
ignated would be one of such desola
tion, or that the only available board
ing place should be a crowded cottage
with an Indifferent or perhaps dis
couraged housekeeper. Elizabeth, with
lips pressed firm to keep back the tears,
had decided to make the best of IL
and ln a measure she had succeeded.
Della, the eldest girl of the family,
Idolized the young teacher and, ln her
way, sought to make more Inviting the
temporary home. But Delia, before
Elizabeth's coming, had been untaught
and sadly submissive to a dull exist
ence. It was through Elizabeth’s ef
forts that the routine dullness was dis
persed and Della versed ln better
ways; and It was daring the making
of her first white muslin dress, while
Elizabeth sitting near fashioned the
ruffles, that Della confessed timidly
and with bright and shining eyes of
her love for her old playfellow Joel,
Miss Jessie Hall arrived at her
WIND BEAT ROCKPORT
any kick, but the spectators are pretty
and of his wish to make her his wife.
home ln this city last night from Nor
much a unit in declaring that the Bur;
“You’ll have to ask Mammie for us,” folk, Va. She has a month's leave of
"If there’s any one handtub in the gess stream would have beaten the
Delia ended. “Mammie won't ever lis absence from the Government Hos
State that the Senator Baxter of Bath Baxters if the wind hadn't butted in.
ten to any one else.” And Elizabeth pital located there.
is afraid of It’s the G. F. Burgess of It will be interesting to see what hap
had agreed.
pens the next time these tubs meet
Six army mine planters arrived from Rockport,” remarked a fireman Satur
"What'm I going to do with all these
the
Great
Lakes
Saturday
night,
and
day. And it appears that the Baxter
children alone?” Mammie Daws asked
Another of those famous lobster
angrily. As usual, the young teacher after 2-P hours’ stay, started south. company would have ample occasion to suppers at Owls Head, Wednesday
placated her. “While I am here,” One of the commanders was Capt. be afraid in last week’s muster If the evening, to which all arc cordially In
David Weed, formerly of Rockland. best stream thrown by the Burgess vited. A dance and Ice cream sale
Elizabeth promised, “I will train Liza
had landed on the paper, instead of will follow. If stormy It will be held
to take Delia’s place.”
The Universalist Mission Ciricle will being thrown to one side by the strong Thursday evening.—adv.
So Della was going to be married. picnic at H. N. McDougall's at Lake wind which was sweeping across the
Even the gruff, toll-worn father City tomorrow. Take dishes and sil course at the time. The Rockport
Bluebird Corn packed by Medomak
evinced Interest ln the announcement, ver, and the 9.40 car to'Camden, and boys are offering no alibis, nor making Canning Co. Try it.
68tf
and-Elizabeth found comfort ln mak there be met by autos to be taken
to
the
Lake.
ing the cottage less dingy for the
coming event.
A lawn party and picnic supper wili
Upon this certain afternoon, as she be given at the home of Mrs. H. A.
went down th'e road in search of flow Dunton, 18 Mechanic street Thursday
ers, Elizabeth left her pupil of happi at 2 p. m., by the F. M. S„ for the
ness trilling snatches of song as she women interested in missions and tem
hung the clean muslin curtains. Eliza perance. Among the speakers will he
beth was glad for Delia, glad that she Mr. and Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer, Mrs.
had lightened one life of care, but she E. M. Lawrence and Mrs. Beulah S.
Oxton. There will be a meeting at 3
was sorry, in a wistful sort of way
p. m. for women. Tho men are invited
for herself. She might find another to the picnic.
school perhaps—and she would; but
she felt at once very lonely, and but
E. L. Cleveland of Houlton, familiar
SILK
toned her scarlet sweater close ln a ly alluded to as the Potato King, has
chilliness, not altogether of the weath been shaking hands with some of his
er. Then down In a little glen she friends ln this neighborhood, having
spied flower’s tall aad white nodding motored down from the northern end
of the State for a few days’ at his
Beg. Price 01.00
In the breeze.
Mirror Lake cottage, where Mrs.
"The very thing!”’said Elizabeth to Cleveland has been visiting. “Busi
herself, picturing Delia in her muslin ness is reasonably good up our way,”
wedding gown standing for the cere he remarked to The Courier-Gazette,
mony with white flowers nodding all “and the potato crop promises to be
around her. So Elizabeth hurried Into about an average one. The country
the glen, and then she saw that the has rarely looked so beautiful as it
flowers grew about the shabby door does this summer. More of you Knox
way of a sunken, shabby house, almost county people ought to make motor
trips into our country of beautiful
BROTHERS
hidden from view - by overhanging views and comfortable roads.”
trees. Bare windows reflected the
Home of Hart Schaffner
glow of the setting sun, and grass
Capt. A. B. Tunning of Nantucket,
about the doorway grew high untrod Mass., who was picked up at Metinic
& Marx Clothes
TRADE MARK REG
den ; the house evidently had been long Island last week, after he had been
GREEN
FRONT
deserted. Elizabeth gathered her arms adrift 12 days, practically without food
or
water,
and
who
has
since
been
full of flowers, and the sun glinting
404 MATN ST.
back from the windows brought golden cared for at the Whitehead Coast
Guard Station, was ln the city yester
lights to her soft brown hair; and as
day and talked interestingly concern
she worked a dog came round the ing his experiences, which have now
corner of the old house and growled been exploited ln this paper and the
threateningly.
Boston Sunday papers. He leaves to
“Good dog !’’ Elizabeth bravely said, day in his 42-foot power boat for Ply
but the white flowers fell at her feet. mouth, Mass., the port for which he
“Don’t let Jim frighten you,” came had started when his disabled boat
a pleasant voice. “He Is unused to was carried to sea in a dense fog. He
expects to be back home in about four
visitors, but not dangerous."
days.
It was so long since she had heard
ON ALL
a voice of that pleasing Intonation
BORN
that Elizabeth turned eagerly, as one
Robbins—Rockland, July 28. lo Mr. and Mrs
welcoming a remembered friend, and Walter H Robbins, a son—Thaddeus Carver
Grover—Rockland. July 25, to Mr. and Mrs
the young man who approached was Emest
Grover, a son.
pleasing, too, in courtesy.
MARRIED
“I did not know,” she murmured, as
—Thomaston, July 20. by Rev.
he stooped to restore her flowers, “that Mr.Young-Maloney
Webber. Weaton Young and Miss Edna
the house was occupied. Will you Maloney both of Thomaston
Keefe-Petelle
—Rockland. July 30, by E. R
pardon me?” she laughed uncertainly.
Keene. J. P . Thomas F. Keefe and Mlaa Helen
“I was hunting flowers for a wed Bernice Petelle. both of Haverhill, Mass.
ding."
OIED
"Della's wedding?” asked the young
Wood—Thomaston, July 30, Madeline L.
man, smilingly. “You see, I know all daughter of Lucy Wood, aged 27 years, 4
about IL Joe? happens to work for months and 11 days.
Ervin—Rockland. Aug 1, Flora A , wife of
me, and he’s made me his confidant David
W. Ervin, aged 20 years. 2 months and
From Joel’s confidences I Judge that 29 days. Burial at St. George.
Roberts
—Vinalhaven. July 30. Mra. Esther
you are the paragon school teacher
Roberts
who has made his romance possible.
Ott—Rockport, July 30, William J. Otl, aged
“It Is rather hard,” Elizabeth sold 65 years
ruefully, “to be a paragon school
CARD OF THANKS.
444 MAIN STREET
teacher here.”
Deeply appreciating the kindness which was H
to Mrs Edwin H Price during her
"Hard, I should think,” he syropa extended
late Illness and the sympathy shown to her
16-06
thetlcally agreed, “for you to be here family after her death; also for flowers sent
at all. I find It so. I’m a civil en lo the funeral the undersigned wish to express
their thanks.
SiBBBEBIBlirBB
glneer,” he explained, “and rnther
E. U. Price. Mrs. Julia Allen, Fred Allen.
than stop up at the excuse for a hotel Roscoe Allen.
I chose to camp out In this empty
CARO OF THANKS.
house. Jim and I have more comfort
We Wish to thank all of our friends and
ANNOUNCEMENT
able quarters than would appear from neighbors, especially Mr. Stevens, Mr. Ulmer,
and Rev. J. 8. Crossland, for many kindnesses
the outside. When I planted these during our bereavement, also all who sent'
Wo beg leave to announce that on Wednesday, August 3, we shall
flowers,” the young man said whim flowers.
Mr. and Mrs Edgar Tuck, Mr. and Mrs
slcally, “I wondered why I was doing Mark Mllly, Mr. and Mrs. James Critch, Mr.
open a Meat and Grocery store at 613 Main Street, in the store form
and Mrs. Edgar Critch and William Hopkins
IL Now, I know.”
erly owned by Dodge Brothers at Rankin Block. We aim to carry a
His eyes met Elizabeth's, as he
first class line of all goods and guarantee every article purchased of
placed thera ln her arms. “If you
CARD OF THANKS.
us. We solicit the patronage of all old friends, and hope to see many
To the friends who so kindly assisted us in
don't mind,” he added Impulsively,
new ones.
'Td like to walk with you up the road our late bereavement and to those who sent

GRAND OPENING

OE THE NEW DANCE HALL

BIG SOCIETY CIRCUS
By Fuller-Cobb-Davis Employes

WITH A REAL CIRCUS BAND

The Registration Board is having
Alden Ulmer, formerly with the
East Coast, Fisheries Company, has its midsummer session.
entered the employ of the Rockland
The Cabots of Brunswick play Rock
Motor Mart.
land at Oakland Park Saturday.
The Rockland National Bank has re
The torpedo boat destroyer Tillman
ceived a supply of the Pilgrim halfdollars. These are issued in com arrived last night for its official trial,
memoration of the 300th anniversary which is expected to take place to
of the landing of the Pilgrims on morrow.
Plymouth Rock. It is a coin of very
John Rackliff, the 11-year-old son
beautiful design and is very much in
of A. F. Rackliff, brought a load of
demand as a keepsake.
fresh mackerel from the Mussel
For better understanding and har Ridges Monday.
monious operation of ordinances and
The trip down the picturesque
statutes as regards traffic and auto
mobile regulations in general a "get- Georges River, from Thomaston to
together” of auto owners, operators, Monhegan Island on steamer Gov.
and all citizens interested in the many Douglass, with dinner at the Albee
problems involved, will be held Wed House should prove very popular. The
nesday evening at 8 p. m. State In boat leaves Black & Gay’s wharf,
spector Clemants will be present and Thomaston every day except Sunday
assist with advice and suggestions. at 7.30 a. m., returning at 6 o’clock.
Your presence, help and advice are so
Thomas F. Keefe, one of the proprie
licited. The meeting will be in the
tors of the Street Carnival which ex
City Council rooms.
hibited here last week, was married
A. R. Phillips of Somerville, Mass, to Miss Helen B. Petelle, at the may
suffered an ill turn at Hotel Rockland or’s office Saturday. Both are resi
Friday and was removed by Dr. G. L. dents of Haverhill, Mass. The cere
Crockett to the Silsby Hospital, where mony was performed by City Clerk
he is recovering very rapidly. Mr. E. R. Keene, whose first performance
Philips is a traveling salesman, in the it was in that line, but who tried not
to blush any harder than the bride.
R. R. Higgins & Co.
The witnesses were Patrolman Albion
Isidor Gordon, whose valuable Ap- S. Niles, who has ceased to be guilty
perjton motor car was burned in Thom of blushing; and the bridegroom's
aston Friday night, together with A. brother.
Block’s garage to which it had Just
been taken has twice been a loser by
The new dance hall at Oakland Park
fire within a few days. He had about will be christened Thursday evening
$3000 worth of uninsured property in with a grand opening ball and the big
one of the Bicknell buildings which society circus by the Fuller-Cobb
was destroyed a week ago Sunday. Davis employes, who will present a
The motor car was insured.
real circus band, a lawn parade and
Oriental features. The new hall is
The Courier-Gazette turned time larger, than the old one but will have
backward in its flight Saturday when a pretty severe test with the crowd
it referred to ex-Chief Engineer which will want to take part in this
Francis Tighe as 81 years old. Add double jointed attraction, or witness
ten more years and you get the correct it. Kelley’s Orchestra is to furnish
age of the spry old veteran who rode the music, and "dance on the velvet
In Thursday’s parade with Chief En floor" is the motto. Supt. Trim offers
gineer Pettee and assistants Harry D. a special prize if any person can be
Phillips and Albert C. .McIntosh. The found who is not having a good time.
Hooks had Mr. Tighe as their com
panion at the Golden Cross dinner,
Few motor cars which have visited
and got double the pleasure out of it
Rockland this season have attracted
by seeing how he enjoyed the day.
so much attention as the Apperson "jack
Two of the Indian boys, who be rabbit," in which A. C. Jones came
longed to the Passamaquoddy tribe, Saturday for a week's business and
which was in the city during Old pleasure trip. The '"jack rabbit” has
Home Week, spent one of the after an orange body, blaek running gear
noons at the Puplic Library quietly and fenders, and blaek disteel wheels.
reading. The behavior of the Indians It would attract attention in anj group
while in this city was exemplary, and of cars, not only because of its colors,
they made many friends. The young but for its jaunty appearance in gen
folks were particularly attracted to eral. Mr. Jones is salesman for the
their encampment, and as one lady ex Apperson Motors, Inc., in Boston, a
pressed it, she couldn't keep her boy direct factory branch, which is just
now having a very brisk business.
home long enough to eat his meals.
The ooncern has been making motor
H. L. Ingerson received a postcard cars 28 years.
from Capt. Benjamin M. Dunton Sat
urday stating that he was about to
sail in command of the freight steam
ship Agwisea for London. This craft
is the finest of her fleet, and Capt.
Dunton may be counted upon to make
a fine record ln her.

Tommy Bergin, Lewiston’s blind
pugilist, who is said ’ to have taken
part in 297 ring battles, gave an ex
hibition of in-fighting on the midway
Saturday, and was remarka"bly clever
for a man who has lost his sight. He
made a call upon Dr. G. L. Grockett who
refereed many sparring matches back
in the 90s, and who has a warm spot
ln the regard of the Lewiston
"profesh."
Robert L. Bean of Camden has sold
his well known trotter, Camden Boy,
to Arthur Richardson of Clintpn
Camden Boy Is by Royal Watts, dam
Lady Tilly 2.17%, by Todd 2,14%, and
last Wednesday traveled over the
Belfast track in 2.18%. He wns raised
and trained in Kentucky, and is re
garded as one of the best prospects In
the State.

NEW HOME

The Free Baptist Sunday School will
go to Oakland Park Wednesday after
noon and stay for supper. Members
please take dishes. If stormy Wed
nesday the supper will be held the next
pleasant day.

Bath Times: Handtub Senator Bax
ter which has been cleaning up at
most of the musters for more than a
year, continued its winning streak
Thursday ln Rockland when It led
the first class tubs by playing 209
feet, five and three-quarter inches.
The Bath Veteran Firemen’s Associ
ation was given first money, amount
ing to $150 which added to the prize
money of $125 at the Topsham muster
amounts to $275 for the month. About
70 members of the association made
the trip to Rockland by automobiles
Wednesday night and upon arriving
in the city were entertained at sup
per by the Burpee Hose Co. The next
big muster in which the Baxter will
play takes place at Salem, Mass., Aug.
13, when the Bath tub will have to
defend its reputation as New England
champion established by its record
play at Portland, July 3, 1920, when it
threw a stream of 236 feet.

An examination of candidates for
appointment to the grade of second
lieutenant will be held in the Armory
To be sure of quality buy Bluebird
of the 5th Company, Rockland, to
68tf
night at 8 o'clock.
The board in Corn.
charge comprises Major W. H. Butler
Capt. W. G. Stover of Camden, and
Capt. Ralph W. Brown.

The Portland Express went out of
its way‘Saturday when it printed the
paragraph about the Rockland-Au
gusta ball game. The headline given
by that paper said: ’"Ben Houser'i
Outfit Kids Rockland Along, Then
Stages Whaling.” The Inference’, of
course, is that the Augusta team was
not‘trying for the five innings when
the score stood 1 to 1. Twelve hun
dred persons saw the game and know
that the headline in the Express was
a slur on a good team that should
instead have received praise for hold
ing a semi-professional team as it
did. If the Express wants to be real
funny it can write something about
the whaling which the Oxford A. C.
of Portland received here Saturday
the same day that Augusta was shut
ting the Portland team out 3 to 0.
Mrs. Ellen Crocker, Medium, will be
at 31 Union street to give readings and
treat the sick until next Friday, Aug.
Tel. 799-M.
86-91

It Does

Beautiful

“Dance on the Velvet Floor"

KNOX com ELECTRIC COMPANY

RUBENSTEIN SPECIAL

For Saturday Only

TaiPLtTOE

HOSIERY

For Saturday Only

RUBENSTEIN

TflEHOSETIlATWONTWEAROUT

PRICES REDUCED

Reduced to

YOU CAN
GET ONE
ON EASY
TERMS.....
There Is no substitute for a "NEW
HOME "Sewing Machine. It will render
a full lifetime of economical service In
your home, proving valuable to every
member of the fumlly.

V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND, ME.

T-Th

Brunswick-

Of Point Loma, California

Theosophical Leader, World-Traveler, Educator, Humanitarian

“THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE RACE.”
(Unsectarian, Non-political)

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH, ROCKLAND
At 8.15 P. M.

ADMISSION FREE

HOSIERY

IRONS $8.00

Sewing.

MME. KATHERINE TINGLEY

S6.95

A. T. THURSTON

I have been mighty lonesome here,
am glad that you and I are going to
’meet at Joel’s wedding.”
And as they went on tlirough the
golden light, Elizabeth glancing at the
young man above the white flowers,
felt In a confident, miraculous way,
that loneliness was to leave her, for
ever.

flowers we extend our sincere thanks; we also
thank the M E. Church, and class 29 of the
M. E Church for floral tributes
Mrs. Hull, Mr. and Mrs. Hull, Sidney Hull,
Samuel Hull.
91*

many foreign lands.

Union

ind to

FERNALD’S CASH MARKET
613 Main Street,

Rockland, Maine

The charge for publishing a Card of Thanks

il 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.

Pcetry published with an obituary la charged
for at 10 cents a line

AUCTION

Will Sell at Public Auction
Lots of persons wondered who the
SATURDAY,
AUGUST 6
red-shirted golfer was on the Country
AT 2 P. M.
Club links Sunday, and whether he My two tenement house situated at
was afraid of being mistaken for
No. 17 Pacific Street, Rockland, Maine.
This house has 12 rooms with a good
deer.
cellar, also garage.
Property rents for $27.00 per month.
Every Issue or The Courler-Oazette House all ln good repair.
A Good Investment for Someone.
carries the home news of Knox :ounty
to every State in the

HSB53I

ORIENTAL FEATURES

Hot Point Heating Appliances

Such

ADDRESS BY

FRIDAY, AUG. 5, 1921

LAWN PARADE

FRANK A JOOST.

21 Trinity St., Rockland.

W H StmONS. Aertloneer

$7 Warren 8l,( RocgUod,__ _____ ___

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
any business day during office hours.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

Page Four
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Every-Other-Day

attainable for one of watery eyes/she be no try here to tabulate and ex but It needed no artist’s brush to com
E COULD HARDLY
knew, was the role of sympathetic plain the many conflicting currents. plete the picture Spade had drnwn of
friend, and she played it hungrily, ever Suffice It to record what happened.
a certain girl he called Tilly. As Milly
STAY ON THE JOB
longing for new lines.
Milly moved, jfiose to Spade and, read she realized this. Mercilessly he
DR. C D. NORTH
It was her love of this role that must smiling at him, refilled his water glass. had painted her as she was; cruelly
serve as the only explanation of her Then she passed on to where a fresh he had exhibited to the reading public
ebanon Man Declares Tanlac ’hysician and X -Ray Operatol
conduct on the night that Rodney cub, whom she disliked, was struggling the tragedy that was her life. Nor
OFFICE. It Boook atnet ROCKLANB
Grant
drifted
into
Peter
’
s
chop
house
—
o
with an order of ham and eggs. She had her features escaped. He reveled
Proved To Be a Friend In
OFFICc HOURS: Uatll Sai.
that and the thoughts Inspired by the whispered Into the cub’s ear. He was In her lusterless hair, her faded eyes,
I.-OS
te 3:00 SsS JM ta 0:00 0. b.
chance return of Rose.
Milly, Chop House Waitress, Not Only Extended Encour
a writer. If he was fresh, and his face her sallow cheeks. It was the inspired
Need To Him.
TELEPHUN7 712
0t-«
For Rose came back. The cub ot lit up like a sunrise. He deserted his work of a man who had newly found
agement to Blue Cubs Endeavoring to Break Into
other days, whom Milly's comments supper on the instant and followed the himself, and tho subject was—Just
Newspaper Game, but Provided Material
had cheered to his first success, wan disappearing Grant into the street
DR. LAWRY
’I have tried Tanlac myself and I
Milly.
dered back one evening for another
for Good Story
'
Milly went back again and passed
While Clark guzzled his coffee Milly don’t have to take anybody vise’s
S3 Oek Strout
look at Peter's dirty walls and a word through the motion of filling Spade's read It through. Strange emotions
ord as to what it will do,” said Fred
HOURS:
B00KLANB, NE
k»x<»x<<<<»x*x-x<*x«x»x»x-x<»x*x-x*x4<€<*x<»x*x<»x»x»s Yrith Milly. The latter caught a glimpse glass, although he had not touched struggled in her flat breast. So this Mack, of 28 Eldredge St., Lebanon,
UaUI S:SS a. b.
of him as he entered, clad in tweeds, it in the interval.
(Copyright by the Adams Newspaper Service, New York.)
was her pay. She had kept from him,
H., an employee of Carter & Rogers 2 Is 4 s.
7 te t I. M.
TELEPHONE ITS
jaunty stick ln his gloved hand,
By EARL DERR BIGGERS.
“How’s things?” she asked.
In her selfishness, the story that could for twenty-five years.
"Pink-souled," sneered Clark. "Too a chrysanthemum in his buttonhole,
Newspaper men must eat, but the pretty for a city room. They ought
“Pretty bad,” he said. "Same old have made him, and in revenge he had
I don’t believe stomach trouble
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
beginner Is expected not to overdo It. to pin a nastaurnnlum In his button the smile of the well-fed on his face. grind.”
turned upon her. By her colorless
ever gets any worse than the kind I
She nearly dropped the plate ot mac
His salary provides against that.
"Never
mind,
”
6he
began.
"You'll
—
”
Diseases of the Eye;
hair, her nondescript eyes, her unlove
hole and send him to do musical aroni ln her hand.
Peter’s chop house was, not so long criticism."
But the realization of her treachery ly cheeks, he had climbed to his suc had. It simply took the life out of me.
Refractions, Etc.
fell off in weight and got so weak
He sat dQwn and smiled Into her rose suddenly and choked back the cess. They had been as the rungs of
ago, a prescribed course for freshmen
Milly took the omelette Spade had
407 MAIN STREET
on a certain New York paper. More ordered from the slide, and set It down eyes.
words. She turned and began furious his ladder. Now he would leave her, that sometimes I just had to grit my
Haun: t to 12 A. M.J I to S P, *•
BaolOoaoo.
21 Fulton Struttc Tel. SSI-i.
“
Wen.
Milly,
I'm.back.
”
forcefully, It was a part of the Inquisi before him. In his eyes she read un
ly to cut bread for sandwiches.
as had the others, forever, and while teeth to stay on the job. I couldn’t eat
Office Telephone 493-W.
"So I see. It’s not for long?"
tion that tortured the soul of the ap happy disillusionment, as she had read
When Spade came In the next night she had thought she was keeping him,
thing but what caused indigestion
"Well—no. Just for one more meal. Milly avoided his eyes as she set the she was aiding him to go—Just by be
prentice. The new man went there It in so many eyes before. Far more
nd I had pains and cramps that were
DR. J. G HILL
glass of water down before him.
Instinctively, sat on a perilous stool, than the ordinary pity, however, Merely to recall old days.”
ing herself. She clutched the damp all I could stand. Gas formed some
“
What
—
what
will
you
have?
”
“What’ll it be tonight?” she haz paper in her hands.
and while his coffee cooled invented surged into her flat breast.
Reeidence and Office, 268 Main Street
thing terrible and my heart would
He laughed.
arded.
socialistic epigrams about the men of
—rank Injustice," Clark was,say
“On a newspaper?” she inquired.
Rockland, Me,
beat so fast It nearly took my breath Office Hoursi
"Aren’t you glad to see me, Milly?”
The
boy
leaned
suddenly
across
the
fatter pay envelopes who ate In the
ing. "They’re going to make room for
He murmured something.
10 te 11 A. M.; 1 to 2 P. M.; < to 8 P. M.
away.
I
was
so
nervous
and
con

She looked him over.
counter.
neighborhood of the white lights.
him on the Sunday staff ln a few
"A lot of boys who come tn here
stipated arid subject to severe head
ltt-tt
"Sure I am,” she said. "What's your
“Milly,” he said, “I thought you were weeks.
To find Peter’s you shunned any are," she told him. “It's time now for
And here I been with—”
aches; in fact, felt bad every minute
my friend.”
thing resembling a white light. The the bunch from college. Pretty hard order?”
Milly did not hear. She clutched the of the day and at night couldn’t half
DR. F. B. ADAMS
Milly's startled gaze sought his.
He gave It—his choice of the lesser
path you chose led down murky streets work at first, they say. Kind of—dis
paper.
sleep.
"Why—sure," she said.
lined with packing cases and littered couraging. After a while they make evil In the old days. There fell an un
‘Tell Spade,” she said slowly, "that
‘But if ever a man felt like new, Office 400 Main Struct ROCKLAND. MAINE
"Have you seen young Long's I’m glad he made good.”
with the excelsior of commerce. Your good, and then they cheer up. They comfortable pause. Milly wanted to
m that man. Tanlac has brought Office Hours, until 9 a. m.: I to 4 A 7 tn 3 I. ■>,
nostrils were assailed hy the odor of tell me then It's a great game They talk, but the words would not come. story?” he asked.
Why—can’t you tell him yourself?" me out and put me to feeling so fine I
OFFICE TELEPHONE, ItO-W.
Her eyes fell.
can’t tell there was ever anything
dead things; before your eyes Chinese tell me that when they come to say- Her old formula of sympathy, with
muttered Clark.
Residence—Mrs. Jennie Bird.
TEL. IM-R.
"The
one
on
Grant,
”
he
went
on.
"It
’
s
wrong
with
me.
My
appetite
is
which she cheered the hopeless,
laundry signs danced their crimson good-by.”
“1 won't see him," she explained.
dandy and nothing ever hurts me
something of a story, Milly—but no
seemed
foolish
twaddle
in
the
face
of
dance. Up the darkest alley of the lot
He
won
’
t
be
back
here.
Not
even
to
The boy made no response.
particle. I sleep eight solid hours E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Rose's evident success. In the pres wonder. Think of it—an Interview In say good-by—after this.”
you came upon Peter's, its window un
’T’ve seen ’em come an’ I've seen
every night have picked up consider
ence of the tweeds, the chrysanthe City Hall park at midnight with a bum
washed, half the white enamel letters
Office: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON
She
held
out
the
paper
with
a
pa

'em go." Milly -went on. "They’ve all
ably in weight and feel as good as
missing from the legend that pro been through what you got to tackle. mum, the smile, Milly was as silent who had once—I'd like a chance at a thetic gesture. Clark wiped his scrag- man could want to feel."
Offleo Hours: I te 3 aaS 7 to S P. &
Long has struck gly mustache with his handkerchief.
as one of Peter's clams. Rose began story like that.
claimed IL
Tanlac is sold ln Rockland by Cor Retldenen until I A. M. aed by Assail
There's Mr. Rose—Washington corre
Inside the window a single gas lamp spondent now—I hear about him from to regret that he had yielded to his twelve—they're raising him, I under
Well, all right,” he said. 'Til tell ner Drug Store; in Washington by F. TELEPHONES: Reeldtntn, 41-4; <>•*, I4B.
stand. He’s been here only a month.
33-tf
Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S
with broken mantle shed reluctant the boys. Makes big money, I guess, whim.
him.
You spilled the salt, Milly,
Hopkins; in Vinalhaven by F. M
Soon his order was ready, and he Milly, I thought you were my friend.” That's bad luck.”
light upon the antique pastry and his- Seemg ,t was only ,agt nlght he wag
“Why—” began Milly.
White; In South Thomaston by L. O Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeatb
toric rolls that Peter would have siltin' here telling me he wns through looked at the concoction with an ab
He handed his dime to Peter at the
Hanley, and by the leading druggists
"Long told me you gave him the tip,”
termed his “display." Peter himself with the work forever. Then he did surdly serious face as he removed his
desk, and paused to light the cheapest in every town.
Osteopathic Physicians
was ln a cage near the door, mild of that story on the Collin wreck and 1 yellow chamois gloves. Had he ever went on Spade. “I didn’t come here to of cheap cigarettes. Then he drew his
M
UNION STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINS
manner for one behind bars, yellow haven’t seen—he hasn’t been here really eaten such stuff as this? The knock—I just want to understand. You head'down into his coat, like a turtle
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. N.
passed
me
to
give
him
the
tip,
and
steak
was
thin
and
leathery,
tried
ln
of hair, greasy, the deluded victim of since.”
retiring Into his shell, and dodged out PROVIDE CHILD WITH INCOME EVENINGS'■< SUNDAYS BY APPOINTHEN1
all along you have been saying you into the dripping alley.
an Idea that through fancy waistcoats
Milly
paused, and
reflectively gloomy grease. His well-bred stom hoped—”
TELEPHONE 130
ltf
one may attain the picturesque, re mopped the counter with a very soiled ach, pampered ln many gilt grill
For a time Milly sat alone behind Good Idea to Get Him to Learn the
It
was
the
truth!
”
cried
Milly
fierce

rooms,
revolted.
gardless of the waistcoat's cleanliness. rag. Rose had meant to her something
Value of Money by Having a
DAVIS & STURM
the counter with the brilliantly writ
At that moment Jimmy Clark, mas ly. "I did hope you'd make good. ten story of her life before her. Here
Stated Allowance.
Passing Peter, you took a stool near more than the others had meant His
I
wanted
you
to.
Honest
I
did
—
but
—
”
Chiropractors
a narrow counter, and raised your eyes apprenticeship had been longer and ter of the small touch, his breath elo
and there she read odd snatches—
"What?"
Palmer School Graduates
People are Just beginning to learn
to the dirty walls where hung the fly- harder—his success the more brilliant quent by its strength of his weakness,
good bits over which the author must
“Not so soon.” She wns kicking
specked "suggestions" for a meal. when it finally came. She thought crept along the counter. His voice
have smacked his lips as he wrote. (hat thrift Is not so much a matter of 400 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, MAINR
a bread tin under the corner with her
saving money ns of learning liow to Hour* 2:00 tc 5:00 P. M. Evonlns* 0:30 tt 7.M
Fricassee of lamb with peas was only often now of the nights he had sat sounded ln Rose's ear.
One in particular held her;
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
lM-tf
“Say, Rosie, I'm down an’ out. Hun shabby toe. Her unlovely hands fum
fifteen cents, and there was also a there before her and she bad urged
“There are blue rings under Tilly's pend it, says Thrift Magazine. We
bled a napkin.
Spanish omelette, equally Inexpensive, him to stick It out. She wondered if gry, an’ not a cent ln my jeans—”
eyes, and those who sit at her counter cannot teach a child thrift merely by
CLEMERET M WALDEN
I’m pleased to see Long go,” she often wonder if she may not cry at getting him to hoard his pennies ln a
Rose turned to him quickly.
which, if you ordered it, recalled grate Rose thought of them—at all.
Manicurini, Shampooinf.
“Hello, Jimmy,” he cried, “this Is said softly. "I didn’t like hiue. I'm night over some romance of the pots toy hank. Possibly we might make a Hair Chiropody,
fully to your mind the thrashing of
“Your day will come.” said Milly
Dressing. Head and Facial Treatment
Puffs and Switches Made From Combing*.
'98. When you had made your selec suddenly. “You’ll mako good like the luck! I've just ordered a steak and pleased to see him get Into the glad- and pans—some poor little love affair miser of him hy that process, but to
45 MAIN STREET. PHONE 358-11.
haven't the time to eat It. Sit down rag class and cut this place forever. that was quickly told to the clattering make him thrifty In the best sense of
tion and lowered your eyes, you gazed rest.”
RESIDENCE. 204-11
Office Hours: 12.30 to 6 P. M.
straight into Milly's, just as she see the
accompaniment of heavy’ crockery—” the word, we must get him to exercise
”1 don't know,” Spade replied with and help yourself.” He was already But—but—”
Go Out by Appointment 0 to 12 A. M.
She was blushing. It was a pitiful
sliding from his stool.
glass of water down before you.
Milly crumpled the paper on her lap good sense nnd responsibility In spend
out Interest.
CAMDEN, MAINE
Clark’s cheeks flushed almost as red blush. It spread its pink through her and bowed her head on the greasy ing money, Instead of smothering Ills
T1-9T
Milly was not beautiful. The sud
Milly saw that She had not yet won
growing
soul
with
the
doctrine
that
sallow
cheeks
and
up
Into
the
roots
counter. With an almost angry ges
den sight of her as you gave your or her place. She remembered that ft as the nose between.
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
Spade ture she raised her arms to shut out the mere saving of money Is a su
“Not good enough for you, eh?” he of her uninteresting hair.
der induced no tremor of the voice had been Macklin who had given the
said. “Well, it ain’t good enough for turned away.
Far from it. Her hair was of an un new man "hell.”
the sight of Peter's soiled waistcoat preme virtue.
75
MAIN STREET, THOMA8TON
The only way for anybody to learn
“I’ll have the Spanish omelette to and the faded legends on the wall.
classified color, straight, scanty, de
“It ain’t so long ago,” she Baid con me either, then. It ain’t good enough
how
to
spend
money
is
to
have
some
Office Hour* -Until 9 a. m.; I to 3; 7 N » o- au
Suddenly the door slammed, and she
void of the deceit of rat or puff. Her fidentially, "that Mr. Macklin, your city for me. Understand?” And he shuf night, Milly,” he said.
Telephone 141-3
While she served him he studied her lifted her head to find Randolph practice In spending It. It ts not a
eyes were green, or blue, or gray, what editor, was sitting here looking sick fled out of Peter's Into the dingy alley.
I tf
Rose's face flushed as he climbed furtively. For the first time the sor Spade standing before her. Worry— Ihing that we can learn from listen
ever you wished to call them; but of life. He came In an’ told me he was
ing
to
lectures
nnd
wise
maxims.
It
back
to
the
stool.
Orfe
or
two
minutes
did little tragedy of her role in life and the brief remorse of youth—were
whatever you called them, they were going to take up bricklaying and let
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
watery. Her complexion was sallow; the newspaper profession get along over the steak proved his limit of dawned upon him. She and her sym ln his eyes. He drummed uneasily Is a case of "learning by doing,” and
that
Is
an
educational
principle
thnt
gameness,
and
with
never
a
look
ln
Osteopathic Physician
pathy
made
but
an
early
way
station
without hfta. Say, he was blue.’
upon the counter.
her figure lean. And yet—
at which men stopped for a moment on
Spade had looked from his omelette, Milly's direction, he hurried away.
"Milly,” he began, "I want to be the has been accepted since the days of 38 SCHOOL STREET
When novelists exhaust their adjec
ROCKLANO. MAINS
For some time Milly sat looking their journey to success and then first to tell you—and then I want to Pestalozzi. Also, like everything else
tives in describing a heroine they re and a smile brightened his face. “I'm
Houre 9:00 A. N. to 4:00 P. M.
that
Is
effective
in
education.
It
must
Evening* by Appointment
mark that she had “that indefinable glad to hear it,” he said. “Tell me straight ahead of her. She saw Rose’s passed on, forgetting her forever in ask your pardon. In tomorrow's pa- begin In childhood. The young person
Taltphnnt 323.
1-tf
t
something about her" and let it go at about some of the others.” And be great mistake. Peter's chop house the’dazzle of affhew life. And It was per—"
who reaches the age of sixteen with
She shook her head.
that Milly was an incomplete heroine. fore Milly set his dessert before him. and her own faded smile were not for Milly’s lot to stay'behind—and remem
out having had any experience or EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.
"You're too late," she told him. "I’ve
She had that Indefinable something, she knew she was fully installed ln those who had made good. A gulf ber. Spade watkhed her.
training In the wise hnndllng of
ten
thousand
times
wider
than
her
He
was
seeing
more
clearly
than
h«
her
old
role
of
comforter
and
friend.
seen
it.
”
and nothing else. Drawn by a popular
money, Is most unlikely to become a
Many times, during the two months counter lay between her and all such. had seen in months—seeing the trag
"Milly," he cried, “I may live a hun
artist for the cover of a best seller,
DENTIST
thrifty man or woman.
Milly would have killed the book, and that followed, was Milly permitted to She could only serve her brief ap edy that Is Ufa An idea—big, start dred years and make a million mis
To the children In most families,
yet she had that indefinable something play her ancient part for this boy s prentice friendship to the boys who ling, compelling—stirred within him. takes, but I’ll never be so sorry as I money Is merely something that will
am tonight!"
as surely as have the fair ladies of benefit. Randolph Spade had been the had yet to win—and once they won Still he watched Milly.
help them to various pleasures, such 407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
pet of a nicely fastidious English de they could never come back to her.
When he had paid his check and
She did not reply.
fictional fame.
as movies, candy. Ice cream cones, or
These thoughts were ln her mind gone out into the alley, he paused to
"I wish 1 could make you under other kinds of treats. Money is to be
Just what was the real name of that partment at Harvard. He had edited
DR. F. S. POWERS
the
night
Rodney
Grant
drifted
into
the
monthly
magazine
and
written
think.
His
rooms
lay
to
the
north
stand."
he
hurried
on,
"how
things
hap

"something” in Milly's case is hard to
had, mainly by teasing for It, and
Peter's
and
sat
at
the
greasy
counter
poems
that
compared
favorably
with
the office to the south. The idea stirred pen in a newspaper office—with every'
Dentist
say. Thinking It over at this distance,
This is ln no sense Rodney Grant’s big within him—words danced before body'running round like mad. and no the little schemers become very Ingen
ORTHODONTIA (ttrulghtoulus tooth)
it must have been simply that Milly, those of a certain Swinburne. His
ious
in
working
it
out
of
father
or
HARVARD DENTAL 'COLLESS
far above the more happily dowered of critique on Edward Thompson, who story, try as he may to make it his his eyes—it was thus he had felt the time to think. This came to me all mother and In “striking” them for It GRADUATE
299 MAIN STREET. ROCKLANO
own. He was fond of the limelight— night he wrote the best class poem at once, Milly—it was the big story
Spoor Block............ Foot of Park Struct
her sex, knew how to understand and ever Mr. Thompson may have been,
when conditions are propitious.
tiffin. Hour.: 0 (n 12: l in S.
TEL. 74S-M.
we'd talked about. 1 didn't think of
to sympathize. Through these twin had been pleasantly noticed by a cele the proud strut upon the glaring stage his college had ever known.
The practice of doling out money to
talents she climbed to distinction in brated New York editor. At one time —and he had his turn. But before | He turned to the south, and a mo anything else—just what a good story the children by dribbles, when they
he silsby hospital
It had been whispered about that he he came to Peter’s for a cup of coffee ' ment later entered the city room of his It was. And then—afterward—it came tease for It, and without holding them
the hearts of the hopeless cubs.
his act had been ended and the cur paper. At one end of the place a few to me you might be—hurt. I’d given
C. B. SILSBY. Surgeon
was
writing
a
blank-verse
drama
for
to any responsibility in the matter of
Hopeless Is the word. To Milly’s
m
tain forever down upon his fleeting late shift men sat huddled over their them the story, and they wonldn’t let
Maude
Adams
to
star
in.
spending
It.
Is
undoubtedly
resp.
ihle
counter for their battered steaks came
Z-IAT Operator
fame.
I copy. Mounted on a table in the dark me have it back."
In
consequence
of
these
dignified
for most of the prevalent u.rnrlft
a small army of boys who were at the
IUMMEH STREET, BOCKLAM
Rodney Grant had been a hero. Mili er end of the room was Jimmy Clark,
He looked at her pleadingly
among our young people. It Is quite
moment the sick-hearted recipients of activities. Mr. Spade had lofty ideas
TELEPHONE 12S
of
journalism
that
conformed
but
poor

tary,
1
think,
for
the
old
photographs
the worse for wear, orating to the of
“I asked for it back. They wouldn’' natural that this childish attitude to
small pay and vast experience—a com
pictured him in gold braid. He had fice cat upon the unequalities of our let me have it—laughed at my rea ward money should continue even Into
bination apt to result in sore reflection. ly to those of his city editor. Being
W. A. JOHNSTON, REG. PnC.
Not a few among them were destined wise despite his crocheted necktie and done something fine, or brave, or, present system ot government. Spade sons. Milly—you've got to forgive me the period when the young person be
comes ff money earner on Ids own ac JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
to go far in the profession, but for elaborate stickpin, he kept them tc more likely, only spectaculai, and for turned on a green shaded lamp and for this."
COMPLETE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
Milly smiled—a smile faded to count, and oftentimes, Into his adult
the time being they were all playing himself and thus managed to hold his a time his name was on men’s lips. opened his typewriter desk.
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
"Answer me thlsh,” demanded Jim match the suggestions tor meals that life as well.
the role of the under dog. They knew Job. But they galled on his soul rainy But being a hero ln these fickle days is
PRESCRIPTIONS. K00AK8. DE
The remedy for this resultant of
VELOPING, PRINTING ANN. EN
it. They referred to it bitterly as nights when he had to travel ten miles like being a skyrocket—a flash, and my of the cat. "While bushiness con hung all about.
Into
the
suburbs
to
talk
with
a
gentle

then
a
long,
lonely
drop
ln
the
dark.
LARGING.
tinues t’ corrupt gov-government what
“There's nothing to forgive." she thriftlessness is very simple, and may
they waited for their coffee to cool.
man whose daughter had eloped with
Grant's drop had landed him, use chansh has a poor man? Eb?”
said. ”1 ain't sore. Not a bit. I'm be applied by any parent who Is 370 Main St. Rockland. Ma.
And Milly, listening, understood and
the coachman, and he wondered dimly less and whining, in the army of tat
Spade drew his typewriter closer, glad you’ve made good—and—I’m glad thoughtful enough and loves his child
spoke words of cheer.
as to the why and wherefore of it all. tered ghosts that haunt the New York thrust his feet Into a waste basket, and I could help you to do It. I'm glad well enough to apply It.
It was a night late In June when
GEORGE W. FOSTER
in terms dear to the philosophy depart parks by night and forage for food by began to write.
Instead of giving the little folks
you could use my hair, an’ my eyes,
Milly glanced up from the bread she
ment at Cambridge.
day Unrecognized, he crept along hts
money ln haphazard fashion ond when
On the three following nights Ran an’ my—”
Dealer in Piano*
was slicing to see Randolph Spade
Nightly, when the paper had gone to unlovely way, embittered by his mem dolph Spade did not come to Peter’s
they tease for It, let them have a
"Milly!" he cried.
enter Peter’s chop house. Now, it was
Fine Tuning
press, he would confide to Milly his ories of old. Unrecognized, that Is. chop house at all, and Milly arrived at
"Oh. 1 didn't mean that.” she as stated sum each week, and then Insist
no small privilege—and the young
doubts and fears, and over the steak until he chanced Into Peter’s and Mil the unhappy conclusion that her fail sured him. “Don’t feel bad—on my upon their keeping an account of wbat 75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M
man’s manner intimated that he was
and pie she would give him from her ly took his order.
ure to give him the Grant story had account. Wo’re Just as good friends is done with every penny of It.
aware of the fact—for a girl to be
great store of comforting examples
On the wall of Milly's narrow hall angered him. Then fell the Saturday as ever, only—only of course we won’t
allowed to look upon Randolph Spade
ARTHUR L. ORNE
“Your turn'll come." she would tell bedroom, close by her bureau where night that ends this story.
National Flower Festival.
meet so often now. I ain’t a bit sore.'
He was arrayed faultlessly, and the
him, as she had told so many others she could study their faces as she
Decoration
Day,
May
30,
Is
Amer

It
rained
that
night
—
a
gusty,
lash

"I
’
m
glad
you
look
at
It
that
way,
Insurance
band about his straw hat was proof of
"You Just need the big chance to bring frizzed her colorless hair, hung a gal ing autumn rain that swept madly Milly,” said Spade, who was, after all ica’s national flower festival. Original
membership in an exclusive college
’
Bouuttoor
to A. J. Enklnt A Co.
you out. I ve seen it happen again and lery of the handsome great clipped through the downtown streets to find very young. "I certainly owed you ly Instituted in honor of those who
club. Removing the hat—a proceeding
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again. Your time'll come, an' then— from inexpensive magazines. Promi them silent and deserted, like thor this apology, though.”
fell In the Civil war which broke out
novel to Peter’s—he revealed hair
it'll be good-by to Peter's ”
nent in the collection was the photo oughfares In a city built by careless
In
1861
between
the
northern
and
Milly
shuddered
—
a
shudder
'of
the
brushed back straight from the fore
“But, Milly,” he said many times, graph of Rodney Grant, taken In the people and forgotten
At midnight soul that showed outwardly not at all southern states, Its scope has been
head in the manner affected by stage
"1 can't write any more I did the best pleasanter days. Often had Milly stud Jimmy Clark came Into Peter’s for a Already he was justifying to himself extended by degrees, so that now, on
juveniles and undergraduates. The
class poem the college had known ln ied It as she sought to train her wil cup of coffee. The water glistened his apology. Tomorrow, and, so far as this anniversary, every grave In the
forehead was high, the eyes by turn
yeais—that's what the papers said, at ful locks—so often that when the real on his shoddy coat and ran in rivulets he was concerned, the incident would land, stately or mean, nnmed or un
keen and visionary behind the glasses.
least—and here my stuff sounds as Rodney Grant came Into Peter's and from his cheap derby. He flung wide be closed forever.
named, is decorated with voluntary
Milly had him neatly classified before
though the office boy had written it. growled his order to her over the clut his coat, scattering glittering drops In
"It’s raining pretty hard outside, offerings of flowers.
he took his seat; she knew his kind,
I thought newspaper work meant re tered counter, through the stubble of every direction, and let fall to the floor ain’t It?” she said, in a tired voice to
Curiously enough, Peru celebrates a
and she knew that the path that
IEGULATION SIZE WITH NAME
viewing shows and writing editorials beard and the hard lines of failure she the Sunday section of a newspaper.
precisely similar custom; but theirs Is
match her smile.
stretched for them from Peter's to the
AND ADDRESS OK MAKER AND
on the situation in Turkey—and this recognized him at once.
“I should say it Is." returned Spade, far older, dating from soon after the
"This isn't on the street yet,” he
eating places of the white lights was
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDaNCC
afternoon I had to go over to Trenton
At first she merely reflected upon said, picking It up and laying It on the “Sorry 1 can’t stay and talk. Milly, but Spanish conquest. All graves alike are
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
beset by difficulties of which the coars and as'- a bigamist how his second
the Btrangeness of It all—of this man, counter. “1 thought I'd bring you an I have to meet some friends up at— decorated. Including those of peons
er travelers never dreamed. She smiled wire got on to the fact that there was
who had been feted and wined, who had advance copy. Milly. There’s a story that is—I can’t stay. See you again and Indians, Individuals little regard
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
to herself as Ehe took his order.
t number one. The work's degrading. lunched with a president, sitting in
soon. Good night."
ed, In Peru nt all events, during life.
ln
It
you'll
want
tb
read.
”
For Pound size
When she had confided It to a greasy I’m going to drop out.’’
Peter’s chop house, ragged and home
“Good-by," said* the wiser Milly.
In the evening the populace gives It
"Whose?" Milly Inquired.
Postage <5 cents addltloasl
kitchen face that glared at her through
"No, you're not,” It was Milly's cue less, awaiting a ten-cent meal. It was
He turned, the door slammed, and self over to feasting nnd inerrryinnk
"Spade's," returned Clark, taking a
the window at her back, she moved to say. "You're no quitter. You just what the cheap magazines Milly read
he was gone into the dark of the alley. Ing. This particular flower festival-If
along the counter to where Jimmy need the big chance, an’ you’ll write would term romance. If written up— seat. “Made a big hit with it. Same
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
old gag. Here I been on the paper ten Peter, awakened from a nap. hurried held antiuall.v on November 1.
Clark sat, clear-eyed, above his pie. as good as ever. The chance will
Postage 10 cents additional
Then It flashed on her. Here was a years—on an' off—but It’s the kids from his cage Into the center of the
"Know him?” she asked, nodding come—an’ I’ll never see you again.”
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
story that would set a writing man on get the plums.”
room.
WE
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IN
STOCK
toward the newcomer.
As the weeks passed xMilly repeated fire. Here was human Interest, news,
ered at same time, add to the prioe
“How Is It?” he cried. “He pays me
“So he's made good?” said Milly
Clark’s bloodshot eyes turned In the more and more often those last words pathos, romance, and even humor. It
of first 1000, $4.00 and 16 oeats post
nothing. No check. How Is It, Milly?’
smilingly.
“
I
certainly
am
glad
to
hear
direction indicated. He was shabby, —’Til never see you again.” So it might prove 'the big story by means of
age for each 1000.
Milly brushed back a lock of her
It.
Where
’
d
he
get
his
story?
What's
mean, little; for ten years he had had always happened In the past, and which some man, hitherto halting and
much
discussed
hair
from
her
Jour

eaten his bread and salt with the cubs she knew It must come lp Spade's confused in his work, should find him It about?”
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
Clark laughed his unpleasant laugh. nalistically famous eyes.
at Peter's chop house. "Injustice" case. Fight as she would against the self. The making, for Instance, of
For Half Pound size
“It’s all right," she said. “He didn
“
It
’
s
about
you,"
he
said.
“
A
little
nnd "Mnmprt favoritism” he Called it. feeling, she realized that she was be
Postage 10 cents additional
Randolph Spade. He was sitting not sketch of you, Milly.”
eat .nothing. He Just dropped ln for
hut his breath as he told It was a more ginning to dread this boy’s departure
which are approved by fhe
ten feet away.
Milly grasped the counter and a word with me. He ain’t—he ain’t
PUBLIC UTILITIES COM.
likely explanation.
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
from Peter's as she had dreaded that
eating here no more.”
Milly moved rapidly toward him. looked at him queerly.
He gulped down the last of his mince of no other—save possibly that of
Ford
sizes $1.00 per pair, installed
Postage 10 cents additional
Here was his chance—if he would only
“
Draw
me
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of
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an'
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pie.
Other sizes in proportion
Rose.
Every’ Issue of- The Courier-Gazette
see It. He must see It—if he couldn’t over a couple of sinkers," he went on.
For
each
additional 1000 sheets ord
“New kid," he muttered. "Name’s
carries the home news of Knox county
Young ladies who are addicted to he was not meant for the newspaper
ered at same time, add to the priot
“while I find it for you.”
Spade. Just out of college an’ Bp chocolate creams and James K. Hack
to every State ln the Union and to
W. H. GLOVER CO.
of first 1000, $3.50 amj *0 cents post
game, after all. He would see It, and
She set the things before him and many foreign land*.
against the harsh, crool world. One ett will pronounce Milly in love. That
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of those pink-souled boys that shrink thing Is s</ absurd that the very
85-tf
Milly saw him in Rose's tweeds, car ger pointing to a two-column story.
THE
ln a storm, I’ll bet. Just heard old thought of it would have shocked her.
rying Rose’s stick, wearing Rose's As Milly took the sheet the heading,
Taxi Cab and Carriage Service
Macklin giving him hell as 1 came Milly knew well the limitations of wa
COURIERstranger’s smile. The sight sickened “Omelettes and Sympathy for All,”
A. C AIOORE
BAGGAGE TRANSFER
out.”
tery eyes, unclassified hair, and sallow her.
caught
her
eye.
She
settled
down
and
GAZETTE.
Milly slipped a napkin into a tum cheeks. Though she was fond of read
BERRY’S TRANSFER
Now, analyzing the motives of a read, the pink flush ln her cheeks.
PI AN
rUNER
bler.
ing about it in cheap magazines, she woman would be like attempting a
11 WINTER ST,. ROCKLAND
Rockland Maine •
The paper Milly held in her hand
I "Nice-looking boy, ain’t he?” she never aspired to love. She regarded
Nutle Comsaai
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71tf
Wltk tie
chart of a storm at sea. There will was not .given much to Illustration,
jauraured approvingly.
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THE PAST WEEK IN REVIEW
Ths Courier-Gazette’s Brief Glance At the Most Important Thing*
Engaging the World’* Attention.

in Texas. Bands of masked men,
Funding the Railroad Debts
The President sent to Congress July wearing the emblems of the Kian, have
27 a message urging an extension ot appeared at Dallas, Waco, Houston,
the authority of the War Finance Cor-1 Glidden, Lufkin, Beaumont, Teneha,
poration to enable it to purchase the Timpson and other places, and seized
railway funding securities accepted men whom for one reason or another
by the Director General of Railroads. they had decided to be "undesirable,"
This will make possible the settlement carried them away in automobiles, and
of both sides of the accounts,—the beaten them and tarred and feathered
money owed by the roads to the Gov them. Comparatively few of these
ernment for betterments and new outrages have been perpetrated upon
equipment during the period of Gov negroes. Apparently, the Kian has
ernment operation and the money usurped all the ordinary processes of
owed by the Government to the roads justice, and undertaken to hand out
for compensation, depredation and its favorite penalty to all offenders,
maintenance; and it can be done, the or alleged offenders, against the moral
president urged, without added ex law. At Teneha, a band of them
pense to the Government, and with no seized a woman who was accused of
added Investment, liability or tax bur bigamy from a hotel porch, carried her
den. But this process of funding, and into the country, stripped the upper
the setfiantftt of long-standing ac part of her body, tarred and feathered
counts would help the roads out of her, and cut off her hair. Up to date,
their present straits, and its effects the authorities of the state have done
would be felt hi all the affiliated in nothing to check or punish these out
dustries and in the general business rages.
»«»«
prosperity.
The Danger from Pellagra
• • • •
The Federal Public Health Service
Cabinet Reorganization
has sent out a startling warning of
A tentative plan of Cabinet reorgan a threatened semi-famine, coupled
ization, framed largely by Walter F. with an epidemic of the dreaded and
Brown of Ohio the President’s repre destructive disease, pellagra, in large
sentative in the Congressional Joint sections of the southern cotton belt.
Committee on i"'Reorganization, con The cotton crop remaining, to a large
templates keeping the cabinet at its extent, unmarketed, the tenant far
present size—ten members. It would mers in that region, with every foot
create a Lew Department of Public of their land given to the growing of
Welfare, charged with the adminis cotton, are without money to buy
tration of the public health, educa proper food, and are substituting, as
tional and affiliated matters, the relief best they may, on such food as salt
of veterans, the payment of war risk pork, corn meal and molasses. About
Insurance and pensions and the like; five months of this sort of diet results
and It would combine the existing War in a state of semi-starvation, from
and Navy Departments in a Depart which pellagra begins to manifest it
ment of National Defense, charged self. More than 1,700 cases are re
with the maintenance of the army and ported In Mississippi; and the Puplic
navy, with two main bureaus, one for Health Service predicts that there will
each of these fighting arms, and in ad be 100,000 cases this year, ten per cent,
dition, an independent air service for of which will be fatal, and even
the better development of this new larger number next year, unless prompt
factor in warfare.
relief is given. The situation is most
• • • •
serious in Mississippi, Arkansas, Ten
The Ku Klux Kian in Texas
nessee, Eastern Texas, and the CaroPresident Harding promises
During the last few weeks, the re linas.
vived Ku Klux Kian has been rampant early Federal relief measures.

TIBES
Low Cost Mileage
For the Big Car
Every FiskTirc is a guar

antee that you will get
mileage at a low cost.
For satisfaction, safety

and economy you buy
a “sure thing” when you

buy Fisk Tires.

You are safe when you
buy a known and repu

table product at a low

price

Sold only by Dealers

CUSHING

TENANT’S HARBOR

Miss Annie Fillmore of this town,
assistant in the Thomaston High
School, is attending the Teachers’
Training School at Bates College,
Lewiston./
Mrs. James Dunn and son James
First Day Afternoon
Concert .................................. Porter Concert Co. and Mr. and Mrs. Cobb and son of
Lecture: "The Value of the Individual.’’....
............................................. Dr. George Savary East Pepperell, who have been in
town the past two weeks, returned
Evening.
Lecture: "America’s Political Ideal"..............
home Saturday.
............................................. Dr. George Savary
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Whitcomb of
Concert ...................................Porter Concert Co.
Boston, who have been at F. I. Geyer’s
Second Day Afternoon
Lecture ....Com George Stevenson. U S Navy for two weeks, returned home Satur
Concert ............................................. The Hearons day.
Stories for Young and Old..Miss Lucille Corbett
Ella Maloney of Portland is visiting
Opening of the Junior Citizens Campaign..
Playground Period ............ Miss Lucille Corbett relatives tn town.
Evening.
Miss Edna Maloney of Thomaston,
Lecture .............................Commander Stevenson formerly of this town, and Weston
Concert ............................................. The Hearons
Young, who is employed on the yacht
Third Day Afternoon.
Entertainment .................... Marshall Novelty Co
.yndonia, were quietly married by
Lecture: "How To Put the Program Into
Rev. Mr. Webber, chaplain of the
Effect" .....................................Elmer W. Smith
Maine State prison, July 20.
Mrs
Evening.
Young is also employed at the prison
Lecture; "America’s Industrial Dream”..........
....... f............. . .................. Elmer W. Smith as stenographer. Congratulations are
Entertainment............ ....Marshall Novelty Co extended for a long and prosperous
• » • •
wedded life.
This will be a busy week for the people of
John Sears and son are haying for
this place,
.
’
A welcome smile will sure appear on every Donald Rivers.
person’s face:
B. S. Geyer is haying at the Blake
Wednesaday night, Masonic hall, a supper will farm.
be given.
Rev. Mr. Whittaker of Watertown
At 5 30 standard time and extending until
is the guest of his daughter, Mrs,
seven,
Followed by dance ln Odd Fellows hall, Mars- Willard Hall.
ton at the wheel,
D L. Maloney Is haying at the
For benefit of our sidewalk fund and every one
George Davis and Robert Fillmore
.should fee)
That-be or she must do their part and lend a farms.
helping hand
Hot weather the past few days; the
To buy a big bag of cement, two or three
thermometer has been playing around
loads of sand.
Then’'after this 4s over we must not sit us the 100 mark for about a week.
down.
Mr. and Mrs.* Charles Robishaw of
But everyone at the Harbor, and ln fact
Rockland were in town last week
throughout the town.
Must awake, for Chautauqua’s coming on Sat haying for B. B. Robinson.
urday afternoon
Many of our citizens were in Rock
Continuing untIT Tuesday night with chance
land to attend the various festivities
to see new moon.
held there the past week.
With these amusements taking place we may
Mr. Nichols of Boston is boarding
feel tired and warm.
And want a nice cool resting place where at W. E. Hall’s.
Mrs. James Ulmer very pleasantly
qieopie all can swarm.
For Ice-cold sodas to quench the thirst and entertained the Sewing Circle last
ices sweet and pure.
Thursday.
Made from pure fresh eggs and milk—why

This is the program to be given at
the big tent of the three-days’ Chau
tauqua at Tenant's Harbor, Aug. 6, 8
and 9;

should we wish for more?
Opposite the High School building, with a big
tree on the lawn,
You'll find the Morris Parlors open from early
dawn.
Stop your car, Jump out, come in, quick ser
vice we are giving,
Out you go, refreshed, and happy that you are
living
To those who do not care to ride and wish
"
game of Pool
Step into the room adjoining, and according
.Jo the rule
Someone there will "set ’em up", so just take
down a cue
Play fair and square, try good and hard—
you’ll wifi when the game is through.
—adv

SOUTH THOMASTON
The ball game to have been played
at Green Island between the Islanders,
Keagltes and Spruce Headers hardly
materialized.
Leaving Rockland at
11.30 on one of the Witham Bros, boats
the party proceeded as far as Monroe
Island, when they were compelled to
return on account of
Inclement
weather> The excursionists did not
regifct this very much as Mr. and Mrs
Wlthtfm royally entertained them with
refreshments and music at their
lovely home.
Nate’s singing was
great—one remarked he ought to be
in the movies.
Nate with his auto
kindly conveyed us both ways. The
Keag party, Mr. and Mrs. Roland Gil
chrest, Jack Anderson, Harvey Crow
ley, Chester Allen, Sam Hopkins and
friend Bertha, and all greatly enjoyed
the hospitality.
* \

EAST SENNEBEC
The annual reunion of the Whitmor
family will be held at North Haven
Aug. 10. All relatives and friends aro
invited.
Dr. Weidman of Rockport called on
Mrs, Elizabeth Wiley at the home of
Bertha Simmons Sunday.
Charles Shepard, wjgo lias been ill
for three days, is now better and gain
ing slowly. He is attended by Dr.
Hadley.
Mrs. Ethel Griffin is visiting at the
home of her uncle Georg? Ames in
Appleton.
Mrs. Blair Taylor of Atlantic, Mass,
called on Bertha Simmons Monday
The Taylors are on their way home
from a visit in Cana^.
E. W. Farrar and Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Shorey of Lewiston called on
friends here Sunday.
Charles Lermond Is having his barn
torn down and will have a Garage and
paint shop built of it.
Chamneys are being rebuilt and other
needed repairs are being made on the
Methodist parsonage.

Every lasue of The Courier-Gazette
carries the home new* of Knox county
to every State in the Union and to
many foreign lands,

LOOK
ONLY

25

LEFT

30 x 3 1-2,

FIRESTONE Guaranteed 8000 Miles
CORD TIRES*20 22ch
WITH TRIPLE TREAD
»>

4

PERRY VULCANIZING CO.
483 Main Street Rockland
tt

PILGRIM HALF-DOLLARS
We have for sale a few of the coiils
issued in commemoration of the 300th
anniversary of the landing of the Pilgrims.

4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

Hi e

Rockland National Bank
Rockland. Maine
ii> member federal •reserve

system:',!!!!!

-TT—

Send TODAY —for this
COMPLETE ONE MONTH'S/

REMOLA

post ■if""/

METINIC ISLE
Miss Marie Poland and Miss Mertie
Filton of’ Lisborn Falls returned home
after Xwo weeks vacation on Metinic
Everyone had a very enjoyable time
making several trips in Mr. Maker'
new boat.
Miss Olive Stone and Clarence
Stone went to Tenant's Harbor re
cently.
Sumner Bailey went Monday to hi*
home.
Everett Hodgdon Is busy between
the fog spells haying.
Several summer visitors visited Mrs
Forest Maker at the Island coming in
their sailboat.
Miss Elizabeth -Wheeler was a week
end guest of Mr. and Mrs. Forest
Maker.
Mrs. Forest Maker Is spending a few
days at her home in Rockland.

fabrics

Cords

Eenie, Meenie, Minie, Mo
When the children start a game, they “count out" to see who
shall be "it" It's merely a proceu of elimination for making a
choice.
,

Your Money Back
If You Want It

REM-OLA
for PILES
must give you prompt relief from
Piles, Hemorrhoids and other ano
rectal troubles—or your money is
returned without question. That
shows our confidence in it. Can
you afford to pass up this oppor
tunity to test this reliable prep
aration in your own home—at our
risk? Mail us a dollar now—or
write for generous FREE SAM
PLE. Sent prepaid in plain, sealed
wrapper.
'
• <

HENRY

THAYER A CO,* INC
E.tabliahod 1*47

When you buy good* through a mail order catalog you do
much the same thing. There are often several item* of the same
das* grouped on a page. You don't want thi* onq because of
such and such a feature. You reject that one because it lack*
so-and-so. And when you have inspected all the picture* and
read all the description* and eliminated those with objectionable
features you finally take what's left

a

Page Five

Estate of William A. Payson.
Knox County —In Court of Probate held at
Rockland on the 19th day of July A. D. 1921.
Grace C. Payson, administratrix, on the es
The Warden’s
tate of William A Payson, late of Cushing, in
said
County deceased, having presented her
Daughter
first and final account of administration of
sai'd estate for allowunr.-:
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Courier-Gazette, pub
By HAZEL SMITH
lished in Rockland, in said County, that all per
sons interested may attend at a Probate Court
to he held at Rockland, on the sixteenth day
of August next and show cause, if any they
t(£j. 1921, Western Newspaper bmon.)
have, why the said account should not be al
Though his family aud friends had lowed.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
disowned Richard Brewster when he I A true copy,—Attest :
88T94
HENRY II PAYSON. Register
was sentenced to serve five years ln
the Alabama penitentiary for forgery, ...............Estate of Harriet E. Young....................
Knox County—In Court of Probate held at
he had still enough Influence to have
Rockland on the 19th day of July A. D. 1921.
his escape made easy for him. At
Walter II. But|er administrator on the estate
twenty-five, the second son of old Peter of Harriet E. Young late of Matinicus Isle in
said County deceased, having presented his final
Brewster, the millionaire, he suddenly account of administration of said estate for al
found himself bereft of everything that lowance :
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
meunt life to him. For three years he weeks successively, in the Courier-Gazette pub
clerked In the wurden’s office, dream lished in Rockland in said County, that all per
Interested may attend at a Probate Court
ing of the time when he would be free sons
to be held at Rockland, on the 16th day of Au
once more. He would obtain money gust next and show cause, if any they have,
should not he allowed.
from his puritanical old father, who why the said account
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
had disowned him, tn spite of his A true copy,—Attest:
88T94
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
threats; he knew that he could black
Estate of Nellie M. Graves.
mail him for twenty thousand by
STATE OF MAINE.
threatening to publish certain facts ln Knox ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
the old man’s early history.
for said County of Knox, on the 19th day of
After three years the Brewster In July, in the year of our Lord ono thousand
fluence had waned with the change of nine hundred and twenty-one.
Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
governors, and Richard was taken out lastA Will
and Testament of Nellie M Graves
of his easy berth and shipped off to late of Union in said County, having been pre
sented
for
and application having been
labor In the turpentine camp at Par made that probate,
no bonds be required of the executor
sing. There the horror of his position named in the will.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
moved unwise friends of his father, persons
interested, hy causing a copy of this
who, acting without the old man’s Order to be published three weeks successively
knowledge, approached the heaigwar- in the Courier-Gazette a newspaper published
at Rockland in said County, that they may ap
den with bribes. The only result was pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
that a fifty-pound weight was attached land in and for said county on the sixteenth day
of August, A D. 1921, at nine o’clock In the
to Richard's leg by a chain. But oth forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
ers were more venal; and so It came why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
about that Richard Brewster found granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
himself alone ln the woods, with two A true copy, Attest;
88T94
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
hours’ grace, and only a mile to travel
Estate of Sarah Clark.
to the motor boat which lay awaiting
STATE OF MAINE.
him, hidden ln the mangroves, with Knox ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
five hundred dollars under the seat and
for said County of Knox, on the 19th day of
a key that would unfasten the pad July,
in the year of our Lord one thousand
lock of the chain.
nine hundred and twenty-one.
A
Certain
purporting to ho 'the
That mile meant more hard travel last Will and Instrument,
Testament of Sarah Clark late of
ing, when one weighed fifty pounds Warren, in said County, having been pre
for probate.
nbove his norm, but Richard made It. sented
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
Through 6wamps and over fallen persons interested, by causing a copy of this
trunks, and plunging into rotten tim Order to be published three weeks successively
in the Courier-Gazette a newspaper published
ber, he pressed forward to emerge at at Rockland in said County, that they may ap
length, bleeding and torn, at the head pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock
land, in and for said County, on the 16th day
of the little bay. It was late after of August, A. D. 1921, at nine o’clock in the
noon ; a cottage stood on the bank not forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
fifty yards distant; and the boat just granted.
showed among the mangroves. Brew
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
true copy. Attest:
ster crept cautiously toward it. He A 88T94
HENRY H PAYSON, Register

pulled it from its place Into the shal
low water.
Then he discovered that, with the
chain and the ball, he could not en
ter It.
Under the seat, as he had been ad
vised, he saw the little oilskin package
containing the money and the key. He
struggled till the sweat poured down
his face. Then, turning, he became
aware that a small child was watching
him, a girl about five years old, evi
dently from the cottage.
‘‘Come here.” said Brewster hoarse
ly, and the child obeyed. “Do you see
that package under that seat? Could
you get it for me?”
The child stood watching him, finger
in mouth, half frightened, half Inter
ested. It was evident that she had no
Intention of doing what fhe strange
man told her.
"Marjorie! Marjorie!” called a clear
voice from the cottage.
Then the mangroves parted and a
clear-eyed, Indignant young. woman,
perhaps Brewster’s own age, confront
ed him.
"A convict 1” she snid, and only half
veiled her terror.
"Yes," said the man. ‘Til make a
clean breast of tt. I’m Brewster—
Richard Brewster. I see you know
who I am. There Is a package under
that seat with a key that will unlock
this padlock, and five hundred dollars.
I can’t reach It with this attachment.
Get It for me and I’ll divide the money
with you.”
“We don't help convicts here,” an
swered the girl. “Some folks can't be
bought. If they could my folks would
be richer than they are. Perhaps you
know my father, Herman Grace,” she
added.
“Grace! The head warden 1”
“Then you won’t get that package
for me?" he demanded.
“No, nor I won’t lift a finger against
you, either. Go yonr own way. I've
heard of you and your doings. You
poor creature, what sort of happiness
have you found in your life, you who
think everybody Is for sale?”
The thought was new to Brewster.
“Why I—I haven’t hnd much,” he stam
mered.
“How long have you to serve?”
"Nearly two years.”
"Two years!” she echoed. "So you
are willing to purchase two years of
liberty by a life of Ignominy, hunted
everywhere, hiding from all, trusting
none, always expecting to hear the
' step of a detective at your heels? You
poor fellow!”
He hung his head. “I don't—knowI"
he stammered. “Nobody ever put it to
me In that way before. I’ve never met
a girl like you. I thought they were
all out for the money* ~
“Miss Grace,” he said, "If I go back
—If I serve my time—If I try to live a
decent life afterward, and I have want
ed to sometimes, only I never had any
encouragement — If I do all these
things, will you let me come to you the
day I mn set free and ask you to help
me? Just to tell me what to do? So
that I can feel that I have a friend
besides money?”
"Yes,” she answered Impulsively.
“Yes. And I shall tell my father what
you have told me.”
Brewster turned and plunged back
through the mangroves toward the con
vict camp, the ball Jangling behind
him.

If you could have seen the articles themselves, you might have
found that one of the other* would have suited your need*
better. That*'* why it pay* to trade where you can see before
you buy.

TRADE AT HOME
Support the Town that SupportsYou

CAMBRIDGE 39 — BOSTON, MASS.

I

An Unexpected Reaction.
The teacher was trying to illustrate
nnd to bring out the word “persever
ance.”
“Now suppose,” she said, “some one
were to go on day after day being
good, and doing good, despite all temp
tations and hindrances, what would
that be?” A small hand shot up.
“Well, Johnny, what would you call
it?”
“Monotonous,” replied the boy.

'

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland

for

I

Augusta, t7.40a. m., |10-30a. in.,fl.30 p. in. -i
Bangor, flO.30 a. m , fl.30 p.m.
Bath,f7.40a.m , $10.30a.m., fl.3Op.ni., $5.25p.m.
Boston , $7.40 a. m., $10.30 a. in., fl.30 p ni.
Brunswick. f7.40a. m., f 10.30 a. m„ fl.30 p. m ,
$5.25 p.m.
z
Lewiston, f10.30 a. ns., fl.30p. m., J5.2C p. m.
New York, fl.30 p.m., $5.25 p. ni.
Philadelphia C5.25 p. m.
',
Portland, f7.40 a. m., f 10.30 a. m., fl.30p. in.;
$5.25 p. m.
Washington, C5.25 p. tn.
Waterville, f7.40 a. m., f 10.30a. tn., tl.30p.ni.
Woolwich, f7.40 a. m., f 10.30 a. m., fl.30 p. tn.,
$5.25 p. m.
t Daily, except Sunday. *Daily. {Sunday only.
$ Daily, except Saturday.
C Tuesday, Thursday, Sunday. Will run Monday.
July 4, and Sept. 5. instead of July 3 and Sept. 4
D. C. DOUGLASS,

M. L. HARRIS,

7-2-21 . V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Afct.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANGOR LINE
SUMMER SCHEDULE
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST ANO CAMDEN
Leave Rockland daily including Sunday at 8
p. m (Standard Time) for Boston
Leave R ickland dally Including Sunday at 5
a. m (Standard Time) for Camden, Northport,
Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport and Bangor.
Return: Leave Boston daily including Sunday
at 6 p. m. (Dalylight Saving Time) for Rock
land. Bangor and way landings.
Leave Bangor daily including Sunday at 2 p.
m. (Standard Time) for Winterport, Bucks
port, Belfast, Northport, Camden, Rockland and
Bcston.
Leave Rockland daily including Sundays at 5
a. m. for Bar Harbor, Blue Hill and way land
ings. Return—Leave Bar Harbor dally includ
ing Sunday at 1 p m , Blue Hill 12.30 p. m.
for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection is made with the Met
ropolitan Line passenger and freitfit steamers
for New York via Cape Cod Canal.
F. 8. SHERMAN, Supt. R. S SHERMAN, Agent
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, Maine.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT ANO
SWAN'S ISLANO

Summer Arrangement
(Standard Timo)
In Effect MONDAY, JUNE 27, 1921
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except
Sunday, at 7 a. m. and 1 p. m. for Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland (Tillson Wharf)
at 9 30 a. m. for Vinalhaven, and Tillson
Wharf at 3.30 p. m., and Maine Central Wharf
at 3.50 p m. for North Haven (when train pas
sengers) and Vinalhaven.

STONINGTON and SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Sunday at 5 30 a. m., Stonington, 6.45 a. m ,
and North Haven at 7 45 a. m., for Rockland.
Returning, leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at
1.30 p. in , for North Haven, 8tonington, Isle
au Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
permitting), and Swan’s Island.
Note—Steamer will land at Maine Central
Estate of Giles A. Stuart.
Wharf when passengers for 10.30 a. m. train.
STATE OF MAINE.
W S WHITE,
Knox ss.
General Manager.
At a- Probate Court held at Rockland in and
for said County of Knox, on the 19th day of
■Inly, in the year of our Lord one thousand
SUMMER TIME TABLE
nine hundred and twenty-one.
of STEAMER CASTINE
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
last Will and Testament of Gfcles A. Stuart,
late of Rockland, in said Counbc having been CAMDEN. WEST ISLESBORO. NORTHPORT,
presented for probate, and application having
CASTINE and BELFAST LINE
been made that no bond be required of the
Year Round Service, Standard Time.
executor named in the will.
Leaves
Camden every morning on arrival of
Ordered, that notice thereof he given to all
car from Rockland at 8.00 a. m., Sun
persons interested, by causing a copy of this electric
day
excepted.
Order to be published three weeks successively
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, at
in the Courier-Gazette a newspaper published
m. for Northport, Castine, West Islesboro,
at Rockland in said County, that they may ap 2andp Camden,
arriving at 4 25 in time for the
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rock car for Rockland.
land, in and for said County, on the 16th day
COOMBS BROS.. Belfast. Mo.
of August, A D 1921, at nine o’clock in the
14-tf
Managers
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not he
granted.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
Estate of Hiram Russell.
A true copy, Attest:
STATE OF MAINE
88T94
HENRY H PAYSON, Register To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court,
in
and
for the County of Knox:
Estate of Lewis 0. Studley.
Respectfully represents William E. Sheerer,
STATE OF MAINE.
administrator
of
the estate of Hiram Russell.de
Knox ss.
ceased, late of St. George iu said County, intes
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and tate, that said Hiram Russell at the time of his
for said County of Knox, on the 19th day of
was the owner of certain Real Estate sit
July, in the year of our Lord one thousand decease
uated in St. George bounded and described as
nine hundred and twenty-one.
follows, viz. Beginning at stake and stones on
A Certain Instrument, purporting to he the
easterly side of the town road and at the
last Will and Testament of Lewis O. Studley, the
line of land of S. S. Davis; thence
late of Warren, in said County, having been northerly
north
northeast sixteen rods to stake and stoffes
presented for probate.
by the west side of said town road; thence east
Ordered, that notice thereof he given to all
one hundred rods to stake and
persons interested, by causing a copy of this soutiieast
stones; thence south southwest sixteen rods to
Order to be published three weeks successively stake and stones at Madison Kellar’s northerly
in the Courier-Gazette a newspaper published line; thence west northwest hy said Kellar’s
at Rockland in said County, that they mav ap and said 8. S Davis’ land one hundred rods to
pear at a Probate Court to he held at Rock tiie place of beginning, containing ten acres,
land. in and for said County, on the 16th day together with the buildings thereon.
of August, A D 1921, at nine o’clock in the
Subject to the widow’s rights by descent.
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, That the debts of the deceased as near
why the prayer of the petitioner should not he
ly as can be ascertained, amount to $140.80
granted.
And the expenses of sale and admin
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
istration to ........................ ...............
50.00
A true copy, Attest :
Amounting in all to .............................. 190.80
»*T94
HENRY H PAYSON, Register That the value of the Personal estate is 150.00
That the Personal Estate is therefore
Estate of Mary Newman Plumer Hawken.
insufficient to pay the debts of tho
STATE OF MAINE.
deceased, and expenses of sale and
for administration, and it Is neces
Knox,1 ss.
sary for that purpose to sell some
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
part of the Real Estate to raise the
for said County of Knox, on the nineteenth
sum of ...............................................
40.80
day of July, A. D. 1921.
That
the residue would be greatly depreciateThomas Hawken, executor of the last will of
Mary Newman Plumer Hawken. otherwise known ed hy a sale of any portion thereof; wherefore
as Mary N. P. Hawken, having presented his your petitioner prays that he may he licensed
petition that the actual market value of so much to sell and convey the whole of said Real Estate
of the estate of Mary N P. Hawken, late of at public or private sale for the payment of
Rockland, in said County of Knox, as is sub said debts and expenses of sale and of ad
ject to the payment of the State Inheritance ministration subject to widow’s rights by deTax, the persons interested in the succession
sWft'd this nineteenth day of July A D. 1921.
thereto, and the amount of the tax thereon may
WM. K. SHEERER, Admr
be determined by the Judge of Probate;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to the
State Assessors and all persons interested in Knox County.—
In Probate Court, held at Rockland, on the
the succession to said property, hy causing a
copy of this Order to he published once a week, nineteenth day of July.
On the petition aforesaid, Ordered, That
three weeks successively in the Courier-Gazette
a newspaper published at Rockland, In said notice ho given, hy publishing a copy of said
petition,
with this order thereon, once a week
County, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at Rockland, In and for said for three weeks successively, prior to the third
In the CourierCounty, on the sixteenth day of August, A D Tuesday of August next,
1921, at nine o’clock in the forenoon and be Gazette, a newspaper published in Rockland,
heard in reference to the determination of said that all persons interested may attend at a
ax or any question that may arise in reference Court of H-obate then to be held in Rockland,
thereto.
and show cause, if any, why the prayer of
said petition should not he granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, Attest:
ADELBERT L. MILE, Judge.
88T94
HENRY H PAYSON, Register A true copy, attest.—
88T94
HENRY H PAYSON, Register

Estate of Arianna T. Smith.

Knox County, ss.
In Probate Court, held at Rockland on the
19 th day of July 1921.
Frank L. Luce, administrator with the will
annexed of the estate of Arianna T. Smith late
of Rockland, deceased, having presented a j»eLitlon praying for a reduction of tiie penal sum
of Lis bond in said capacity;
Ordered. That all persons interested he noti
fied of a hearing thereon at a Probate Court
to be held at Rockland on the 16th day of Au
gust. 1921. causing a copy of this notice
thereon to he published three weeks successlvein the Courier-Gazette a newspaper published
in Rockland, that all persons interested may at
tend at a Court of Probate then to he held In
Rockland, and show cause, if any, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not he granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, Attest :
88T94
HENRY H PAYSON, Register

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney at Law
(SMlsI Attostlos ts Probst* Matter*
17* MAIN STREET i « : ROCKLAND. Ml

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTIOI
STREET 1 : ROCKLANO. ML

431 MAIN

For use on subway trains a new
device enables one member of a train
crew to announce each stop in every
car with a loud speaking telephone.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

'•Iwh'SM—OMes. 44*.

Hwh.

MS-W.

•*.«

DABY5 COLDS
can
ca often be ‘‘nipped in
the bud” without dosing
by rubbing Vicks over
throat and chest and
applying a little up the
nostrils.

VICKS
w
VapoRub

Over 17 Million Jan Utcd Yearly

Estate of Delora B. Pillsbury.
STATE OF MAINE.
Knox ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
ror said County of Knox, on the nineteenth day
of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and twenty-one.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to the last
Will and Testament of Delora B Pillsbury, late
of Rockland, in said County, having been pre
sented for probate and a petition asking for
the appointment of Ruth H. Fogarty, as admin
istratrix with the will annexed having been
presented.
Ordered. That notice thereof he given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to he published three weeks successively
In the Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland, in said County, that they may ap
pear at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland
in and for said County, on the sixteenth day of
August. A I). 1921, at nine o'clock in the fore
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, Attest:
88T94
HENRY H PAYSON. Register
Estate of Ida May Magune.

STATE OF MALNE.
Knox ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
for said County of Knox, on the 19th day of
July, iu the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and twenty-one.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be* the
last W1F and Testament of Ida May Magune,
late of Thomaston, in said County, having been
presented for probate, and application having
been made that no bond be required of the
executor named in the will.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given to all
persons Interested, by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks successively
In the Courier-Gazette a newspaper published
at Rockland in said County, that they may ap
pear at a Probate Court to be held in Rock
land, in and for said County, on the 16th day
of August, A D 1921, at nine o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of the petitioner should not be
granted.
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy, Attest:
88T94
HENRY H PAYSON. Register

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
I CORNER TILLSON AVI. art MAIN 3TREE1

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 2, 1921
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CAMDEN

THOMASTON

The Camden tire department was
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Newcomb of
Brookline, Mass., spent Friday and
summoned to hockland Saturday night
Saturday with Mrs. Mary L. Waldo.
to assist in extinguishing the fire at
Mrs. George Bachelder and iMiss
Trainer's
Cafe, but when they arrived
Edith MacAlman of Rockland and
in Rockport word was received that
Miss Sarah Linnell have returned from
a motor trip through Montreal and
the Koekland department had con
Quebectrolled it.
Mrs. T. W. Long and Miss Gladys
Thomas McKay's house on Union
“IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELF"
long have returned from Roslindale,
street was struck by lightning Sun
Mass., where they have been spending
day with very little damage.
several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Perry gave a
Miss Phyllis Burkett, who has been
delightful musicals to Miss Margaret
spending three weeks with her par
Warner, who has a summer camp at
ents, has returned to Philadelphia.
Sherman Point farm, and her guests,
Leslie Clark was home from Port
at their home Friday evening.
THE GARDNER LIGHT FOUR HAS
land for the weekend.
Hervey Allen has been spending a
Fred Waldo and Irvin Stewart
CREATED A COUNTRYWIDE SENSA
few days in town.
motored from Boston Saturday and
Mr. and Mrs. James Aehorn and
TION.
IT HAS STEPPED RAPIDLY
are spending their vacations with
Mrs. Arnold K. Leighton and daughter
TO THE FRONT ON QUALITY, STYLE
Mrs. Mary L. Waldo.
Barbara were weekend guests of Mr.
Ralph Young is at home from Fort
AND PRICE. IT'S THE CROWNING
and Mrs. E. A. Jones at Duncan Lodge,
McKinley, having received his dis
Northport.
SUCCESS OF 33 YEARS OF SUCCESS
charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Gill of Mal
FUL EXPERIENCE IN THE PRODUC
Miss Rose Merrifield has returned
den. Mass., are spending two weeks
from York Beach where she has been
TION OF VEHICLES—A BETTER CAR
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
making a visit. She was accompanied
Gill.
AT A LOWER PRICE.
by her friend, Miss Elinor See of
Mrs. Irving Johnson and three sons
West Roxbury, Mass.
of Melrose, who have been at their
Mrs. Leonard O. Packard, who has
The Gardner Motor Co. inc.
eamp at the Lake for a few weeks,
been spending the past three weeks
ST. LOUIS, u. s. A
were Joined by Mr. Johnson Sunday.
with her sister, Mrs. M. E. Webber,
The regular meeting of the ladies
returned Friday to her home in Need
of the G. A. R. will take place Friday
ham.
evening.
Miss Regenia Sanfey is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Calderwood
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
of Riverton, N. J., and Mrs. Robert
S/infey.
Beverage of Boston ate guests of Mrs.
■ Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Sturtevant re
O. B. Woster.
turned to Ellsworth Sunday, after
Miss Margaret Witherstine of Peoria.
spending a few days in town.
111., who has been the guest of Miss
Leonard Shrader is spending a few
Thomas since June, returned home
days in town.
Monday very enthusiastic over Cam
Misses Helen and Elizabeth Newden.
combe have returned from Camden,
Harold Hanscom was home from
where they have been spending a few
Brunswick over the weekend.
days.
Stephen Starkey of New London,
Miss Edith Russell, who has been
Conn., is spending the week with Mr.
spending the month of July in town,
and Mrs. E. F. Gilkey. Mrs. Starkey
CUNNINGHAM & STARRETT
left Monday . morning for Brunswick,
has been here a few weeks but will
enroute to her home in Vallejo. Calif.
return with her husband.
WARREN GARAGE
Mrs. Charles Tibbetts returned Sat
Mr. and Mrs. E. Frank Knowlton
WARREN, MAINE
urday noon from an extended visit
and Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Dickens are
88-tf
with her sister, Mrs. Joshua Mitchell,
on an auto trip over the Mohawk
in Quebec.
Trail. They will visit their snster,
’8N
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Ramos of New
Mrs. C. Remington at Falmouth
ark. N. J., are spending a month with
Heights before returning.
Mrs. Ramos’ father, John Feehan.
Mrs.' E. W. Wyatt of Kennebunk
Rribert Strong and friend of Boston mal School of Gymnastics and Play
ROCKPORT
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. F
ground work at New Haven, Conn.
are guests of Mrs. M. E. Webber.
J. Wiley.
There will be given a Sweedish sing
• • • •
A. W. Tobin of Boston has been
Miss
Merle
F.
Annis
closed
a
school
ing game, a folk dance and aesthetic
Mrs. Helen Watts and sister, Mrs. dance by ten little girls. Everyone of 40 weeks in Lowell, Me., and is taking spending a few days with relatives in
town.
Eliza DeMerritt, who have been will want to see the children. Come the six weeks course at Summer school
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Simpson were
spending the past few months in New early and help in the good cause. A at Presque Isle Normal.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. B,
ton Centre and Medford Hillside, have public supper will be served in the
Bucklin at their camp, Coleman's Pond.
returned and are at the home of Mrs. Baptist vestry at 6 o'clock. Come one
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tripp are
Clifford Clark.
VINALHAVEN
and all and partake of the abundance
spending the week at Coleman’s Pond,
Mrs. Elmer Locke and Mrs. Flora of good things to be had there.
Stevens, who have been visiting their
Charles A. Lenfest, who has been Lincolnville.
Gleason Perry has arrived home
i sister, Mrs. B. H. Copeland, returned
spending two weeks with his family at
1 to their homes in Portland Sunday
Seal Bay Farm, returned to Portland from New York and will be a summer
WARREN
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. \V,
afternoon.
They were accompanied
Monday.
W. Perry.
by Mrs. Copeland, who will spend a
Mr. and Mrs. Chaffle have been en
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Weeks of
week in the city.
MRS. MARY CRITCH.
Whitefield and Mrs. Harold It. Smith
Edward Newcombe of New York is tertaining company from Gardiner.
in town for his vacation.
Pearl Hilton took a trip to North
Mrs. Mary Criteh died July 25 aged and daughter Ellen of Waldoboro
Miss Jeanette Smith and Miss Leah east Harjpr for the weekend.
71 at the home of her son Edgar. She were recent guests of Mrs. A. L. Worth
Arey returned Saturday to Vina’haven
came from Massachusetts for her ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas visited in
Lawyer O. H. Emery is moving into
after spending a week with Mrs. S.
health but began to fail rapidly after
Rockland Sunday.
H. Reed.
arriving. She bore her suffering pa the Bush residence on Penobscot
Assistant postmaster Fes
Miss Edna Watts entertained friends
Lucy Teague is visiting at her tiently until the end. During the time avenue.
at her home on Monday evening. A grandmother’s.
she visited here she made many senden Miller is to have the residence
delicious luncheon was served.
Ellis Stahl was home from Brockton friends. She leaves to mourn her loss on Jacobs avenue vacated by Mr
Charles A. Lenfest was in town visiting his brother and sister.
two daughters, three sons.^ two sis Emery.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Halford and
Monday enroute to Portland.
Helen Dresser returned to Portland ters and two brothers. One son was
Mrs. William Hartford of Dover is a Saturday after visiting her friends. unable to attend the funeral as he son Douglas and Mr. Leitch of Win
throp, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
guest of her sister Mrs. John Brown. Miss Ruth Jameson and Avis Newman. lives in Tonteau.
Mrs. P. N. Halford and Mrs. Arthur
'Mrs. Marion Keene of Hyde Park is
Halford.
ir. town for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Gillette and
Miss Nida Vesper is spending a few
party of Attleboro, Mass., are at the
days with friends in Damariscotta.
Freeman cottage, 'Lake Megunticook,
Prof, and Mrs. Oliver Watts and Mr.
for the month of August.
and Mrs. R. O. Elliot are enjoying a
.
10 days' motor trip through Canada.
Mrs. E. B. Richards returned from
Among the many attractions at the
Union, Conn., July 27, where she was
Beta Alpha fair to be held in the
called July 19, owing to the sudden
Armory Wednesday, will be the exer
death of her mother, Mrs. Emily
cises in charge of Miss Emily Pease.
(Howard), widow of the late Frederick
In addition to the usual sale of fancy
Barber, whose funeral occurred on
axticles. the club will have charge of
her 83d birthday, July 22. Services
a white goods table and there will also
were held at her home, an old farm
be a rummage table. Remember the
house which was erected in 1816. Mrs.
date and pace.
Barber was very smart for one of her
A rummage sale will be held in con
age, and was a visitor at Mrs. Richards'
nection with the Baptist fair Wednes
home in this village at different times
day. The time and place have been
several years ago. She also leaves an
changed, and the sale will be held -in
UNEQUALLED VALUES
other daughter, Mrs. George Towne of
the vestry at 9 a. m. Those having
Stafford Springs, and a son, Howard
articles to donate will please leave
G. Barber of Hartford, both of whom
them at the vestry, or, if they are to
have also been visiting in Camden.
b<j called for, please phone E. J. StarThe sad news was a great shock to
rutt.
Mrs. Richards, who only a few days
The Social Circle and Beta Alpha
before had received a letter from her
Club of the Baptist church will hold
mother saying she was rapidly re
their annual fair in Watts hall Wed
covering from what was considered a
nesday. The hall will be open at 1
slight illness. Mrs. Barber was a de
p. m. for the sale of fancy and useful
vout member of the Methodist church
articles, cooked food, home-made can
and held in highest esteem by neigh
dles, etc. The rummage sale will in
WARREN
bors and friends where she had passed
terest many. An attractive feature of
the greater portion of her life. Mrs.
the afternoon's entertainment will be
Richards has the sincere sympathy of
exercises by children under the direc
this community in her great loss.
tion of Miss Emily Pease, who has
been in training in Dr. Arnold's Nor-

EVERYBODY’S COLDMN

SarJfrarlj

THE

GARDNER

PHOTOGRAPHER
Is now in Rockland and Camden
For Information or Appointments
Call or Address

MISS KENT
THE WHITEHALL, CAMDEN
t'6~ 16

“Everything for the farm from Twine to Tractors”
Farm

Machine

Prices

Reduced

1921 Tax Bills are ready
Payable at

McCormick, Deering

SELECTMEN’S OFFICE

and International

Tuesday and Thursday
Evenings

Complete

Interest After Sept. 1
MAYNARD SPEAR, Coll.

Line

87*92

Re-duced in Price

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.

FULL LINE OF REPAIRS

THOMASTON, ME.

Get the New Prices and the Latest Machines
Demonstrated at

Children's Nainsook Sleeping Gar
ments, pink bastite with blue trim
mings ........................................... $1.69

Another lot of the 40-ineh Un
bleached Cotton ......................... 12%c

S.

O.

HURD’S

South Thomaston, Me.

I Tif

10"! discount on Toilet Goods

Ladies' Home Journal Patterns
Edison Phonograph Records.

Portraits and Enlargements
Framing and Films Finished.
Evening Sittings by Appointment.

IVERYTHING
FOR THE
.HARVEST-

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO

621

I'flUl jBuybythe
name and
/avoid mistakes

* IJ

PHONE 33-11

At Harvest Time When Every Day Counts
GIFTS THAT LAST

the proper tools count. K & W tools are essential.
They are dependable:—Embody most advanced
harvesting ideas.

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON. MAINE
Tu&Stf

Daddy’s
^Evei\ii\£
Fairy Tale
z5VAWY GRAHAM BONNER
■ in

i ■ COft..&«T ft VCTIIN

NtVS..m UNION

—

AROUND THE MOUND.

LOST—A bunch of keys.
OFFICE

FOUND—1 ’urse containing a sum of money.
Owner may have same by calling at THIS
OFFICE.
90-92
LOST—Colored cretone bag containing oval
work basket, silver thimble and other small ar
ticles between Rockland and South Thomaston
Monday. Finder notify, TYLER, Photographer,
Rockland, Me.
86tf

\

finfifer
“Wrote on a Stone.”

F. H. Calderwood, See.

» e • •

' Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me. —
TIME TO

THINK OF

WINTER WORK

Est. 1858

SUPPLIES.

The 42d annual reunion of the Starrett-Soear
families will be held at Reunion Grove Farm,
Warren. Thursday. Aug 18.
Harriet P. Stevens, See.

Those small ads In The CourierGazette are read by every hody. That
Is why they are so popular and
effective.

You Can Talk to Practically
All the People in the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER

58tf

For Sale

Return to THIS
91-93

“I just won't turn back,” said the Summer Cottages and Board
boy, after they had come to the mound
NOW is the time when people are laying
which was so hard to get around.
summer vacation plans
The Courier-Gazette
They succeeded in getting around it suggests that owners of cottage property, to let
because they would not turn hack. But or for sale, or accommodations for boarders,
announce the fact under this heading, where it
this was the way they did it. It’s will be read all over New England.
tine to hear of the pluck of these real
WANTED—Small farm suitable for cottage
adventurers!
home, bordering on, or near some lake in Knox
Some people tried to tell the hoy county. Address L. W. BENNER, 2 North Main
street or Tel. 233-.I
90tf
and the girl that they themselves
TO LET—Furnished cottage on the car line.
weren't going hack hut they simply City
water. Apply to MRS C. A. CROCKETT,
weren't going any further on. And 69 North Main Street.
83*tf
the boy nnd girl knew that they were
TO LET—Furnished cottage, 6 rooms, at
really going back when they wouldn’t Chickawaukle Lake for balance of season, by
the week or for weekend parties. Telephone
make any more effort.
352-14. JOHN S. HAMLETT.
89tf
After a horrible time when the boy
TO LET—Several cottages at North Haven by
and girl thought they were sinking the week or season. C M. BLAKE WALL PA
87-tf
into the marsh, at last they stood on PER STORE Tel. 466-M
TO LET—Large camp in country, by month,
firm ground and were safe. The hard week
or weekends. Piazza, Are place, fine oil
adventure was over. Hut this was stove. Comfortably furnishd. Room for 7 to
what happened while they were try sleep. Place for 2 ordinary sized cars Apply
to MRS. M. A HATCH, East Friendship, Me.
ing to get to safe ground.
86-91
“We’re not going to let that obstacle
FOR SALE—Fine furnished cottage and
bother us,” said one of those whom double lot of land on eastern shore of Lake
Megunticook, Camden. Inquire of REUEL ROB
they'd met. “We’ll just pay no at INSON. Camden.
82tf
tention to it. We'll go our o»>vn Yay.”
WANTED—Summer boarders at “Rockledge
So they all went backwards and Inn,” Spruce Head, Me. Rates reasonable.
7or Information address MRS. T. L. MAKER.
backwards and the boy nnd girl final Yel. 21-15.
68tf
ly saw them disappearing over the
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from the
short hill to the other side. They town road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
for summer cottage. Boating, fishing and
waved as they disappeared and the tion
bathing facilities. Inquire MISS EVA K
TORREY,, Tenant’s Harbor.
32*tf
boy nnd the girl waved too.
“You’re going backwards,” (he girl
shouted.
Wanted
But all the people laughed laughs
which showed they thought she was
WANTED—Private garage near *ost Office
very wrong and that they were very- square. Apply at THIS OFFICE.
'Jl-lt
right.
WANTED—Girl for general housework Fam
They found that all who had not ily of three. MRS GEORGE M. SIMMONS,
9itf
gone with those who had been going ii i Middle s:
WANTEO—Woman to keep house for middle
backwards had left. They had eitlier
aged man Write O-N care Courier-Gazette.
disappeared in the marshy ground be
»
91tf
yond, in the part where the thick un
WANTED—Floors and windows to wash by
derbrush was, or they liad gone on the week. Price right. WILLIAM RICH, 22
91-93
still further and were now along the Winter St ret-;.
WANTED—Waitresses and some chamber
valley quite a distance.
work Address POINT LOOKOUT CLUB, Look
“They didn't seem to know—those out. Me.
89tf
who were travelling backwards,” said
WANTED—Girl or woman in small family of
the girl, "that they were In a regular adults Remarkable vacation opportunity for

STARRETT-SPEAR REUNION.

Our 176 Page Book on Things Agricultural is a big help.
Send for a copy. It's free. Ask your dealer for K & W
goods. Write us; if none in your town.

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND

LOST—Brown straw turban hat, between
Rockland and Thomaston. TEL. 367-6.
91-93

rut. It was at one side of the hill.
I hadn't noticed It before, but they
were all in it.”
“Well,” said the boy, “what are we
to do? That’s the question now.”
“I tell you," said tlie girl, “you write
on a piece of paper what you want to
do and I’ll write on a piece of paper
what I want to do, and we’ll each
show our own piece to the other.”
“But what if we do not agree?"
asked the boy.
NORTH HAVEN
“Then we’ll toss up,” said the girl.
“And where are you going to gel
The Get-together sewing circle of the paper to write on nnd the pencil
Pulpit Harbor met Thursday with to write with?” asked the boy.
Mrs. Teresa Whitmore. The next meet
“We can use stones,” said the girl,
ing will be held with Mrs. Augustine
“both for our parier and our pencils.”
Whitmore, Aug. 10, at 1.30 p. m.
So the girl and the boy each wrote
Albert Quinn returned to his home
at Rockland Highlands Thursday.
on a stone with another sharp stone,
J. E. Coombs of Rockland has been and each showed the other what each
visiting in town.
had written.
Miss Una Whitmore, who has been
On both stones were the same
at work for Mrs. George Hix of Cres
words, “Let’s go on!”
cent Beach, returned home Sunday.
"Well," said the boy, "that settles
Mrs. Linwood Thayer and Mrs.
Susan Woodcock spent the weekend It. Now It's do or die with us. We’ve
made up our minds now. Let’s start.”
in Rockland and vicinity.
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore and daughter
They gave one look at the great
Lillian have gone to Owls Head for a mound before them and shook their
few days.
fists at it.
Ira Carver was in the city last week
“You big wretch,” they said, “to
for a few days.
Florent Whitmore and daughter frighten us and get In our way like
Christine of Cranston, R. I., arc visit this.
The obstacle almost seemed to
ing in town, the guest of Mrs. Flora
Whitmore.
smile, they thought, with pleasure and
Mrs. Herman Cooper and son Elston satisfaction.
were in Vinalhaven visiting relatives
“You know,” said the boy, “we real
recently.
ly must go on and this must be the
Alton Whitmore is building a small right way, for you know our rooms are
sailboat for Tucker Daland.
The High School building Is being engaged by Mr. Wood Elf at the Hos
He
enlarged, the work being done by Con pitality Hotel this evening.
wouldn't have engaged our rooms if
tractor Duncan.
this hadn't been the way to go.”
FAMILY REUNIONS
“Oh, dear," said the girl, “I'm sink
ing, sinking. Oh, dear. I don’t know
WINCHEM6AOH REUNION.
The Winrhrnhach family reunion will he held what to do. I’m afraid. Oh, I may
at Edwin Malik's Grove. East Waldoboro, Au- sink all the way down.”
guest 31st. If stormy next fair day.
“I'll help you,” said the boy ns he
Charlea Winclienbach, Sec.
I rushed towards her. But together
90*92
» •
they seemed to go down further and
PLEASANTVILLE SCHOOL ASSN.
The Pleasantville School Association will hold further. At! around them were bushes
its annual meeting Wednesday. August 17, >#21. and they tried to cntch hold of the
If stormy, the first fair day following
Mrs Geo. W. Starrett. Sec and Treas hushes hut ns they did so the branches
Warren.
#0-92
broke and the.v only went on sinking
• • • •
further and futher. Now they were
CALDERWOOD REUNION.
The 23th reunion of the Calderwood family up to their knees in the marsh. But
will he held at Penobscot View Grange hall, in another moment they had reached
Glen Cove, Aug. 17
firm land and safety!
Miss Ooris Brown. Pres.
91*92

On Power Machines

FOUND—If the owner of tlie old leather
pocketbook containing valuable papers and
documents, which was unceremoniously pre
sented to me on last Saturday evening, wishes
to regain possession of the above-mentioned he
may do so by calling at my office, 391 Main
St. J. F. BURGESS.
91*lt
FOUND—Watch on grounds by Indian tents
Owner can have same by calling at THIS OF
FICE.
91-lt

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

THOMASTON TAXES

STITCHERS

Lost and Found

THIS WEEK

Starrett’s Dry Goods Store

WANTED

Advertisements in this column not to exceed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents. 3 times
for 50 cents.
Additional lines 5 cents each
for one time, 10 cents 3 times.
Six words
m?ke a line.

FOR SALE—Ideal home, 12 rooiqs including

bath room, modern improvements, in good con
dition, best location,.large piazza; garden. Ad
dress BOX 56. Vinalhaven. Me.
91*96
FOR SALE -Horse, weight 1500. will drive
single or double. F. C. FULLERTON, South
Thomaston.
91*93
FOR SALE—Square Vose piano, rosewood
case, good condition. New McDougal kitchen
cabinet. 27 SOUTH MAIN STREET.
91-93
FOR SALE—1916 Ford Touring Car. extra
H. T. RISING, 5 Purchase
fine condition
Street. Tel. 757-12____________ ____ 91*lt
FOR SATE—Canary birds, males $5. females
$1.50. Also an upright piano, reasonable
price. L. W. BARTER, 18 Dunton Ave., Rock
land, Maine
91*lt
FOR SALE—Just a reminder, beaiMiful
Dahlias for the cemetery, 35c per doz C. L.
MAGUNE, Thomaston, Me.
91tf
FOR SALE—Saxon roadster car, self starter,,
mountable rims; in good running order. WM.
E PRATT. Tenant s Harbor, Me
91*93
FOR SALE—Two thousand pit^ boards, also
boards
JOHN UPHAM,
one thousand spruce» hoards.
91*lt
North Union.

reliable person High wages Personal friends
of my own MRS EDWARD H HAWLEY, 7
Hight SL. Bath, Me., tel 725.
89-91
WANTED—Female help at PEOPLES’ LAUN
DRY.
88tf
WANTED—Old fashioned furniture and
aishes. Highest prices paid. Write P. O BOX
201, Bangor
88*102
WANTED—Idle? Big business is ready for
you. Sell 137 products direct to farmers on
credit. If you own team or auto, are under 50,
can give bond, we start you Twenty million
use ourt products. Good territory open. Write
J. R. WATKINS CO, Dept. 115, Winona,
Minn. It’s your life chance.
91*93
WANTED—Men or women to take orders
among friends and neighbors for the genuine
guaranteed hosiery, full line for men, women
and children. Eliminates darning. We pay
75c an hour spare time, or $3Q 00 a week for
full time Experience unnecessary. Write IN
TERNATIONAL STOCKING MILLS, Norris
town, Pa.
58Tif
WANTED—Fancy I rone r. PEOPLE S LAUN
DRY
86tf
WANTED— Your property to sell.
1 nave
customers for all kinds of property. R. U
COLLINS, Real Estate and Inauiance, 375 Main
Street. Tel 77.
32-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN 8
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 851-14.
I5tf
WANTED—Chefs, cooks, waitresses, cham
her maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
workers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
12 and 2 and 6 and 7 MRS. HAWLEY. 780
High St.. Bath. Me. Tel. 725
100-ff

FOR SALE—In Camden. Maine, house and
lot at 21 Pearl St , close to center of the vil
lage. All modern improvements. See or write
F. H. THOMAS. Camden.
90tf
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—30 foot speed.
boat, bright finish, 25 miles an hour, 48 h p.
motor with crank starter and storage battery.
All in running order. Photos on request. O. V.
DREW. Vinalhaven, Maine
90*92
FOR SALE—At a bargain, 1920 Buick 7passenger car. In good order. Newly painted.
Address P. O. BOX 210. Rockland, Me. 88tf
FOR SALE—Standard bred 8 C. W. Leghorn
pullets, hatched in March, will mature in Au
gust. Also breeding cockrels Price reasonble, stock considered. J. B. WEBSTER, Vinal
haven.
88*92
FOR SALE—Raspberries fresh picked for
table and preserving. E. H SEEKINS, Butter
milk Lane, off Thomaston car line
89*93
FOR SALE—In Thomaston on Thatcher St.r
P/s story house, containing 8 rooms with shed
ttached. Lot 75x150 feet, nice chance for gar
den, good home cheap. Sec MR. KALLOCH, J.
W. A Cigar Co., Rockland.
88tf
FOR SALE—Shore lot of land, high and
handsomely wooded, extending from highway to
bay, overlooking Rockland breakwater and
islands; 7 or 8 acres; suitable for summer cot
tages; 1 mile from Rockland I‘. O. ; facilities
for boating, fishing and bathing. Inquire at 42
Beech St, Rocklan 1.
87tf
FOR SALE—One seven passenger ('handler
car, all in good running order, late model. This
is a bargain for quick sale. Can be seen at
Flyes Garage. J. T. JONES
87*92
FOR SALE—Five passenger Six Cylinder
Oldsmobile 1917 model in good running order,
A bargain if sold at once. Tel. 367-6. F. A.
STREAM, 37 Fulton S;.
87*92
FOR SALE—Hen farm of 8 acres at South
Thomaston, buildings first class repair. Bar
gain. ROBERT COLLINS. Real Estate. 315
Main St , telephone 77.
87tf
FOR SALE—Fiue residence near Main street,
2-family house if desired, to be sold at once,
•rice very low. ROBERT COLLINS. Real Es
tate, 375 Main St., telephone 77.
87tf
FOR SALE—In Thomaston, Me, 1*6 story
house, shed attached, 8 rooms, lot 75x150 feet.
Good chance for garden. Somebody gets a good
home cheap. See MR KALLOCH, J. W A.
Cigar Co , Rockland, Me.
87-tf
FOR SALE—Aug 1, 20 buck lambs, live
weight. F. O B. Criehaven. Best price takes
the lot E W CRIB, Criehaven, Me. 86*91

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE OR RENT—Two tumished cot

tages, 8 rooms and 4 rooms at Crescent Beach.
Fine location, price low. E. K. WTNCHENBACH, Thomaston, Me.
85-tf

rock St $50 to $175 each. TirJe payments, if
required. J II. MELVIN, 21 Gay St., Rockland.
Me. Tel 624-M
85-tf
FOR SALF—Aux. sloop Boat in damaged con
dition caused by fire, a good buy for man who
can repair boat himself himself. Inquire A. D
BIRD CO 4 Camden St., Rockland, Me.
82-tf

FOR SALE—Seven acres of land and cottage
lying between Belfast Road and shore of Pe
nobscot Bay. Camden A bargain. Inquire of
REUEL ROBINSON. Camden.
82tf
FOR SALE—Good Holstein cow, fresh, 6
years old. S. H DOE. Tel. 569-M.
72-tf
FOR SALE—In Thomaston .Maine, residence
of 14 rooms, suitable for two families, 1 acre
of land, 15 young fruit trees, garage, electric
lights ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 Main St.
Telephone 77.
81tf
FOR SALE—Cozy eight room house, electric
lights, gas, bath room, new furnace, set tubs,
cement cellar, nice lawn, barn suitable for gar
age within seven minutes of Main Street. R. U.
COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
80tf
FOR SALE—New and second hand boots,
shoes, clothing, hardware, dishes, musical In
struments aud furniture. C. T. BRAGG, 616
Main St.
69tf
FOR SALE—The Nelson farm at Northport,
25 acres and 6 acres of young growth; plenty
of wood. Splendid situation for a summet

BERRY PICKERS—Are warned to keep off
the property in Rockport known as Beech Hill
Summit, and adjoining farms, also the William
Conant farm at Warren, as all parties caught
trespassing thereon will be treated according to
law. Signed BLACK & GAY.
83-96
home. Addreaa DICKEY-KNOWLTON CO, Bel
T*tf
BERRY PICKERS and gunners are warned to fast. Ms
keep off my premises at the Head of the Bay
FOR SALE—Second hand Chickering parlor
as I shall prosecute all such. GEORGE B grand piano; rosewood case. Inquire of MR.
HIX.
*
80*103
FOSTER. 75 Cedar street.
56-tf
BERRY PICKERS—Are warned that there is
FOR SALEr—J. H. Flint homestead at 29
a bull in the pasture and not to trespass on Franklin street, double lot, 9-room house, slated
the pastures of SAMUEL H. DOE.
80tf
roof, bath, electric lights, cemented cellar, fur
nace heat, barn, woodshed, carriage house, henNOTICE—A bovine beast is pastured oi pen HARRY M. FLINT, at Flint’s Market, 262
Dodge Mountain. You. are forbidden to tree Main street.
31tf
pass upon the mountain farm. During the
blueberry season you are not to gather berries
FOR SALE—Long and fitted hard wood, fitted
nor to enter the blueberry fields under the mill wood, hard wood limbs, and fireplace wood
penalty of the law Chap. 129, Sec. 19, Statues delivered. T. J. CARROLL, residence East
Warren; P. O. Thomaston. Tel. Rockland.
of 1916. W. SNOW, owner.
78tf
BERRY PICKElfe—And others are hereby
warned not to trespass on the land on the
Tolraan farm belonging to the undersigned.
JESSE A. TOLMAN.
76tf
$800 SECURES 105 ACRES—Crops, Horse
cows and heifers, brood sow, poultry, machin
ery, household furniture, cream separator,
crops, etc.; on improved road, convenient ad
vantages; machine-worked fields cut 40 tons
hay; 15-cow spring-watered pasture; 500 cords
wood, 50,000 feet timber; variety fruit; 300
sugar maples; 8-room house, maple shaded
lawn, 12-cow barn, spring water, garage,
taken now $2500 takes all; see page 15 Illus,
Catalogue 1100 Bargains. FREE STROUT
FARM AGENCY, 341 D. G. Water St., Augusta
Me.
91-lt
NOTICE—I, George H. Bunker, of Matinicus
Me., hereby give notice that I have given my
son, Harold E Bunker* his time and shall from
this date claim none of his wages and pav
none of his bills. Dated this thirtieth dav of
July, 1921. GEORGE H. BUNKER
91*93
NOTICE—Will tlie party in the Ford car that
picked up the silk handbag on the Camden
road kindly leave same at this office or notify
MRS. A. T. SUKBFORTH, 8 Fulton Street
89*91
ROCKLAND’S SHOW PLACE—Early Ameri
can Furniture and Antiques. Your visit tc
Maine Is not complete unless you spend at
least two hours in this new shop. Building
40x60—three floors full to overflowing with
antiques COBB & DAVIS, 115 North Main
Street. (Call Mr. Davis at Fuller-Cobb-Davis’
Department Store
83-tf

ANTIQUES—At LOWERS, Belfast, Me., op
posite Shoe Factory.
75*104.
WHEN IN BOSTON—Every Issue of The
Ceurier-Gaxette Is on sale by the Old South
News Co., Washington St. opposite foot of
School. Call around and get a copy of the
paper with the home news.
23-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall or
ders solicited HELEN C. RHODES
18-tf

263-21

59-tf

FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
at B L. RYDER’S. Pleasant St., Rockport 19-tf

FOR SALE—South of Park street, fine resi
dence on corner lot, hot water heat, hard wood
floors, set tubs, 1>ath room. Dry cellar at all
times Garage. R. U. COLLINS, 375 Main St.
Tel. 77.
ROtf

To Let
TO LET—A furnished appartment. Applly to
ERNEST C. DAVIS, at Fuller-Cobb-Davls
9itr

TO LET—Tenement, five rooms, up two flights
•
-Inquire -------------,fEr
1 ~
Rankip Block.
EDWARD HELIER.
Telephone 43-3
91-tf
TO LET—Furnished room at 52% Summer
St. MRS. J H. HAINES.
91-93
TO LET—Furnished apartment on North
Main Street; all modern; electric lights, gas
and hath. FLOYD L. SHAW. 47 North Main
St_____________________ _____________ 89tf
TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping, fur
nished or unfurnished; electric lights. Corner
MAIN and WILLOW STEETS
89*91
TO LET—Tenement 194 North Main St.
All improvements Inquire. P. L. HAVENER.
Tel. 6J5-5 or 226-M.
68tf.
TO LET—Furnished room, 176 South Main
St Apply to MRS W. S. KENII
ENI8TON. 88tf
TO LET—Furnished rooms, njodern conveni
ences, desirable location. 52 SUMMER ST.
Tel. 113-R
85tf
TO LET—3 furnished rooms for light housekeping, 25 OCEAN ST.
81-tf
TO LET—Small upper flat. Tel 232-12 or
456-R.
78tf
TO LET—Furnished room, 16 BROAD 8T,
or Tel. 741-M.
62-tf
TO LET—Building on Tillson Avenue, suit
able for store or restaurant. MRS. B. POL
LOCK.
50-tf
TO LET—Somebody la needing ’ a house or

THIS PAPER 18 THE BEST ME- rooms Advertise yours In this column and
3-tf
DIUM IN THE COUNTY TO USB you’ll get an application lmmedlate|y.
TO LET—One furnished room.

For Want Ads.
-I-

THAT BRING RESULTS

ANT STREET.

10 PLEA866*tf

TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.

J. R. FLYK, 221 Main Bu. RockUod.
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Every-Other-D*y

InSocialCircles
The arrival and

ELKS OWNED

ANNUAL SALE

Questa during

the vacation season Is of Interest both to them
and their friends. We are glad Io print"such
hems of social news and will thank our friends
to supply us with Information iu thia con
nection.

TRUNKS, SUIT CASES, BAGS

LOS

Page Seven

ANGELES.

Interesting Chat With District Deputy Fred J. Simonton
Who Has Just Returned From the Grand Lodge.

k

TQURING CAR

Fred J. Simonton, who attended the I told us it was a typical July day."
The convention lasted from July 11
6
rand Lodge of Elks in Los Angeles,
STEAMERS
alif., in his official capacity as district to 15, Inclusive, and there were 1300
The regular monthly meeting of the
delegates. The estimated attendance
% Size
Woman’s Republican Club of Knox
deputy grand exalted ruler, Maine of Elks, however, was 50,000, and
County will be held at Mrs. Adriel
West, has returned to his Rockland "Hello Bill” was the most familiar
GENERAL PURPOSE
V.' Bird’s home, 37 Llmerock street,
home full of enthusiasm over the most salutation on the streets.
WARD-ROBES
Thursday at 7.30 p. m. A fine attend
The parade was a tremendous spec
einarkable convention tlie B. P. (J. E.
ance is urged. All members and all
tacular. feature and was two and oneother women interested are cordially
has ever held, and a trip which car half hours in passing a given point.
Fibre Covered, Matting Cov
Invited.
ried him 12,000 miles through some of The magnifieanee of such an affair may
ered, Cane Covered, Leather,
the grandest country in the Western best be judged from the fact that
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Hall of Bath
Philadelphia Lodge spent $80,000 to
Hemisphere.
were guests of Mr. Hall’s mother, Mrs.
Imitation Leather, Hard Fibre
get its contingent of 450 members, its
He left Rockland four weeks ago, horses and its motor cars there.
James R. Williams at the Head of the
Juvenile and Children’s Cases,
Bay through Old Home Week.
ith the New England delegation, Groups of Elks from this lodge repre
Laundry Cases, Black Enamel
hieh passed through 15 of I. ncle sented quakeresses, William Penns and
Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury of Portland Is
Cases, Week End Cases,
Sam’s 48 States, going as far south as modern folks. In spite of this great
making a week’s visit with her mother
outlay and effort, first prize in the
ia Juana. Mexico, and coming back parade went to a California lodge.
Mrs. C. A. Crockett. Mr. Pillsbury was
Motor Kits.
for
a
period
of
five
days
’
traveling,
here over Sunday.
Wherever the delegates went they
through the Dominion of Canada. The were recipients of unbounded hospi
party numbered 125 persons, includ tality. The Ledges entertained them
Dr. Augustus Robinson and son
Leather, Russet, Black
ing 40 ladies. The 12,000 miles of with concerts, dances and receptions,
Harry returned to Allsjon, Mass., Fri
Imitation
Leather
travel did not Include many extended and no visiting Elk went away from
day.
motor trips. At Kansas City the New one of these gatherings without being
Matting Covered
England delegntion came in contact presented with a basket of California’s
A. C. Jones of Boston has Joined his
Boston
Bags,
Black,
Russet,
with the Grand Ixidge train, and Mr. most delicious fruit. Portland, Ore
fatplly In this city for a week’s vaca
Simonton had the pleasure of ’meeting gon, is a candidate for the convention
Mahogany
tion.
William Mountain, wild was subse of 1924, and joined with California
$1.39
to
$10.00
quently elected grand exalted ruler.
Miss Carolyn Leo of Manchester, N.
in making the Elks want to come
The journey westward was leisurely again.
H.y Is spending a three weeks’ vaca
Brief Bags, Black Russet,
....
accomplished, stops being made at
tion with her mother, Mrs. Alma M.
many famous show places, early among
Leo.
Among the first to greet Mr Simon
which was Pike’s Peak—"Pike’s Peak, ton at his hotel in Los Angeles were
or bust,” as they used to say in the Mr. and Mrs. Justin J.. Cross, who
At tlie last meeting of the Woman’s
old days. And in the old days they have be-in residents of Hollywood,
Educational Club the following com
limbed to the snow-capped summit Calif., the past year. For two hours
.SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
mittee on picnics was appointed: Mrs
on a cog-railway. On this journey the trio had a ehat in which questions
Cajlsta Cole, Mrs. Nora Wilde, Mrs
Mr. Simonton was one of the thou flew like bullets from a machine gun.
Ida Simmons, Mrs. Jeannette Dunton
This SALE will be full of interest for the returning
sands who motored to the summit over After a year’s absence Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Nettie Stewart. A picnic
the million dollar auto highway.
vacationist, the Student about to depart for school or
for the near future, date and place to
Cross had much to ask, and they also
Mr. Simonton visited the Garden of imparted much valuable information.
be announced, is being planned.
college and for the Thrifty Shopper.
the Gods and the Cave of the Winds,
Major R. H. Burnham, looking as
near Colorado Springs. In marked soldierly as ever, to use Mr. Simon
Miss Maud Hall Is making a mid
contrast
to
these
show
places
was
the
summer visit in Provincetown, where
ton’s expression, also talked over old
stricken city of Pueblo, in which Mr. times, harking back to the period
she is studying under the famous por
Simonton
saw
a
space
he
should
judge
trait painter, Hawthorne. The class of
when he was in the book and sta
to be as large as Rockland, which had tionery business here, and also serv
Rtudents with which she Is associated
been mowed down as the mowing ma ing as city clerk. Mr. Burnham is
makes frequent trips to Plymouth, so
chine levels the hay-field. The Elks now with the Edison Company.
that Miss Hall has had special oppor
Home was outside this zone, and for
tunity to enjoy the Memorial Festival.
Another former Rockland city offi
ten days after the disaster the fra cial greeted Mr. Simonton—ex-City
She returns home this wek.
ternity fed 2500 homeless persons, un Treasurer Everett A. Jones, who is
til the government was in full control. now employed in the Van Dorn Hotel
Picnics at Oakland and Mrs. Henry
The achievement was referred to glow ip San Francisco.
J. Cole’s home In Rockport are plan
ingly in' the Grand Lodge proceedings.
ned for the Educational Club in August,
Mr. Simonton also experienced much
• • * •
In charge of committee. Attractive
pleasure in meeting Joseph W. JackThe delegates next went to the rim son, a former dry goods merchant in
programs will be arranged and the
of the Grand Canyon, one of the this city, and a contemporary and
club cheer and song will be practiced
world’s most famous scenic wonders, close friend of Mr. Simonton’s father.
In preparation for the Governor’s visit
so deep that government aviators Mr. Jackson is president of Cali
to Jlhe club at its opening meeting.
were still a thousand feet from the fornia’s State of Maine Association,
The fine song, composed by the club's
Dr. Harold Darling returns today
The masquerade ball at Crescent bottom when the engines became so and the mere mention of the name of
poqt, Miss Elizabeth Marsh, Broad
street appeared In a recent issue of to his home in Hyde Park. Mass., af Beach Saturday evening proved a heated that it was necessary to make Maine never fails to arouse his inter
this paper, and members are requested ter a ten days’ visit In Rockland and grand success, with a fine attendance the ascent. Four of the boldest mem est and to inspire his most cordial
and unique costumes. The latter part bers of the party mounted burros, greeting.
to cut It out to carry to future meet Thomaston.
of the evening Ralph L. Wiggin acted and rode to the bottom. The ther
ings, also to keep up the solid reading
Distant relatives were among those
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Stanley enter as floor director, which added much to mometer register’d 130 degrees, and who helped make Mr. Simonton’s stay
for the Quarter Hour reports. Watch
the
heat
was
so
intense
and
so
ruffotained
Prof.
Robert
Hill
of
Yale
at
the
good
time.
His
efforts
were
great

this paper for further announce
in California a most delightful one.
ating that two of the women fainted.
dinner Saturday. Prof. Hill has gone ly appreciated by the joyful dancers.
ments.
The homeward jqurney was through
Peering over the rim Mi. Simonton the wonderful scenery ol tlie Canadian
to Brooklin for the summer.
saw
enough
to
provide
him
with
reflec

Mrs. Frank W. Ames and grand
Leslie Hemenway of New York, who
Rockies, and included stops ill Port
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Burpee. Miss child Francis of Portland are visiting tions for a lifetime and he did not envy land, Ore., Seattle, the gateway to
has been spending his vacation at Ap
the
burro
riders
who
went
seemingly
pleton. Me., with his family, was In Lena Cleveland and Miss Helen Mrs. jjmrs' sister, Mrs. Herbert Mor
Alaska; Vancouver. Winnipeg, Toron
to the bottom of the earth.
the city Saturday on his way to Ap Thompson left Monday for a motor ton, at The Highlands.
to and Niagara Falls. Those who had
Crossing the desert the party emerg so carefully planned the itinerary
pleton. WIs.. whither he goes on busi trip of several days to Rangeley and
Mrs. J. H. Ricker of Dorchester, ed at Riverside, Calif., passing “The arranged for something different to
ness. The family will remain in Knox Belgrade Lukes. Miss Thompson is
driving.
Mass., is the guest of her parents, Mr. Needles,” which Justin L. Cross see and different to do each day.
county’s Appleton another month.
and Mrs. R. Norman Marsh.
Mr. likened unto "the next doer to Hell.
How well they succeeded Mr. Simon
It was warm in Southern California, ton is well qualified to tell. Friends
Mrs. C. A. Dolliver, who has been Ricker and daughters Martha and
. Mr. and Mrs. John F. Clark (Annie
Ka.ler) of Portland, are visiting Mrs visiting her son and wife, Mr. and Marie have gone to Cherryfield for a but not hot. Certainly it was not are enjoying some- most interesting
Clark's' father, T. A. Kaler, Camden Mrs. A. G. Dolliver, on Masonic street, fortnight’s visit. Mr. Marsh, who has hot in San Francisco, where practic Fide-liglits of the trip, told in the :
leaves soon to spend the fall and win been quite seriously ill, was down ally everybody- wore overcoats. "The teresting vein of one who is observant,
street.
ter with Mr. and Sirs. F. A. Stanley town yesterday, and Is gradually re weather there was about like our Oc and who sees the humorous touch
tober,” says Mr. Simonton, “but they where such exists.
John P. Waite, who has been the in the Congregational parsonage at gaining health and strength.
guest of Capt. Israel Snow returned to Cohasset. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Oamaehs are
University of Maine Summer School
Nathan A. Farwell, Misses Mary and on an automobile tour around the
yesterday.
OWL’S HEAD
TOWN PESTS
Katherine Pillsbury and John De- State, while Mr. Gamache is having
Maurice Hill Is home from Bath on Lalttre of Minneapolis arrived this a week's vacation from his duties as
morning. Mr. Farwell will spend two local agent of the Metropolitan Insur
a months’ vacation.
Wednesday night at the Inn a social
weeks with his mother. Mrs. Cora ance Co.
BOBBIN
dance is on the program with good
Farwell,
Lindsey
street.
The
Misses
Kennebec Journal: The telepehone
music and a good time in prospect.
FoutJTAlU AiQt
Mr. and Mrs. Seabrooke W. Gregory
girls of the Gardiner exchange held a Pillsbury will proceed this evening to
The public is invited.
Isle
au
Haut.
Mr.
DeLaittre
was
met
of
New
Britain,
Conn.,
are
making
a
party in their rest room Friday even
hiTchiug post
Major S. B. Armat of Washington,
by
Mrs.
Talbot
Aldrieli
and
taken
to
ten days’ visit in this city, as guests
ing In honor of their retiring chief
D. C., is the guest for two weeks of
I
operator, Mrs. Harold Newbert (Chris The Crags, at Tenant’s Harbor, where of Mr and Mrs. A. W. Gregory, Cam
Mrs. H. M. Lord and family at Castle
den street. Mr. Gregory, who is
tine Bickford) who was married last he will be a guest.
Comfort.
nothing if not a baseball fan has been
Saturday. The color scheme was yel
Mrs. Charles Carver and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Philbrook of New religiously attending the Eastern
low and white. A large white wedding
Mildred, Virginia and Charles, Jr., of
bell suspended from the chandelier York are visiting Mrs. Philbrook’s League games in Hartford, and last
Rockland are visiting Mrs Carver's
night "broke in" as a bleaeherite at
and yellow and white streamers mother. Mrs. Edw. Marsh.
sister, Mrs. P. K. Reed.
the Twilight League "I read every
stretched to each corner of the room.
Miss Ella Maddocks has returned
Mrs. E. K. Leighton motored to thing in your paper, advertisements
Flowers were used profusely, consist
from Portland and will spend the re
ing of pinks, golden glow, nasturtiums Boston Monday to Join Mr. Leighton. included.” Mr. Gregory tells The Cou
mainder of the summer with Mr. and
rier-Gazette.
and ferns. In the center of the table
Mrs. J. G. Maddocks.
Miss Edna MacAllister leaves today
stood a Kewpie bride with flowing veil.
C. A. Meservey has sold his power
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Cooper and Major
Around her were ferns and at each for a few days’ stay in Portland.
boat to Fred Ames of Matinicus.
Kenneth P. Lord and' family have re
corner of the table was a vase of car
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Calderwood of
Miss Nancy O’Neal of Roxbury. turned from a ten days’ stay at Mrs.
nations. From the doll bride ribbons
Riverton, N. J., Edw. Ames ahd Mrs.
extended to a box in which was con Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Fred H. M. Noyes’ cottage at the Little
Eliza Worcester of Camden visited
Thoroughfare. North Haven.
That
cealed a cut glass water set, the gift Stream, Fulton street.
Lewis A. Arey Thursday.
cosy retreat is now occupied by Mrs
of the girls of the exchange to Mrs.
W. J. Whitney was in Friendship
The personnel of Fuller-Cobb-Davls Cooper's nephew, Leon S. Beverage,
Newbert. The gift was a complete
over Sunday.
and
the
latter
’
s
wife
from
Portland.
will
hold
their
annual
picnic
at
Oak

surprise to the recipient. Ice cream,
Mr. and Mrs. William Wincapaw and
cake, cookies, punch and sandwiches land Park Thursday.
son William of Princeton, N. J., called
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Gray
of
Phila
were served.
on friends here Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Sullivan of Au delphia were guests of Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Albert E. Roy and Mr.
Cleveland
Sleeper
at
the
Keag
Sun
Mrs. Charles J. Mitchell of 34 gusta and Mrs. Delia Sullivan of Bos
and Mrs. David Vigue and son of
day.
Pleasant street who has been very ill ton were in Rockland and at Mirror
Waterville, are at the Hussey cottage,
for the past three months is slowly im Lake, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Sunrise, for two weeks. Mr. Roy is
Miss Margaret A. Buttomer is home
S. Bird over the weekend.
proving.
TJie Poor Sap who leans against the chauffeur for Mrs. L. H. .Soper.
from Farmington where she has been Drinking Fountain is Entitled to Men
Mrs. Emery H. St., Clair has re
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis, Mr. attending Summer school.
Mrs Frank Radley and son Law
tion among the Town Pests, for he’s turned home from the Silsby Hospital
rence have returned from a three and Mrs. H. H. Stover and Mr. and
Always in the Way. Why doesn’t he and her mother, Mrs. D. A. Whitmore
Mrs. Ray Thurston of Union enter
weeks’ visit to Boston and vicinity.
THE NEW BUICK
go Pari: himself ugalnst a Building, of North Haven, is taking care of her.
tained at the Country Club SaturdayMrs. P. H. Plaisted and daughter
so
Us Citizens with our Tongues
Mrs. L. W. Dunton and two children, evening at an informal dancing party,
Florence have returned to Waterville
Announcement was made Saturday
Hanging
Out
can
lap
up
a
Drink
with

of Spencer, Mass., are guests of Mrs. preceding which Mr. and Mrs. Stover of the presentation before the motoring
after several weeks at the Plaisted
out first Pushing him Away?
Dunton’s sister, Mrs. W. H. Adams at had to dinner at the Camden Tea Room
cottage.
public
of
Buick
’
s
new
four-cylinder
the guests of honor. Mrs. Hall and
The Highlands.
Mrs. E. W. Gould and Mr^ Linwood
Mrs. Hirsh of California, who are line. There are four models in the line,
Thayer of Vinalhaven calk" on Mrs.
ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM
F. B. Robbins left last night for summering at Lincolnville; Miss Gen including roadster and five passenger
Grover C. Young Friday.
Boston, accompanied by his daughter eva Leach of Boston, a house guest touring in the open cars, and three 25 Main Street, Corner Llmerock
Mrs. Flora Speed an son Shirley of
Nathalie and Miss Polly Crockett, who of Mrs. Stover; and the live young passenger coupe and five-passenger 27 Head of Railroad Wharf
Boston arrived at their cottage Thurs
are going to Newport, R. I., for a two ladies from New York wfio are occu
29 Cor. South Main and Mechanic
weeks* visit with Dr. and Mrs. Guy E. pying Ernest C. Davis’ eamp on A1 sedan in the closed models. The wheel
33 Tillson Avenue
base
of
all
models
is
101
inches.
ford
Lake.
Misses
Evelyn
and
Flor
Nicholas.
ence Perry of Newton, who are at ^Inasmuch as it has beep known in 34 Cor. Fulton and Sqffolk Streets
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young of South- Pleasant Beach for the summer, were the automotive trade for some time 35 Main Street, Corner North
boro, Mass., who have been guests of also present. There were about forty that Buick purposed adding a line of 36 Pleasant Street. Corner Orange
the Misses Young the past fortnight, couples at the Country Club, which fours, considerable interest attaches to 37 Main Street, Corner Park
Marsh’s the specifications covering the new 38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
have returned home. While here they looked exceedingly pretty.
also visited Mr. Young’s old home at Orchestra furnished the music and a models. In motor construction Buick 42 Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
Matinicus.
delicious supper was, served about has adhered to the valve-in-head 43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
FOR THIS WEEK
10.30. Altogether tt was one of the principle with which its name has been 45—Middle Street, opp. Fern.
Miss Myra Fitch, who had her tonsils most enjoyable parties of the season. so prominently conneeft-d for twenty 46 Main Street at Rankin Block
years. The Cylinder bore is 3 and 3- 48 North Main Street. Cor. Warren
removed at Knox Hospital last week,
and as long as they last
Miss Clare Brown and Mrs. P. L. inehes with stroke of 4 and 3-4 inches, 49 Camden and Front Streets
has returned home, and Is gaining
51
Head
of
Cedar
Street
•
The
motor
develops
between
35
and
rapidly from the effects of the op Ridedout and son David have taken
WOMEN’S
rooms at Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear’s 40 brake horse power and road tests 52 West Meadow Road
eration.
have shown that the power plant will 53 Camden Street near F. B. Church
on Limeroek street.
WHITE
NUBUCK
deliver up to 50 miles an hour with
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wlnkworth have
MARIANNE
CROCKETT
ONE STRAP PUMPS
Portland Telegram: Mrs. William ease. Features of motor construction
as gpests Misa Nettie Nickerson of
New York, Edward Henry of Portland J. Burton and Miss Frances Wood of are the large three-bearing crankshaft
Cuban
Heel—Ball Strap
Vocal Teapher
Waverly street left Saturday for Rock and 12-inch long conecting rods, extra
and Theodore Monroe of Lincolnville.
land where they will be registered at long rods being provided to reduce vl
■William Maxey, who spent Old Home the Samoset for several days. Before bration to a minimum. A circulating Studio—18 Maple Street, Rockland
i
Week with his son, Frank Maxey, has returning to Portland they plan to splash oiling system gives automatic
Telephone 498-R.
»7-<e
take a trip to Boston and Nahant and lubrication throughout. Another im
returned to Warren.
These shoes were madeWill be the guests of Mrs. Albert Pike portant feature, which is standard
equipment on all Buick cars, is the
up to sell for $5.00. The
The Garland Class of the Methodist at the Clarendon Inn, Nahant.
automatic carburetor heat control
church and invited friends will hold a
manufacturer was late in
Mrs. Harris Doe and son, Harold through which ideal vaporizing con
picnic supper at the home of Mrs.
making deliveries, these
Minnie Miles, Ocean street, Friday at who have been visiting friends In this ditions are obtained.
The transmission is of the selective
6.15. Those who have not been so city and Camden, have returned to
shoes are especially clean
sliding gfar type, three speeds forward
licited will please bring pie. Mr. and their home In Bangor.
and one reverse. The universal Joint
and
gpod looking. And
Mrs. Crossland will be guests of honor.
yftitfeiAAeedqf
Mrs. F. J. Bentley of Denver, Colo., Is of standard Buick construction
are
a
big bargain.
E. B. Hastings was a passenger by and her son Frederick Bentley of New being virtually an integral part of the
last night’s steamer for Boston, where York left Rockland yesterday for the transmission and automatically iubri
White Mountains. Mr. Bentley de cated from the transmission. The
he will visit the dry goods market.
signs scenes and lighting effects for clutch is of the multiple disc, dry plate
Mr. and Mrs. N. Cook Sholes of the Neighborhood Playhouse in New type, built in exact accordance with
lthe courieb cazet e
237 Main St, Rockland, Main*
South Casco, accompanied by Mr. York and is interested in starting a the principles which have guided clutch
Sholes' parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. group of Community Players in Rock construction in Buick sixles. All mov
BOCKUNB
ing
driving
parts
are
enclosed.
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
land
next
summer.
Mrs.
Bentley
’
s
Sholes of Uticg, N. Y.. are in the city,
MAINE
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD
The Rockland Motor Mart are Rock
enroute for Vinalhaven for a fort mother. In Denver, is a granddaugh
land distributors of the Buick.
ter of General Knox.
night’s visit.
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ROCKLAND, ME.

JlPARK THEATREp
Today: WM. S. HART in “THE TESTING BLOCK”
The Girl was the Prize of the Strongest

WEDNESDAY—GUY BROS.’ MINSTRELS
THURSDAY and FRIDAY

DECEPTION’
The real heart story of Anne Boleyn and King Henry VIII, featur
ing Europe’s greatest emotional actress. (’.littering pageants and stu
pendous settings. A marvelous picture, at special prices.

NOTE—Empire Theatre will be open for pictures Wednesday af
ternoon and evening.

PARK THEATRE
Matinee and Night
WEDNESDAY, Aug 3

GUY BROTHERS
BIG CITY

MINSTRELS
WATCH FOR PARADE

32-PE0PLE-32
every one an artist
FEATURING

MISS LILLIE GUY
INTERLOCUTOR
Secure your Seats Now at
the Box Office

Afternoon, 35c and 50c plus tax
Evening, 50c and 75c plus tax
day.
Mr. Speed returned Monday
morning and Mrs, Nellie Haines and
son Harry returned to Boston with him
after a few weeks visit at their home.
Mrs. Speed will remain through the
summer.
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Schermerhorn '
and daughter of Chicago and Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Kingman of New York City
are guests at the Rogers cottage.
Eric Lister has returned to his
duties at Garthgannon Lodge after a i
two week’s vacation spent at the
Rogers cottage.
Miss Jennie Pilsbury has returned
to Portland after a few weeks at her
cottage.
Prof. McNaughton, who is spending
the summer here, took a party of 18
teachers and pupils from the Bancroft
School on a sail Thursday in Mr.
Bain’s boat Isabel.
There will be a social dance at the
Inn this Wednesday.
Harold Philbrook anil family and
Misses Isabel Bain and Elizabeth Reed
spent Sunday at Dr. Baron’s cottage
In Hope.
Mrs. Sarah Young, Mrs. Margaret
Clinton, Mrs. Charles E. Young, Mar
garet, Earl and Sadie Young went to
New Vineyard last week to visit a
sister of Mrs. Young and Mrs. Clinton,
Mrs. Elizabeth Gray.
Sunday Mrs. Flora Speed enter
tained Edgar Ellis anil Hosea Relnouf
of Stockton Springs.
The Sewing Circle fair was very
successful. Mrs. Lena Norton had
charge of the aprons, Mis. Grace
Meservey the cooked food, Mrs. Nettie
Bain fancy articles, and Mrs. Celia
Leadbetter candy nnd lemonade.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Maddocks and
son Willis of Braintree spent Satur
day and Sunday with J. G. Maddocks
and family.
Mrs. H. A. Yates of Brookline has ar
rived at her cottage and has as guests
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dili (Grace
Walker) of Hingham and Mrs. I’. A.
Noble of Springfield.

Removal Sale
NOWON
This is to notify the public that

R. A. TOMPKINS & SON
Are no more in business here.
I have bought them out at 265

Main St. and will be there all of this
week to dispose of the goods.

C. F. BRAGG
265 and 610 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND,

-

MAINE
91

FLASH LIGHTS

-andBATTER1ES
THAT WEAR

ROCKLAND
HARDWARE
COMPANY

SWAN’S ISLAND
The can buoy off Trask’s Point has
been refitted and replaed by the light
house tender and is again on duty and
watching properly.
A schooner load of salt has just been
landed for Frank Bridges at the fishwharf at Old Harbor.
Local fishermen are having difficulty
in securing an adequate supply of bait.
The dance at Seaside hall at Atlantic
on Wednesday night was well at
tended.
Excellent music was fur
nished by an orchestra composed of
Mrs. Effie Bridges, Bert Smith and
Eddie Robinson.
At the hall game on Saturday at
Minturn, 'Swan’s Island won "’by a
score of 4 to 3.
On Saturday evening a benefit dance
was held at the odd Fellows hall to
heTp support the Swan’s Island and
Minturn hall teams.
Miss Handy of Manville, Is visiting
with Mrs. A. E. O. Munsell in Atlantic.
Friends7 and relatives of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Robinson gave a very pleasant
surprise on the evening of July 26
by arranging and carrying to a very
successful conclusion a regular, oldfashioned clambake at the shore of
Seal Cove near the Robinson home. In
addition to the clams, which were
properly baked in rockweed by experts,
sandwiches, cake and excellent hot

coffee were served. A huge hbnftre
lighted up the festive scene and added
greatly to the enjoyment of the oc
casion. The fun lasted until late into
the evening, and the event was so
thoroughly enjoyed by everyone that
it was agreed to arrange for another
at an early date. Since their marriage
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson have resided in
Boston, and have lately purchased a
winter home there, to which they will
return at the close of the summer.
They are now having extensive repairs
made on their slimmer home at Seal
Cove.
Miss Harriet Andrews and Miss
Henrietta Qee of New York City, Mr.
Montague and Mr. Basch and his
mother, also from New York, are oc
cupying the Van Horn cottage near the
Otter Pond on the eastern side of the.
island.
Mr. and Mrs. Royce Johnson of Bath
are visiting Mr. Johnson’s parents in
Atlantic.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Borland of Bucks
port are visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Stanley at the point in Minturn.
Mrs. Mary Buckler and daughters
Mary and Alice, son Warren and Miss
Carlyle Boone, all of Baltimore, Md.
are occupying the house of Cleveland
Dunham near the church in Atlantic.

i
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QUARRY AND KILN.

OXFORD WAS EASY

Every-OtKer-Daf

ROCKPORT

j“ar‘! 1
Selected Limelets From Bulle Portland Team Played Snappy I
Ball But Was No Match for 8O"S
tin 73 Concerning Knox
Marshall E. Reed of Roxbury was a |
Rockland.
I recent guest at Sherman Weed’s.
County’s Chief Industry.

William Crosson of Lynn, Mass., I
The Oxford Athletic Club sauntered who is touring Maine, is the guest of
New Kilns—The conveyor forms are
| Mr. and Mrs. Mark Ingraham for a |
about ready for the concrete.—A jauntily onto the Oakland Park dia
| few days.
THE
pipe-fitting gang has been detailed mond Saturday in a manner which in
John Lane of Whitman, Mass., who ]
U.
S.
NOBBY
TREAD
dicated
that
it
expected
to
find
easy
I has been visiting friends in Sears
from the crew, under the direction of
Mr. Packard. Their first job is to picking in Rockland. It left the dia mont, has returned to Rockport and I
Where the going is specially heavy
is the guest- of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin |
pipe water to gas producer for cooling mond a much sadder and wiser crowd, Bennett.
with snow, mud or sand, in hilly
country where maximum traction on
purposes.—The setting of glass was on the short end of a 7 to 1 score.
Kenneth Daucett met with a pain- I
the road is a factor, no other tire tread
Every so often Charlie Thornton | ful accident Friday while working on
begun Friday, Ed. Eaton and Ben
yet devised is quite so effective, or so
He |
Wiggin starting that part of the job pitches an amazingly good game. Sat the Megunticook golf grounds.
wholly approved by motoring opin
urday
was
one
of
the
days,
for
only
"as
using
a
motor
lawn
mower
and
that day. There are 2100 panes of
ion, as the U. S. Nobby Tread.
,
, .
.
„ ,, ,
in some way his foot was caught ln
two clean fcts were made off his demaehine 8everlnK one o{ hl8 toes.
glass to set in the two buildings.
Its very simplicity—three rows of
Carr, the Portland
High yje was taken to the Knox Hospital |
Point—Kiln 4 with 991 barrels pro livery.
diagonal knobs, gripping the road—
is the result of all the years of U. S.
duction made a good showing for the School pitcher, was in the box for the buj was abb, to return in a few hours
visitors. This young man is a past and now
ag comfortable as can be |
Rubber experience with every type
week on soft rock.—James Philsardo high priest in the Ancient Order of I expected.
of road the world over.
was in Boston several days last week Crabbers, and he lasted just three in
on business relating to property in nings, during which Rockland made | Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar of
Italy.—The Point trolley system has two doubles and six singles. In addi Rockland were guests at the home of |
been put in first-class condition by tion Carr hit two men, gave a base on | his mothen, Mrs. K. M. Dunbar, Sun
Mutt & Jeft Co. and Myron.—Two balls and made a wild pitch and a balk. day.
Capt. Allen P. Vane of Seaford, Dela- I
additional kilns went afire last week; Dolan, who succeeded him in the
No. 5 Friday afternoon. No 3 Satur fourth, was touched up for a double ware, and niece, Miss Shirley P. Vane |
Baltimore, Md, Col. V. H. Brinsday morning, all five kilns now being and six singles, and seemed to have of
field and daughter viola of Eldorado,
in operation.—Barrel production in nothing but a dinky dope ball, but the | ^|dt> were guests of Capt. and Mrs. |
the cooper shop for the week was 1357 Oxford boys gave him splendid back- Ernest Torrey Sunday.
medium and 1075 small, a total of ing. and Rockland failed to score on
Leslie Ott of Stonington is in town. I
2432. Six coopers are now at work.—
him, even in the sixth inning when called here by the death of his father,
The re-arrangement of the kiln crews three singles were made. A very clever William J. Ott.
made necessary by full operation is as double play by Whalen, Barron and
Rev. and Mrs. Andrew Young left I
follows: No. 1, Augusto Delmonico,
McGllvray squelched the offensive Monday for Dover, where they will
Charles Smith, Edw. Smart, Antone
spend a three weeks' vacation. They
Delmonico; No. 2, Jesse Linnell, Ed which Rockland was staging.
The Rockland team which played I were accompanied as far as Bucks- j
die Snow, James Philsardo; No. 3, Saturday looked stronger to the crowd port by Miss Nellie G. Hesketh, who I
William McKenzie, John Carveson, than the one which faced Augusta the bag been their guest for the past week,
Mike Salerno; No. 4, Fred Clough,
day before. Cottrell did some marvelCharles Myrick, who was called
Frank Childs, Clyde Withee; No. 5, ously good work in left field, and hit bere by the death of his sister, Mrs.
I.ouie Peterson, E. C. Phillips, Stanley two singles and a double. Sullivan also | a. A Dunbar, returned Friday to |
Frankaski, Joseph Pisano.
looked good in the lineup The score: Farmington, accompanied by Mr. I
Mills—Operation of Mill 2 suspend
Rockland.
Dunbar, who will be his guest for a |
ed for a few days for installation of
ab r bh tb po a
few days.
new hopper.—Mike Amata reports Kenney, ss ............4 2 2 3 2
Dr. C. W. Steward has been attend
having sold cherries to the amount of Lamb, cf.................4 2 2 2 1
everything by the way of “staggering
TOP and talk to the next man
ing the two children of Mr. and Mrs.
$60.30, besides giving away a lot to Wotton, lb ............5
•
bargains’’, “hurrah discounts”, “discon
Lewis
Simmons
in
Rockland,
who
I
friends and neighbors.—A large hopper Cottrell, If ............. 4
you see with U. S. Tires on
3
have been ill with diphtheria and are j
is being installed under the dust ar Foster, rf ............. 4
tinued
lines at less” and so forth they
1
reported as convalescing.
his car. Ask him why.
rester in No. 2 mill, to take the place Oney, 3b ................. 3
1
know
wfiat
not to get.
The
35th
annual
reunion
of
the
I
of the three smaller ones formerly in Sullivan, 2b ..........4
1
Shibles family will be held Thursday, [
Most likely you’ll hear an inter
use. When this hopper is placed Sturtevant, c ........ 3
They
want
a fresh, live tire. With a
Aug. 18, at Penobscot View Grange
screw conveyors will carry material Thornton, p .......... 4
esting
story
about
his
tire
experi

hall,
Glencove.
A
picnic
dinner
will
|
good
reputation.
That’s everything it says
from dust arrester to Raymond sepa
be served.
rators for reseperation, making a sav
it
is.
With
the
people behind it who
ments—before the answer was
32 7 14 17 27 11
Miss Dorothy Robinson was the I
ing of labor, time and dust, with bet
Oxford A. C.
back
it
up.
guest
of
Mrs.
Forrest
Messenger
in
|
ter results obtained.
found. Money wasted. Promises
ab r bh tb po a e Rockland last week.
• • • •
Ashley, If ...
........... 4 1112 0 0
Mrs. Fannie M. Andrews and daugh
unkept. Trouble on the road—hu
Rockport—Schooner Morris & Cliff Barron, 3b .............. 3
0
ter, Mra Arthur Whittier and daugh
There are 92 U. S. Factory Branches.
is due in Rockport with coal for the Lynch, ss ................ 3
•
morous to every one except the
ter Marion of Bath and Miss Kath
Rockport Fuel Co.—The Berwick Winch, lb .............. 2
1
Your local-U. S. Dealer is drawing
arine Simonton of New York have |
man who went through it.
loaded 1500 No. 1 Jacobs for Rockland McGllvray, 2b ....3
0
returned from Brooklin, where they
upon
them continually to keep his stocks
last week and 1500 selected for the Carr, p, cf ............ 3
1
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert |
barge.—The following schooners have Whalen, c .............. 3
sized
up, complete—to give you service.
0
Finally
U.
S.
Tires.
And
U.
S.
Andrews.
recently arrived with wood for the Dolan, cf, p
..3
0
Mrs. Fred W. Shibles is the guest of I
Whenever
he gets one or a hundred
Tires ever since.
corporation; E. J. Billings, Liveli Smith, rf ,.
,,1
0
0 her sister, Mrs. Ralph Pendleton, in |
hood, J. F. Hutchins, D. Grindle, Seymour, rf
•
U. S. USCO TREAD
tires
from
a
U.
S. Factory Branch, they
0 I Islesboro.
Lewis R. French, Caroline Butler.
Miss Mabel Wall has returned from '
are newly made this season’s tires.
Barrel Factory No. 1—Production
27 1 3 4 24 14 3 Boston where she has been spending I
U. S. CHAIN TREAD
for the week was 4044 large barrels.— Rockland ........... 2 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 x—7 a few days.
Perhaps it’s the experience of U. S.
/
Sold to you at a net price. Full values.
Small barrels for Monday and large Oxford A. C......... 0 0 0 1 0 0 ® 0 0—1
William J. Ott, aged 65 years, died 1
Tire buyers that makes them more em
U. S. NOBBY TREAD
Square-dealing. A reputable maker. A
for the rest of the week is the sched
Two base hits, Kenney, Cottrell, | Saturday at Rockland. He was born |
phatic in their preference than ever this
ule for this week.—Extra operation Sturtevant, Winch. Bases on balls, off
reputable dealer. The whole transaction
" in Rockport and was the son of WilU. S. ROYAL CORD
of 414 hours daily on the tongue and Carr 1. Struck out, by Thornton 8, by
year.
lian H. and Almira (Kellar) Ott, and I
as befits the leadership of the oldest and
groove machine was begun Monday.— Dolan 5. Stolen bases, Kenney 2, Cot a large part of his life had been spent
U. S. RED & GREY TUBES
Boynton Shady has been transferred trell 2. Double plays, Wotton to Ken in his native town, where he was well
largest rubber organization in the world.
When these men have tried most
from Paul Sawyer’s crew to the fac ney, Sullivan to Kenney to Wotton,
known and respected. Besides a wife |
tory and is now setting up barrels.— Lynch to Barron to Winch, Lynch to he leaves a son, Leslie Ott of Stoning
A new heading machine arrived in McGilvrav to Winch. Wild pitch, Carr ton, and two grandchildren, Mrs. Evie |
last Wednesday. It is fitted Avith a Passed ball, Whalen Hit by pitcher. | Gott of Gott's Island and Miss Doro
blower arrangement, suction picking Kenney, Sturtevant. Umpire, Browne.
thy Robinson of Rockport. Funeral I
up the head and placing it.
services were .held Monday afternoon |
Gregory—No. 3 tilled out Monday—
at the Burpee undertaking rooms in
Repairs are being made on No. 7.—
NORTH HAVEN
Rockland.
Interment was in Sea j
Ross Weymouth is filling in on kiln
I View cemetery, Rockport.
work.—Charlie Doherty is substituting
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Beverage of Port
for Dominique.
land are at the Cooper farm, Little
Five Kilns—Clyde Withee is filling Thoroughfare.
VINALHAVEN
in on kiln 4 at the Point.—John NyMajor Lord and family and J. F.
strom has shipped as fireman oft the Cooper and family have returned to I Miss Anne C. Donohue of Vinalhaven
steam lighter Sophia.—James Dow re their Rockland home after a 10 days has registered for courses at the sumturned to work last Thursday after stay at the Cooper Farm.
mer session of Boston University,
an absence of several weeks on ac
Rev. and Mrs. M. G. Perry and baby specializing in education, English and |
count of sickness.
left for Boston Friday night.
sociology.
L. R. R. R.—The Pleasant street
H. M. Noyes is at Vinalhaven for a
Mrs. Sarah Nickerson of East Har- j
crossing has been retiled.
few days.
wick, Mass., is a guest of her nephew,
The Chautauqua will be with us this James Gregory,
Arthur Brown is spending a vacaBy-Products—Lehigh Valley barge week. If you haven’t bought your sea702 discharged 1444 tons of steam coal son ticket yet see that you do at once, tion visit in Waldoboro.
Miss Blanche Hamilton will visit in
Friday and Saturday.—Barge Che You will be sorry if you miss one of
mung docked last Tuesday at 2 p. m. the entertainments. This Chautauqua Portland this week during her vacaand finished discharging 986 tons of is the only one endorsed by the Gov- tion from the postoflice. Miss Laverne
Vinal will substitute in the office durslack and towed out Wednesday at ernment and the best on the road.
H. M. Crockett of Boston arrived ing her absence.
10.30 a/ m.—Lehigh Valley barge 706
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Porter and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas of
began loading lime Monday at tower. Saturday morning for two weeks vacaBUMPER APPLE CROP
CLARRY HILL
WEST ROCKPORT
Rockland spent last Sunday with
The lime is being loaded from steam tion with his family, who are spend- Anna Bisler of Philadelphia arrived
Mrs. Addie Sidelinger of Feyler’s
Saturday at Bridgeside. Other Philalighters Sophia and Radium and R. ing the summer here.
Mr. Dudley, Well Pleased, Says Our Corner visited Mrs. Sarah Jameson last relatives here.
Arthur Lamson and friend returned
Wiiliam Leadbetter and family are delphia guests arrive this week,
Marion Smith, who has been work
& R. lighter Berwick, this being made
Fine Fruit Will Enter New Markets. Saturday.
ing in Norwich, Conn., returned home
Elton Bassett of New Bedford, Mass., to Boston Saturday evening after two
necessary because of lack of loading visiting his mother at Haven’s Rest.
Mr. and Mrs. John Welt of Auburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Stone spent the | js spending his vacation in town as weeks visit with relatives.
apparatus on the barge. Thirty thou
State Horticulturist Dudley of Au Mrs. May Welt of Rome, N. Y., and last Friday.
sand feet of hard wood boards were day in Rockland last Wednesday
a guest of his cousin, James Gregory.
Fred Shuman of Waldoboro called
Several young people from Mt. burn declared Tuesday that the apple Mrs. Theodora Pearl of Concord, N.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Crockett left
used as dunnage. About'8000 barrels
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby returned
on friends here last Saturday.
H.,
called
on
friends
here
last
Tues

Pleasant
Grange
visited
Warren
High

crop
In
Maine
this
year
would
be
a
Saturday
morning
for
their
home
in
were put aboard besides a large lot
Friday from a visit with relatives in
Eva Robbins visited Mrs. A. K.
of paper hydrate and barrel chemical. Ransomville, N. Y.
Allston, Mass. Frank Brown is a land Grange Saturday evening and bumper one and he believed that the day.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jameson visit Jackson last Thursday.
Mrs.
Charles
Frost
is
hostess
at
the
Italians—Nel Bollettino 70. del 7 Lugguest of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby. report a very pleasant time.
conditions are more favorable than ed relatives in Washington recently.
Eugene Bucklin of North Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fernald and
lio e apparso, un articolo abbastanza Golf Club House, taking the place ^f
Sawln Pierce returned last week
they have been for a great crop.
Mrs. Lizzie Hilt visited Mrs. Mary is haying for Sadie Kelley.
sciocco nel quale diceva che nella Mrs. Myron Crockett, who has re from Detroit, Mich. His mother, Mrs. daughter of Rockland called on rela
F. C. Millay has a crew raking blue
“Apples are to eat primarily, not to Smith last Saturday.
ricorrenza del 4 Luglio molti Italiani turned to her home.
Arthur Pierce accompanied him by tives in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Metcalf and berries for the factory.
E. A. Stanley of Southwest Harbor auto from Marlboro, Mass.
We were visited Thursday afternoon look at. and that is where the Maine
ballavano all’usanza Italina mentre la
musica era Americana.
Che bella has moved into the Maker Camp for
Mrs. Ella Bray of Brookline, who by a young cyclone, accompanied by a apple takes the lead, for It cannot be
buffoneria. Tatito la musica quanto the rest of the summer.
has been a guest at Mrs. J. E. Beggs’, pouring rain, the air seemed full ot beaten on earth for flavor and rich
C. S. Staples and family have moved has gone to North Haven.
chicken coops, flying limbs and all ness of substance,” said Mr. Dudley.
le specie di suonate di qualunque
"There is where the State's big crop
nazionalita appartengano i ballerini to their North Shore Farm.
Mrs. Ru8ell ftVhitmore and daughter sorts of debris, glass was broken, trel
The Dark Harbor Yacht Club raced Erma and nephew Don Woodcock, lises and vines were torn down and of apples is going to ’do so much for
ballano secondo la sua nota se Polka,
Mazurk, a Valzer, ehi piu svelto chi to North Haven Friday and were en were in Rockland a few days last quite a little damage done in this the Maine orchardists,” continued Mr.
Dudley. "The market is going to call
vicinity.
piu aduggio e cio a piacimento. Di tertained by friends on shore Friday week.
Mabel Simmons Is home from Port for Maine apples. The other States
speciale in Italia non vi e altro che la evening, returning home Saturday | Miss Gertrude Vinal is a guest of
Tarantella che qualunque musica di forenoon.
Miss Ethel Young at Crockett’s River. land where she visited friends for sev cannot fill the demand. Maine fruit
will the coming fall and winter be sent
ogni nazione dopo d’averla imparta
Mrs. Frank White and sons Max and eral weeks.
Mary Tolman sjjent Sunday with her Into markets where they have never
puo benissimo suonarla e cosi pure i
Telephone that Item of news to The Edward and Mrs. James Wareham
ballerini di qualunque nazione pos- Courier-Gazette, where thousand* of and dauiditer were guests of Mr. and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Tolman. before been seen. Their entrance Into
readers will see It
During the gals of Thursday a large new fields, in proper shape and con
Bono fare se desiderano impararla.
Mrs. L.VR. Smith at the Wigwam,
tree near the -residence of Almon dition, properly packed and graded
Shore Acres. Tuesday.
The Ladies’ Orchestra was enter Maxey was broken off a part of it and set off in all their attractiveness,
tained Thursday evening at the home penetrating the roof. This tree was will assure a market for all time—a
permanent market, at prices which
of Mrs. Beulah Drew. The rehearsal one of the many old landmarks.
will be remunerative to the producer.
was only a part of the social affair,
“That’s why I am so interested In
and a fine picnic supper was served.
the Maine apple this year and «so
SUMMER LOCAL MAILS
Mrs. Susan Woodcock was a guest
anxious for the Maine farmer to take
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Whitte
Time of Their Closing and Arrival At advantage of the opportunity in the
more, last week.
The Rockland Postoffice. All Mails very best way, for it will mean much
The building formerly used by Lane
to him in years to come. I hope no
Standard Tims.
& Libby and late by Littlefield & Mills,
one will miss that opportunity.”
on Main street is being prepared for
"Train Mails” include all the towns
occupancy by the Atlantic & Pacific
Company.
on the line of the Knox & Lincoln,
Mrs. Graffam and sister, Mrs. Clara Union, Appleton, 'Washington, Lib
let Nature restore your
One of the surest waj’s
THAT DULL ACHINS
Pendleton, and guest, Frank Andrews,
coffee-irritated nerves,
to become physically in
were guests at Camp Alyosca Wednes erty, Hope, South Hope, etc.
and bring you sound, re
capable of doing your best
day.
Train Mails
Don’t worry and complain about a
Close
freshing sleep.
Arrive
work is to get only snat
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins of Rock
7.05 A. M.
9.35 A. M.
land were in town last week.
bad back. Get rid of it!
For weak
ches of sleep—broken by
Postum i3 wholesome
12.65 P. M.
11.25 A. M.
Mrs. Edna Swears, who was called
kidneys, lame and achy backs, your
disturbing dreams.
4.50 P. M.
3.35 P. M.
here by the illness and death of her
and acts in a normal way.
neighbors recommend Doan’s Kidney
8.25 P. M.
brother-in-law J. R. Swears, returned
If your sleep is being
It possesses the advan
Pills. Ask your neighbor. Read this
to her home in Dover, Thursday.
Camden, Gleneovs and Rockport
disturbed by drinking
tages of a hot drink, with
The Arion Orchestra furnished the
statement:
7.60 A. M.
11.00 A. M.
tea or coffee, you may be
out the ill effects of tea
music at N. P. • Hallowell’s cottage,
he stimulus of pure ginger protects
1.00 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
Mrs. W. E. Flanders, 4 Bunker St.,
sowing the seeds cf a
North Haven, Friday night.
There
or coffee.
3.00 P. M.
8.30 P. M.
Rockland, says: “It's been some years
were present a number of guests from
nervous breakdown.
Vinalhaven
the overheated stomach from chill
since I used Doan’s Kidney Pills but
the Islesboro Yacht Club.
Drink Postum for a
8.30 A. M.
9.00 A. M.
Miss
Laverne
Vinal
has
a
position
from past experience I feel justified in
Do not wait until your
week cr two. See what
2.30 P. M.
3.00 P. M.
when after exercise you drink
with the Robertson Coal & Wood Co.
recommending them for they certainly
nerves are affected by the
a difference it will make
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Lane were North Haven, Stonington and Swan’a did me a world of good when my kid
drugs, thein and caffeine,
in you!
Island *
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
neys were giving me trouble. When I
in tea or coffee. Protect
10.00 A. M.
100 P. M.
Young at Crockett's River.
was young, I had a bad spell of sick
“
There
’
s
a
Reason.
”
Mrs. Olive IJbby and Miss Mar
your strength, vitality and
ness and it left my kidneys In a weak
Matinicus and Criehaven
garet Libby were guests «f Mrs. E. C.
and disordered condition I was unfit
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
endurance.
Postum comes in two
McIntosh at Shore Acres Wednesday.
6.00 P. M.
7.00 A. M.
for any kind of work for about a year.
forms: Insiant Postum (in tins)
D. H. Glidden has moved into the
There was a steady dull ache In my
Have sound, restful
Castine and Dark Harbor
made instantly in the cup by
office formerly occupied by Dr. Lawry
back Just over my kidneys and it made
10.00 A. M.
9.00 A. M.
the addition of boiling water.
sleep, and wake refreshed
The place is made attractive with new
me miserable. Everything I undertook
4.30 I’. M.
3.00 P. M.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
and fit for any task.
finishing.
to do was a drag and I had blinding
larger bulk, for those who pre
Rockville and West Rockport
Esther, widow of Winthrop Roberts,
dizzy shells, too. As another of the
fer to make the drink while tho
7.30
A.
M.
12.16
P.
M.
Postum, the delicious
died suddenly late Saturday afternoon
family had used Doan’s Kidney Pills
meal is being prepared) made
cereal beverage, with its
Ash
Point
and
Owl
’
s
Head
at her home on Pleasant street.
Buy it by the case from your grocer or druggist
with good results I sent to the Pendle
by boiling for 20 minutes.
7.45
A.
M.
11.30
A.
M.
ton Pharmacy and got two boxes.
golden-brown richness
3.30
P.
M.
3.30
P.
M.
After using Doan's I became much bet
At all grocers.
and coffee-like taste will
BB A BOOSTER!
The Clicquot Club Company, Millis, Mass., U. S. A.
ter and my kidneys have never both
SouthThomaston, Clark Island,
TRADE AT HOMBI
ered me since.”
Sprues Head
TAKE THE HOME PAPER I
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
9.30 A. M.
11.30 A. M.
1.00 P. M.
3.30 P, M,
Co., Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.

.....

/^everyone

listened to experience,
how much theyd save

S

United States Tires

United States ® Rubber Company
GEORGE M. SIMMONS, ROCKLAND, ME.
WARREN GARAGE, WARREN, ME.

They All Like It

Mental butterflying at 2 a. tn.
A great indoor sport for
thoughtless people

T

GINGER AIX

